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INVITATION TO MAKE A SUBMISSION 

The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) invitcs people to make a submission on this proposal. 

Hamersley proposes to develop the Namniuldi-Silvergrass Iron Ore Project. located about 55kni north-west of Toni Price. In 

accordance with the E,,rironmen,aI Protection Act. 1980.   a Consultative Environmental Review (CER) has been prepared which 

describes this proposal and its likely effects on the environment. 

The CER is available for public review for it period o14 weeks, from Monday 27 March 2000 closing on Wednesday 26 April 

2000. 

Comments from Government agencies and from the public will help the EPA to prepare an assessment report in which it will 

make recommendations to Government. 

Why write a submission? 

A submission is it way to provide information. express your opinion and put forward your suggested course of action - including 

any alternative approach. It is useful if Vol] indicate any suggestions you have to improve the proposal. 

All submissions received by the EPA will be acknowledged. Submissions will be treated as public documents unless provided artcl 

received in contidence subject to the requirements of the Freedoni of Infin'mation Act, and may be quoted in fttll or in part in the 

EPA's report. 

Why not join a group? 

If you prel'er not to write your own comments, it may be worthwhile joining with a group interested in making a submission on 

similar issues. Joint submissions may help to reduce the workload for an individual or group, as well as increase the pool of ideas 

and information. If you lirm it small group (up to 10 people) please indicate all the names of the participants. If your group is 

larger. l)lease indicate how many people your submission represents. 

I)eveloping a submission 

You may agree or disagree with, or comment on, the general issues discussed in the CER or the specilic proposals. It helps it' you 

give reasons for your conclusions, supported by relevant data. You may make an important contribution by suggesting ways to 

make the proposal more environmentally acceptable. 

When making comments on specific elements of the CER: 

clearly state your point ot'  view: 

indicate the source of your intorniation or argument if this is applicable: 

suggest recommendations, saleguards or alterilatives 

Points to keep in mind 

By keeping the following points in mind, you will make it easier for your submission to be analysed: 

attempt to list points so that issues raised are clear. A summary Of your submission is helpful: 

refer each point to the appropriate section. chapter or recommendation in the CER: 

if you discuss different sections of the CER, keep theni distinct and separate, so there is no contusion as to which section you 

are considering: 

attach any lactual in lormation you may wish to provide and give details of the source. Make sure your in formation is accurate. 

Remember to include: 

your name 

address 

date 

whether you want your submission to be conhdcntial 

The closing (late for submissions is: Wednesday 26 April 2000. 

S ubmissions should be addressed to: 

The Environmental Protection Authority 

Wesiralia Square 

141 St George's Terrace 

PERTH WA 6000 

Attention: Murray Hogarth 
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SUMMARY 

Hamersley Iron Pty. Limited (Hamersley) proposes to develop its Marra Mamba iron ore deposits at 
Namniuldi (includes some detritals) and Silvergrass. These deposits are near the Brockman No. 2 Mine, 
located 55km north-west of Torn Price (refer Figure I ). The Nammuldi deposit lies along an east-west 
alignment north of the Brockman No. 2 Mine. The Silvergrass deposit is across the valley from 
Brockman/Namniuldi. about 12km to the north (refer Figure 2). 

This proposal forms part of a multi-staged approach to the development of Hamersley's Marra Mamba 
deposits. Stage I was for a trial mining operation in a small area of Nammuldi: this was assessed and 
approved by Government and is cut-rently in operation (Figure 3). Stage II is the development of the 
Nammuldi and Silvergrass deposits (the current Project). Stage III is for the future development of 
Homestead deposits (to be assessed separately from this Project). 

The Stage 11 Project was referred to the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) in September 1998. 
The EPA determined that the Project was to be assessed as a Consultative Environmental Review (CER). 

Project options 

The Project is in the early development phase, with preliminary feasibility studies being undertaken in 
parallel with the environmental approval process. By subjecting some options to environmental 
assessment at this stage of the Project. Hamersley can identify whether any such options have undesirable 
environmental effects that require particular approaches to managing them. This information can then be 
fed into technical studies to resolve the key options. 

The main areas where Project options exist are: 

Processing (wet or dry) - the environmental impacts of both wet and dry processes are described in 
the CER, but the wet process has potentially larger environmental impacts. This CER assumes wet 
processing. Dry processing results in less ground disturbance, less processing (wet processing 
requires a tailings storage facility) and less water demand. but a higher risk of dust emissions. 
Means of transporting ore from Silvergrass to Namniuldi - options include railway, road and 
conveyor (none preferred over the other at this stage). 
Tailings storage - a combination of in-pit disposal and central thickened discharge is preferred, but 
valley impoundment, waste i-ock dump, paddock impoundment and co-disposal were also considered 
(refer Figure 4). 
Disposal of mine dewatering - feasibility studies for recharge to aquifers at Nanimuldi will continue. 
Initially, excess water will be discharged into the existing natural drainage system at Nammuldi. If 
recharge proves feasible, this will replace surface discharge. At Silvergrass, excess mine water will be 
discharged directly into Cave Creek. 

The Project 

At Nammuldi. five Marra Mamba pits (A, B. C/D. E and F), plus additional detritals pits will be 
developed, while at Silvergrass. three pits (Valley, Range and Flats) will be developed (Figure 6). 
Conventional open cut iron ore mining approaches and equipment will be used. 

Production will commence at 2-3Mt/a and could increase to about 20Mt/a. Mine life will be 15-20 years, 
but may be longer. 

SI 



As 80% of the Marra Mamba ore is below water table. dewatering will be required. About 30.000ML will 
be extracted from each of the aquifers at Nammuldi and Silvergrass. Maximum total dewatering rate will 
be about I 81ML/d. Dewatering strategies (rates of dewatering and volumes of discharge) are dependent on 
the mining schedule/sequence, which will need to be flexible to meet market demand. In-pit dewatering 
bores will target the primary zone of permeability in each pit that is associated with fractures within the 
Marra Mamba mineralisation (the main aquifer). Pumping from in-pit sumps in addition to dewatering 
bores may be required to maintain dewatering rates in the later stages of mining. 

Water obtained from dewatering will be utilised for the processing of ore, dust suppression and potable 
purposes. At Namniuldi, water will be discharged into existing natural drainage lines flowing away from 
the mining areas. Depending on the outcome of further feasibility studies, excess water will be recharged 
into aquifers, but only if practical and feasible. At Silvergrass, excess water will be discharged into Caves 
Creek. 

Mining will move about 750Mt of waste material (overburden/waste rock) to extract about 280Mt of ore. 
Mine voids will be in-filled and/or backfilled with waste rock and overburden to mi above the pre-mine 
mean water table. The various pit voids at Nammulcli will be filled to between 575 and 581 mRL and 
between 548 and 550mRL at Silvergrass. Some waste dumps will remain at the end of the Project and will 
be approximately 40m high and battered down during rehabilitation. About 30% of the waste material 
will be returned to mine pits. 

Crushed Silvergrass ore will be transported to the Nammuldi plant by a new rail, road or conveyor (Figure 
6). Ore will be processed using wet or dry processing at Nammuldi. If wet processing is undertaken (the 
most likely scenario), tailings will be piped into available Brockman (Pits I and 3) and Nammuldi (Pit B) 
mine voids. A new tailings storage facility (central thickened discharge) will also be required as these pit 
voids are insufficient to accommodate all tailings from Nammuldi and Silvergrass (Figure 4 and Figure 
6). The voids nominated for in-pit disposal of tailings will have sufficient capacity to contain about 50-
60% of the tailings generated: the remainder will report to the new storage facility. At full production, 
wet processing will generate about 2Mt/a (dry) tailings, consisting of fine clays. limonite and goethite 
washed from the ore. Decant water will be collected and returned to the process water circuit. 

A portion of the Brockman rail 1001) overlies the planned Pit C/D (Figure 6): this area will be mined. 
Brockman product may be loaded onto rail wagons through Nammuldi facilities (by a conveyor 
connection). 

Product will be loaded into rail wagons at Nammuldi and transported to Dampier via the existing 
Brockman rail spur and the main Parahurdoo-Dampier railway. No additional facilities are required at 
Dampier for this new product. 

Infrastructure requirements inc I tide: 
a wet processing plant at Nammuldi. dry crushing at Silvergrass and Pit ElF at Nanimuldi 
extensions to the existing Nammuldi camp for the Project construction workforce 
a new Village east of the Nammuldi camp for the operations workforce 
anew rail loop near the Nammuldi plant 
upgrading the Brockman airstrip 
extensions to the existing Dampier-Tom Price power line and distribution network 
dewatering horefields and associated pipework and pumps (Figure 7 and Figure 8) 
off-take from the dewatering discharge lines and water storage facilities 
in-pit and new tailings storage and pipeline facilities 
offices, workshops, laboratories, service areas 
separate bulk fuel and animonium nitrate and explosives storage facilities 

.S2 



A summary of the key characteristics of the Project is provided below. 

(:omponent Project characteristic Description 
General Area to be cleared Around 2.000ha 

Mine and mining Pits and ore type Nammuldi - Pits .A, B. dO. E and F (all Marra Maniba) and cletritals near Pit F. 
Silvergrass - Range Pit. Valley Pit. Flats Pit - all Marra Mamba 

Area (mines and waste 
dumps) 

About I 655ha: made up of mines 65511a. waste dumps 900ha (some waste will he 
returned to mine pits). haul roads I ()Oha 

Ore reserve About 28OMt 230Mt of Maria Mamba and 50Mt ot detritat.st  

Mining rates Initially 2-3MtIa and could increase to 20Mt/a 

Estimated mine life 15-20 years 

Ore below water table About K0 

Stripping ratio 3:1 (waste:ore) overall 

Waste ore disposal About 750Mt of waste rock to he generated. Soiiie waste will he used to backlill 
voids to above pre-mine mean water table level, some used in construction works 
and the remainder Icti as out-of-pit waste dumps 

Pit voids 

___________________  

Voids to he backfilled to one metre above the mean pc-mine water table using waste 
ore and overburden. Backtilled pits will he 575-58 I mRL at Nammuldi and 548-
550mRl. at Silvergrass 

Waste dumps Waste dumps will he 40m high. Maximum hatter slope 01 20 during rehabilitation. 

Proportion of waste to 
he hacktilled  

About 30'% 

Dewatering General Dewatering required to access below water table ore from most pits 

A rrangenicn t In-pit dcwateri ng bores to achieve the hulk of dewateri ng, associated with in-pit  
sunips in the later stages of mining 

Combined rates Maximum rate approximately 1KM Lid 

Total volumes Nanimuldi about 3 1 .0(IOML. Silvergrass about 30.()00M L 

Discharge strategy At Namniuldi, discharge will initially be into drainage lines, then to recharge via 
mined pit (it suitable pit available and it is Feasible). At Silvergrass, discharge will he 
to Caves Creek 

Processing and 
tailings 

Plant Wet or dry processing at Nammuldi. dry crushing plant at Silvergrass and it dry 
 crushing plant around Pit F/F at Nanimukti. 

Tailings t it wet 
processing) 

About 2Mt/a (dry). made up of clays and tine iron traction - defined as high 
plasticity silt. Discharge into Brockman pits I & 3 and Nammuldi Pit B. plus a 
central thickened discharge fitcil ity 

Stockpiles Product stockpiles at Namniuldi, crushed ore stockpile at Silvergrass 

Infrastructure Power New extension off Dampier-Tom Price line 

Water Dewatering will supply water for potable, processing and dust control purposes: 
decant water Ironi tailings storage will supplement processing requirements 

Transport Ore from Silvergrass Railway, haul road or conveyor 

Product transport By rail to Dampier on existing rail network 

\orkforce Workforce (approx. For construction about 400. Operations 15(1-19(1 on FIFO basis. 

Accommodation Naniniuldi Camp for construction. new Village for Nammuldi worktOrce 

Existing environment and environmental impacts and management 

Table SI provides a summary of the environmental issues and management associated with the Project. 

Commitments 
Hamerslev has made environmental commitments to manage the Project (Table 5.1 ). These are: 

Commitment 1: Environmental Management l'lan (EMP). l-lamersley will prepare and impletnent an EMP for the 

Project that will out I inc the: 

environmental performance objectives for relevant environmental Ftctors: 

management of etivironmental impacts front construction and operation: 

monitoring of key environmental aspects: 

reporting and auditing procedures 

The EMP will be prepued in consultation with relevant Government agencies and will be subjected to a targeted 

public review. 



Commitment 2: Environmental Management System. l-lamersley will develop and subsequently implement an 
Environmental Management System for the Project that incorporates the lollowing elements: 

environmental policy and associated corporate commitment 
mechanisms and processes to ensure 

- planning to meet environmental requirements 
implementation and operation of actions to meet environmental requirements 

- measurement and evaluation of environmental performance 
- review and improvement of environmental outcomes. 

Commitment 3: Annual Environmental Reporting. l-lamersley will include the Project in its consolidated annual 
and triennial environmental reporting to Government once construction commences. 

Commitment 4: Closure Plan. Hamersley will prepare a detailed closure plan for the Project. The plan will address 
closure actions to be taken toward: 

mine voids 
waste dumps 
tailings storage facilities 
transport linkage between Silvergrass and Nammuldi 
processing plants 
associated infrastructure 

and will provide the basis for the development of an eventual 'walk-away' closure strategy for the Project. As part of 
this closure plan, final backfill levels in pit voids will be assessed, takine account of mean water table levels and 
capillary rise relationships. 

Commitment 5: Additional surveys - biological. Hamersley will undertake additional biological (flora, vegetation 
and fauna) surveys of those areas not already surveyed where Project infrastructure is planned. such as the tailings 
storage facility (central thickened discharge area). the Village and the power line from the Dampier - Tom Price line. 

Commitment 6: Riverine vegetation monitoring. Ilamerstey will develop and implement a riverine monitoring 
program to determine the extent of any impacts on vegetation that may occur as a result of dewatering  the Silvergrass 
mine pits and from mine dewatering discharges into Caves Creek. 

Commitment 7: Rare Fauna. l-Iamersley will prepare and implement it management plan for the Ghost Bat as part 
of the EMP. plus any fauna species that are present in the Project area which may be listed in future revisions of the 
Western Australian Rare and Endaiigered List or the Commonwealth Critically Endangered List. 

Commitment 8: Stygofauna. Hamerslcy will prepare and implement a co-ordinated program of stvgotauna sampling 
within and around the Project area to improve the current understanding of stygofauna that occur in the Pilbara. 

Commitment 9: Caves Creek stream flow. Hamerslev will monitor stream flows in Caves Creek and make the data 
available to the Water and Rivers Commission. 

Commitment 10: Groundwater monitoring and modelling. l-Iamersley will prepare and implement a groundwater 
monitoring plan (including monitoring water levels in Palm Springs) and incorporate the outcomes to improve the 
groundwater model I ing predictions. 

Commitment II: Recharge options. l-Iamerslev will investigate the feasibility of groundwater recharge options at 
Nammuldi for handling water generated from mine dewatering that will otherwise be discharged via surface drainage. 

Commitment 12: Additional surveys - Aboriginal sites. l-lamersley will involve the Maliwartu Aboriginal 
Corporation in additional archaeological and ethnographic surveys to idemify sites. and their significance, within the 
Project area that are likely to be disturbed. 
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Commitment 13: Mechanism for future Aboriginal site surveys. Additional Aboriginal site surveys will be 
undertaken in accordance with a heritage survey protocol that is to be agreed with the Maliwartu Aboriginal 
Corporation through the establishment of a Land Use Agreement. 

Commitment 14: Consultation on Section 18 application. Hamersley will consult with the Maliwartu Aboriginal 
Corporation and Eastern Gurania Elders on Aboriginal sites in the Project area before any Section 18 application is 
developed in keeping with an agreed protocol. 

Commitment 15: Submission of Section 18 application. Hamerslev will make a written application to the 
Aboriginal Cultural Materials Committee (for subsequent consent by the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) if any 
identified Aboriginal site in the Pro jcct area is required to be disturbed. 

Commitment 16: Aboriginal social and cultural issues associated with the environment. Hamersley will consult 
with the Maliwartu Aboriginal Corporation (and the Native Title Claimants it represents) to identify and assess any 
social and cultural aspects of the physical and biological environment impacted. This will be addressed through the 
establishment of a Land Use Aereenient. 
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Table Si. Summary of Issues and Management for the Project 
SCOPE OF WORK EXISTING ENVIRONMENT FUTURE ENVIRONMENT 

Factor EPA Objective Work required for the CER Existing Environment Predicted impacts Proposed management Predicted outcome 
BIOPHYSICAL  
Terrestrial_Flora  

Vegetation Maimain the abundance and Baseline studies to identify existing Refrr Section 3.2.1 Rft'r Section 4.2.3 Refer Section 4.2.4 Refrr Section 4.2.5 
Communities diversity of species, and vegetation communities. Vegetation and flora surveyed over most of Project area 2.000ha will be cleared - most vegetation associations will Site clisturhancc to be minimised - areas to be Loss of 20(X)ha of 

geographic distribution and Assessment of potential impacts (direct 22 vegetation associations 	i 	 . 	.   beaffected  cleared only when required vegetation 
producti itv of veact ition and indirect) on 	eet itlon communitics bclolLlna to threc bro id vegetation t\ pes No 'c.Ctt10fl Vcct ition with local simhc ncc s ill not he je mtiv Pcriodic spr is in.. (or other mc tns) to control cOnlnlumtles Imp Ict 
communities. asaresult of mining activities and association is restricted to surveyed area impacted (development will affect 9.5% of Bl . 1.8 	ofA3 weeds on vegetation will be 

infrastructure. e 	i'hree vegetation associations have local significance and <0.211e of AS) Roads and mine pits to he watered to control minimal on local and 
If there exists the potential for impacts B 1-Tall woodland of Encalvpius cwnaldulensis/E. Vegetation associations with the greatest percentage loss dust regional level. No 
on Mulga communities, then reference victri.v over Acacia ciiri,wriridis are locally widespread and well represented in the Weeds/introduced plants to he monitored as \'et1ti0n aSsociation 
should be made to the draft Central A3-Euca1vpmns /eucopli/oia and mixed shrubs over Brockman Valley or occur elsewhere in known locations part of rehabilitation monitoring pr<mcranis of part icularlv high 
Pilbara Mulga Study. Triodia o'jseana/i. pungen.v Impacts on habitats significant for fauna: Riverine habitat Progressive rehabilitation to be undertaken conservation value 
Proposed measures to manage impacts. A8-E. leucop/zloia/Euc'czlvptus soda/is over Triodia (B 1 - I Sha or 9•561( affected) .Mulga (B5 - 1 Sha or 3 l (including mine pits) will be impacted. 

anmosra affected), deep alluvium soils at Nammuldi (A6 - 239ha or Local provenance seed to he used if seeding Temporary changes to 

Some Mulea at Nammuldi and Silvcrizrass (48ha). none 9.3i afi cted). clays (Cl-C4 - 20ha or 1.8% affected) required in rehabilitation vegetation structure 

in transport corridor Without supplementation (by rainfall and creek flow), Dewatering discharge points located to below the discharge 

dewatering at Silvergrass will cause drought stress on prevent erosion or suitable structure installed point in Caves Creek. 

phreatophvtic vegetation in Caves Creek. Some E. Rivcrine vecetation to be monitored to assess Long term (over 6 

camaldulensis (5- 10%) and E. victrix (>5% ) will he m impacts fro 	dewaterine and discharge Years) dewatering will 

affected over 2km of Caves Creek affect some 

Vegetation around pits'tt Nammuldi and some parts of phreatophyt ic 

SiIverrass are non-phreatophvtic and will not be affected Eucalypt species on 
- by dewatering. Caves Creek if no 

Pooled water will change composition and relative significant flow event 

abundance of vegetation around and downstream of occurs. 

discharge points - the understorey will contain more Revegetation 01 all 

erasses, sedees and annuals, but will revert hack once areas disturbed by 

discharge ceases mining in the long 

Dust will impact health of vegetation adjacent to roads ten)). 

Project will increase risk of spreading introduced species. Phreatophytmc 

hut little potential for introduction or spread of water vegetation 

weeds in Caves Creek izreater than that which already communities likely to 

exists become established in 

Risk of erosion will increase with any riverine tree loss, but 
hackfihled mine pits.  

small relative to erosion from flood evems 

New vegetation communities based on phreatophiic 
vegetation_likely_to_establish_in_hacklilled_mine_pits  

Declared Rare and Protect Declared Rare and Baseline studies to identify any Declared Refi'r Section 3.2.1 Refer Section 4.3.3 Refer Section 4.3.4 Refi'r Section 4.3.5 
Priority Flora Priority Flora. coilsistent Rare and/or Priority Flora. 373 species of vascular flora recorded - no Declared No Declared Rare Flora will be impacted Areas that contain Priority flora to he One Priority species 

with the provisions of the Assessment of potential impacts (direct Rare Flora Based on current infrastructure arrangements, no impact considered in final design of infrastructure (Goodenia ste//ata( 
Wi/c/life Consecration Act and indirect) on vegetation communities Five currently listed Priority species recorded (all Priority on Tephrosia SI).  [Cathedral Gorgej (hut one population Additional flora surveys to he undertaken in will be impacted. rest 
1950. as a result of mining activities and 3 - Tepliro.sia sp. ICathedral Gorgel, Goodenia ste/frito. within LOOm of the conveyor). Bulbine pendula ms.. areas not already surveyed and svhere will not he impacted. 

infrastructure. Bu/bine penc/o/a m.s., Gvmnanthera cunning/zamii. Gvmnanthera emotion g/iami - or Triwufeita leptacantha infrastructure to he sited Jmpict on local and 
Proposed measures to manage impacts. Triwnfetta leptacantha (hut one population is lSOm from infrastructure. while Additional flora surve s will target known regional status of 

Palm Springs on Caves Creek (30km from Silvcrgrass) Goodenia ste/Iota will he impacted as it is present in it Priority species to extent local geographic Priority species will he 
contains large numbers of native Millstream Palms future mine pit distribution minor. 

Five introduced flora species (none designated noxious Appropriate Priority species to he 
weeds) encouraged to establish in rehabilitation areas 

RelCr also management for Vegetation 
Communities Factor' 



SCOPE OF WORK  EXISTING EN VIRONMENT FUTURE ENVIRONMENT 
Factor EPA Objective Work required for the CER Existing Environment  Predicted impacts Proposed management Predicted outcome 

Terrestrial 
fauna  
Terrestrialfauna Maintain the abundance. Baseline studies to identi1' existing Rfrr Section 3.2.2 Rter Section 4.4.3 Refer Section 4.4.4 Refer Section 4.4.5 

species diversity and terrestrial fauni throughout the areas to Vertebrate fauna surveys conducted: recorded 66 Project will have no regional implications for fauna Clearing of habitats to be minimised and Negligible regional 
geographic distribution of be affected by the proposal. reptiles. 21 mammals. 76 birds - level of species riclmess Impacts to riverine habitats. Mulga woodlands and deep undertaken progressively impact. some impact 
terrestrial fauna. Assessment of potential impacts (direct comparable with other intensive surveys in Pilbara alluvial soils at Nammuldi addressed in 'Vegetation Additional fauna surveys to be conducted on areas of locally 

and indirect) on terrestrial fauna asa . 	Vertebrate community has pattern of species abundance Communities Factor' where required significant ltuna (not 
result of mining and associated and distribution typical of semi-arid habitats and the Roadkills and physical obstructions to fauna will occur Habitats for auna to be provided in well represented 
activities. Central Pilbara. Fauna assemblage typical of other Additional and alternative habitats for fauna to he created rehabilitation areas locally) 
Proposed measures to manage impacts. comparable Pilbara areas by pools from dewatering dischares Workförce inductions to include fauna Restoration of some 

Spccies inventories and measures of species dietsit 	and Poolino from dewtcrmn. disch irccs will form trtiflciil prolcction habitats for taunt in 
evenness for each taxon similar to other areas wetlands (with short term beneficial and negative impacts) Refer also management for 'Specially rehabilitation areas 
Areas of local fauna significance 	riverine areas. Mulga Infrastructure may fragment or isolate fauna populations. Protected (Threatened) Fauna Factor' 
woodland and deep alluvial soils at Nanimuldi, and with little regional or local impacts 
riverine and cracking clays at Silvergrass) Risk of occasional physical entrapment of large fauna in 

tailings and the consumption of decant water by wildlife 
(not_toxic)  

Specially Protected Protect Specially Protected Baseline studies to identify Specially Refer Section 3.2.2 Refer Section 4.4.3 Refer Section 4.4.4 Refi'r Section 4.4.5 
(Threatened) (Threatened) Fauna. Protected (Threatened) Fauna that may MammaLs of conservation significance: No Declared Rare fauna will be impacted Management plan for Ghost Bats to be Negligible regional 
Fauna consistent with the be found within the areas to be affected Mucroderma gia (Ghost Bat) - Priority 3 (WA). Ghost Bat and Long-tailed Dunnart - no direct impacts as prepared as part of the EMP and monitoring impact and a small 

provisions of the Wildlife by the proposal. Vulnerable (C'wealth) nearest recorded individuals over 1km from infrastructure to assess impacts local impact. Habitats 
Conservation Act 19 50. Assessment of potential impacts (direct Leggadina lakedownensis (Lakeland Down Mouse) - Lakeland Downs Mouse . Pebble-mound Mouse and Relevant management plans to be prepared that contain Lakeland 

and indirect) on terrestrial fauna itS a Priority 4 (WA). Endangered (C'wealtii) Creiiotus species - habitats to be impacted for species present in the Project area that Downs Mouse. Pebble 
result of mining and associated Psendomvs chapmani (Pebble-mound Mouse) - Priority Pilbara Olive Python - not found, no direct impacts, but may be listed in future revisions of WA or mound Mouse and 
activities. 4 (WA), Vulnerable Cweahli risk from workiorce personnel Commonwealth Rare Lists Ctenotns species will 
Proposed measures to manage impacts. Smintliopsis longicaudata (Long-tailed Dunnart) - e 	Refer also impacts for 'Terrestrial Fauna Factor' Refer also management for 'Terrestrial Fauna be partially impacted. 

Priority 4 (WA) Factor' Some habitats for 
Reptiles fauna to be created in 

Notoscincus butleri - Priority 4 rehabilitation areas 

Morelia olivacea harroni (Pilbara Olive Python) - 
Schedule 1 

Several Cteootus species appear different to those recorded 
previously  

Subterranean Ensure that subterranean Baseline studies to determine the Refer Section 3.2.2 Refer Section 4.5.3 Refer Section 4.5.4 Refer Section 4.5.5 
Fauna fauna are adequately likelihood of subterranean fauna living Marra Mamba aquifers in Project area sampled on three Stygof'atina in area affected by groundwater drawdown Hatnerslev's stygolisuna research program to Decline in stygofauna 

protected in accordance within the project area or areas which occasions, with methodology developed after (refer 'Groundwater Factor') will be impacted continue to sample (Project area, other mine in sections of aquifers 
with the Wildlife could be affected by proposed consultation with Government (WA Museum) and Capacity to re-establish in dewatered sections of the sites, development areas) and document the affected by draw 
Conservation Act /950 operatiOns. This will require national (Australian Mtiseumn) specialists aquifer when dewatering ceases and water tables rise is distribution and population dynamics down from dewatering 
Maintain the abundance, identification of potential subterranean Stygofauna found in Marra Mamba aquifer and expected also unknown Next sampling in the Project area scheduled (assutiies no 
diversity and geographical fauna habitats in the areas to be aflCcted in Caves Creek alluvium - amphipods, copepods. worms Pooling from mine dewatering discharges in Caves Creek in mid 2000, stygofauna re- 
distribution of subterranean by the proposal. and collembola found will impact stygofauna inhabiting creek alluvium Information collected to be disseminated to colonisation and 
fauna. Assessment of potential impacts (direct Samples being identified by specialists Extent to which stygofOuna can migrate downward with general research community to improve migration). Reionai 
Improve our understanding and indirect) on subterranean fauna its it Hamerslev continues its stygofauna sampling program gradually declining water table is uncertain - if capacity is understanding and clarify conservation status impact uncertain. 
of subterranean fauna result of mining and associated across all sites limited, then stygofauna in affected area will be impacted of recorded species Until stygofauna 
through appropriate activities. No known mainland Pilbara stvgofauna species on samples identified, not 
research including sampling, Proposed measures to manage impacts. Schedule 1 list - until sample identification is completed. known whether any 
identilication mnd not known whether anything  recorded in Project area is are on Schedule I 
documentation. signiliclnt (on Schedule 1 

No underground caves in Project area so troglohitic 
fauna _not _sampled  



SCOPE OF WORK EXISTING ENVIRONMENT FUTURE ENVIRONMENT 
Factor EPA Objective Work required for the CER Existing Environment Predicted impacts Proposed management Predicted outcome 

W'atercourses Maintain the integrity. Baseline studies to identi!.' watercourses Refer Section 3.1 . Refer .Section 4.6.3 Rejer Section 4.6.4 Refer Section 4.6.5 
lunctions and environmental and types of surface water (low Caves Creek flows past Silvergrass, is minor tributary to Some draw down in creek alluvium of Caves Creek will Streamilow in Caves Creek and water levels Some short term 
values of watercourses. throughout the areas to he affected by Ashhurton River. has I 100km catchment above mine occur during dewatering at Silvergrass. but will he in Palm Springs to be monitored changes to Caves 

the proposal. Description of proposed pits, liows westward (Figure 11) recharged by streanillow from the catchment above Large rocks that enter Caves Creek as result Creek. Permanent 
dewatering operations. No stream gauging station on Caves Creek, nor any Silvergrass of construction or mining activities to be how fiar a section of 
Assessment of the potential impacts oti continuous streamnhlow data Saturation oh alluvium may weaken root sYsIcm.s of large retrieved Caves Creek and 
surlace water flow rates, drainage Creeks only low after heavy rain in catchrnent. no trees Culverts and associated downslopc drainage drainage lines at 
patterns, sediment transport, riparman permanent pools in Caves Creek near Silvergrass Hydrological eflicts of dewatering discharges will not systems to be used lor any rail or road mniuldi for 
vegetation and pools. as a result of A 50 rear Annual Recurrence Interval is predicted to affect Palm Sprines due to distance from Silvergrass infrastructure between Silvererass and duration of 
mining and associated activities, produce a likely flow of 2,000m- /s and it depth of 5.Sm Minor constriction by hlood control levee will delay Namniuhdi to maintain drainage patterns dewatering discharge. 
Assessment of the potential for in Caves Creek (Figure 12) passage of flood waters - expected for short duration only Erosion protection to be installed at Minor drainage lines 
increased erosion over the minesile as a Drainace is not well defined at Nanimuldi and flows \Vater flow constriction by the levees will be insufficient to dewatering discharge points at Narnniuldi will he 
result of earthworks and chamiges to through low points in Nammuldi hills into dendritic Duck cause tree kills by flooding intersected by pits and 
surface water patterns. Creek catchnent that flows to north-west Rocks that enter Caves Creek froin Ranmze Pit may cause intrastructure. 
Proposed measures to manage impaCtS, harriers to normal creek flow 

Surface waters will extend 3km from the discharge point 
on Caves Creek and 3-4km from discharge at Nammuldi 
Transport corridor contains defined drainage so the risk 01 
drainage shadow from railway or haul road will be minor 

Groundwater Maintain the quantity of Details of the hydrogeological systems Refer Section 3.1.4 Refer Section 4.7.3 Refer Section 4.7.4 Ref'r Section 4.7.5 
groundwater so that existing of the project area, existing beneficial Principal aquifer is the mineralised Marra Mamba - is Modelling dehnes draw down as a Sm lowering of Mine pit voids to be tilled to above original Based on initial 
and potential uses, including uses of groundwater (including semi-confined by lower permeable \Vest Angelas Shale groundwater level (below recorded natural fluctuations) (pre-mnine) mean water table level modelling, dewatering 
ecos stem maintenance, are ecosystem maintenance) and the and vallev fill sediments overlying the aquifer Impacts on shallow unconhined system associated with Appropriate scheduling of mining to match will result in 300- 
protected. proposed dewatering operations. 'lransmissivity at Nammuldi is 40 to 400mn/d. at Caves Creek will be less than the model predicts and will dewatering with demand for process make- l000ni draw down at 

Assessment of the potential short-term Silvergrass is 2(X) to 5(0ni/d. 'l'hrotmgh.hlow 160- be more responsive to natural fluctuations its a result of tip water to reduce additional groundwater Nammuldi and a 3km 
and long-term impacts on groundwater 650ni3/d at Nammuldi and 260-680m/d at Silvergrass creek flow at Silvergrass draw draw down at 
systems its it result of below water table Groundwater levels are 18 to 47m below around level at Pit dewaterinmz will result in cones of depression of Potential for aquifer recharee (re-injection or Silvergrass. Water 
mining N imifitildi and 9 to 24ni below ,jound level at between 300m (Pit B) and I 000m (Pit (ID) at N itnniukli inhiltr ition) to be mnvestmatcd and table will re est'ibhsh 
Proposed measures to manage impacts. Silvergrass (Figures 13 and 14) pits. extending 5(X)m to 8(X)m across strike (southwards), implemented (ifleasible( at Nammuldi to to near original levels 

Natural water table fluctuations greater than 7m At Silvergrass, cones oh depression will be 3km from replace discharge to surface drainage within 2 years after 
recorded during hydrogeological fieldwork after heavy Range and Valley pits (Figure 19) Regional water levels to be monitored to mining ends, given 
catchnient rainfall Brockman and Nammuldi Camp borefields will be verihr predicted impacts on regional water expected recharge 

Groundwater flow is from east to west at Nammuldi and impacted. requiring substitution. Several Hamerslev levels from dewatering to allow remedial events. Some existing 

from north-east to south-west at Silvergrass Station bores (operated by Hamersley( will be aftected by actions to be undertaken if required bores (owned by 

water table changes Additional baseline data to be obtained to Haniersley) will he 

Return of waste material to above mean pre-mine calibrate the model against longer term data ahiectedhy 

groundwater levels will allow Nammuldi water table to rise to increase confidence in the predicted dewatering. 

rapidly (within 2 yeai's given rainfall) to it level between modelling and dewatering strategy 
570mRL and 580niRL. Similarly at Silvergrass. the water Station bores ahhccted by dewatering to be 
table will recover to between 540niRL and 545niRL within replaced or supplemented with dewatering 
18 months after voids have been backfillcch discharge water, if required 
Formation of phreatophytic vegetation/trees in pit hloors The relationship between mean pre-mine 
will help keep groundwater depressed and may help reduce water level and capillary rise in hacklilled pit 
potential for capillary rise voids to be evaluated as part of closure 

planning  
Landfiirrn Ensure that, as far as is Assessment oh' potential impacts oh the Refer Section 3.1.3 Refe,' Section 4.3.3 Refer Section 4.8.4 Refer Section 4.8.5 

practicable, the post-mining proposal on existing landhbrms. The Marra Mamba Formation outcrops as low Temporary changes to landforms will occur from roads, Temporary and permanent landforms to be Temporary landforms 
landform is stable and is Evaltiatiomi oh the landscape values of undulating hills, dipping toward south at N 'iiiirntildi and ore stockpiles. processing plant, offices. workshops, rehabilitated to stable and vegetated surfaces mm'ill be rehabilitated. 
integrated into the the project area and how these will be toward the north at Silvergrass Village. dewatering infrastructure. powerlines - upon mine as the): become available (progressive Permanent changes to 
surrounding environment, affected by the proposal. The undulating hills are separated from the steep closure, these will be removed and the areas rehabilitated rehabilitation) lalidhforni from mine 

Details of measures proposed to Brockman Iromi Formatiomi escarpments by areas of valley Permanent change to include pits, waste dumps. tailings Closure plan to be developed for final voids, waste dumps, 
rehabilitate the impacted areas to an till storage area. cut and fills for transport infrimstmimcmure landforms tailings storage and 
acceptable stamidard and which will Area between N. 	'tmiitildi and Silvergrass is chiaracterised Pit area will be 685ha. hackfilled to 575-581 niRL at transport corridor 
integrate the post mining lamldhlörm with by low relief with numerous small blimid creeks and Ilood- Nammuldi and 548-55OmRE. at Silvergrass. Waste dunips cuts/hills will remain. 
the surroumiding emivirotinieni. out sectionS will be about 40m high. bat ered down to 20°  slope. Vegetated mine pit 

Tailings in cemitrah tluckened discharge area to be 8m high. floors. In-pit disposal 
covering around 290ha will have rest rictions 

Views of permanent landforms to be limited due to few for several years until 
public roads iiearhy comisohidmtcd 

sufhiciently for 
carthmoving 



SCOPE OF WORK EXISTING_EN VIRONMENT FUTURE ENVIRONMENT 
Factor EPA Objective Work required  for the CER Existing Environment  Predicted impacts Proposed management Predicted outcome 

equipment 

POLLUTION MANAGEMENT  

Particulates/dust Ensure that particulate/dust Iclentilication of sources of Rfer Section 4.9.3 Refer S'CIIOiI 4.9.3 Refer Section 4.9.4 Refer Section 4.9.5 
emissions, both individually particulate/dust and estimates of Pilbara has a naturally high dust environrnenL - levels can Marra Mamba ore sourced from below water table will he Water sprays to be fitted to processing plant Some dust during 
and cumulatively, meet emissions of project-wide emissions. be near or higher than National Environment Protection moist, reducing dust risks during mining and wet Marra Mambo product stockpiles to he construction. Mining 
appropriate criteria and do Analysis of the significance of these Measure (NEPM) standard - the NEPM has not been processing monitored and treated if they become dust of above watertable 
not cause an environmental emissions with regard to human health applied to any part of the Project area or Dampier by the Marra Mamha product with it moisture level below 67r can source ore and product from 
or human health problem. and environmental impacts. in EPA tltrough an Environmental Protection Policy generate dust - product moisture for this Project will he Water to be sprayed onto roads and work dry processing to he 
Use all reasonable and particular. impacts on vegetation, higher than 6% areas highest dust risk. 
practicable measures to Proposed measures to manage potential l'roduct from dry processing will have highest risk of dust Regular housekeeping to remove Little change to 
minimise the discharge of impacts. Tailings will have a low risk of (lust. but Marra Mamba accumulated material Dampier airshed 
particulates/dust. waste dumps may be it source of dust Hamerslcy's standard asbestiform tibre expected. 

Ashestiform fibres not present in mineralised Marra management procedures to he adopted 
Mamba. but does occur in waste material below the strata Existing dust control systenis at Dampier to 
to he mined be used 
Product handling in Dampier will be partial replacement of Dust monitoring at Dampier to incorporate 
other Hamersley products that or product associated with the Project 
Marra Mamba from Marandoo (Lump and Fines) is not it Further testing and analytical work to he 
major source of dust, nor is wet Parahurdoo lines at done on handling characteristics of Marra 
Dampier Mamba 

Ore samples to he obtained from stockpiles 
to assess moisture levels to determine 
requirements for any special treatment with 
water_sprays  

Greenhouse Gases Minimise greeithouse gas Details of potential sources of Refer Section 4.10.2 Refer Section 4.10.3 Refer Section 4.10.4 Refer Section 4.10.5 
emissions for the project greenhouse gases and estimates of the The Kyoto Protocol was signed by Australian Vegetation clearing will produce about 60ktCO Through Rio Tinto. Hanierslev is a signatory Construction will 
and reduce emissions per quantities of these gases produced Government (but not yet ratified) committing Australia At maximum production and railing levels, total Project to the Greenhouse Challenge contribute 60kCO2. 
unit product to as low as annually. to limit greenhouse gas emissions in the period 2008- emissions will be 200ktCOia. made up of power from The Project is to he incorporated into Operations will 
reasonably practicable. Proposed measures to minimise 2012 to 10817,- 01' 1990 emissions Dampier 	100ktCO1/a). diesel and ANFO use (50ktCO2/a) corporate reporting of annual emissions to contribute 
Mitigate greenhouse gas greenhouse gas emissions. (Refer to and railing/shipping (50ktCO2/a) the Australian Greenhouse Office as well as 2X0ktCOJa. Relative 
emissions in accordance EPA Interim (;zndaoce fee the Rehabilitation areas will oftset a small amount of any practical abatement projects to other sectors, 
with the Framework Assessment of Environmental Facto)-s greenhouse emissions Requirements of EPA Guidance on greenhouse emissions 
Convention on Climate No. 12 "Minimising Greenhouse Contextual greenhouse emission pro(luction provided for Greenhouse Gases being complied with will he low. 
Change 1992. and in Gases"). Australia. Western Australia and the WA resource sector Rehabilitated areas 
accordance with established will help offset small 
Commonwealth and State part of greenhouse 
policies,  emissions. 

(;rounthvater Maintain or improve the Details of the existing water quality of Refer Section 3.1.4 ReJ'r Section 4.11.3 Rfi'm' Section 4.11.4 Refer Section 4.11.5 
ualitv quality of groundwater to groundwater aquifers. Based on groundwater samples. water quality is fresh. Dewatering will not affect groundwater quality as adjacent Mine pits to he tilled to above pre-mine mean No long term impact 

ensure that existing and ldentiication of potential sources of with Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) between 340 and hydrogeological units have similar quality water water table level due to return of waste 
potential uses, including coittamination associated with the 860mg/L Capillary rise has potential to create surface salinity Final backlill levels in pit voids to take material into mine 
ecosystem maintenance are proposal, details of the (lewatering Hydrochemical typing of groundwater analyses indicates Increases in salinity of water discharged to surface account of mean water table level and the voids. Dewatering will 
protected, consistent with operation, and a description of the long three main types of groundwater present at Namoiuldi: drainage will be expected prior to its inliltration risk of capillary rise to determine the not result in 
the draft WA Guidelines for term closure plans for the tinal pit voids. -mineralised Marra Mambo aquifer is Type I (donlinant Return of waste material to mine voids to above water optimum backbill height deterioration of 
Fresh and Marine Waters Assessment of the potential impacts on in magnesium and hicarhonates and often lowest in table levels will avoid formation of permanent pit lakes or Water quality of groundwater and surface groundwater quality 
(EPA 1993) and the groundwater quality, including TDS, typifying a relatively recent recharge signature groundwater sinks post-mining blows from plant areas to he monitored as adjacent 
NHMRC/ARMCANZ assessment of the potential short-term -Silvergrass aquifer is Type II (mixed speciation and No changes anticipated to the long term beneficial uses of Hydrocarbons to he contained so as to hydrogeobogical units 
Australian Drinking Water and long-term impacts on groundwater olten sli(-,htly more saline than Type I), suggesting groundwater resources prevent oft-site release of pollutants have similar water 
Guiciclin.s - N itional Water quality. psiticul irly 	si result ofbelo\v toc itlon outsidc inllucnci_ ob dtreci upl md rcch-mr.,e Seep ms_c from t uhns structtircs will not cont'iuI lrmirdous quality  
Quality Management water table mining. -Low permeability detritals/valley fills at Pit F is Type chemicals 
Strategy. Proposed measures to mitnage impacts. Ill (dominant magnesium and bicarbonate, with ion No area to he mined contains pvritic shimles 

exchange_having_occurred) I 



SCOPE OF WORK EXISTING ENVIRONMENT FUTURE ENVIRONMENT 
Factor EPA Objective Work required for the CER Existing Environment Predicted impacts Proposed management Predicted outcome 

Surtice water Maintain or improve the Details of site drainage. hydrocarbon Refer Serrion 4/2.3 ReJ'r Section 4.12.3 Refer Section 4.12.4 Refer Section 4./2.5 
quality quality of surface water to use, dewatering and fate of water No permanent water bodies at Nanimuicli or Silvergrass Water discharged will he the same quality as groundwater Bulk fuel storage areas to be bunded and Negligible impact on 

ensure that existing and used/pumped. Caves Creek is ephemeral, with occasional flows The target water quality from surface discharges is that of monitored surface water quality. 
potential uses, including Assessment of the implications this may following heavy rains ANZECC (1992). but where receiving waters exceed Washdown and oil spillages to drain into 
ecosystem maintenance are have on local surface water quality. Water quality of temporary pools in Caves Creek is criteria, alternative criteria will he required sumps and oil interceptor traps 
protected, consistent with Proposed measures to manage Impacts. variable and dependent on inputs from cattle and other Pools will he formed in Caves Creek and drainage lines at Surface flows from plant to pass through 
the dralt WA Guklelines for wildlife, weather conditions and drying status of pools Nammuldi - water quality of these will he variable, with holding dam and skimmers 
Fresh and Marine Waters drying pools becoming more saline while E. co/i and Waste oil to he stored then removed from 
(EPA 1993) and the nutrient level may rise, as occurs in natural pools site 
NHMRC/ARMCANZ Residual Ilocculants and coagulants in the tailings Runoff from ammonium nitrate shed and fuel 
Australian Drinking Water impoundments are expected to be low concentrations, not areas to be contained and treated 
Guidelines - National Vater affecting surface water quality - cationic polymers pose it Discharges of runoff from plant areas to he 
Quality Management risk to tisli if the pre-used product is directly spilled into contained on-site, where leasible 
Strategy. waterways Clean and dirty water streams to he 

separated so they can he handled dilferently 
Central thickened discharge litcility to have 
ponds to contain surface runoff, with 
diversion dam.s to divert natural runoff 

\Vater quality of discharges to be monitored 
to verify acceptable water quality with DEP 
Licence_specilications  

Solid waste Ensure that wastes are Details of the composition and storage Refer Section 4.13 Refer Section 4.13.3 Refer Section 4.13.4 Refer Section 4.13.5 
contained and isolated from of all solid wastes, in part ictilar. details Tailings (tine clay fraction) will be generated from wet . 	Project solid waste will include plastic. paper, wood, scrap Land tills to be sited away from creeks and Some impact from 
ground and surface water on the proposed disposal of tailings, processing metal, tyres, rubber, batteries and domestic solids above water table - specific sites to he ground disturbance 
surrounds and treatment or Potential for waste rock to generate Solid wastes currently handled by landlills and re-use (including putrescibles) reported with DEP Works Approval 
collection does not result in acid mine drainage. (collected by Contractors) at Brockman No. 2 Mine Material to he placed in landfills will be inert - batteries will application 
long term impacts on the Assessment of the implications this may be taken off-site Standard landlill management and 
natural environment, have on groundwater quality. Leachate generation will be minimal rehabilitation practices to he adopted 

Proposed measures to manage impacts. Little risk of acid mine drainage from Marra Mamba waste Tailings areas to he managed in accordance 
rock as no material to he mined is pyritic with DME guidelines 

Noise Protect the amenity of Estimate the potential increase in noise Refer Section 4.14.2 Refer Section 4.14.3 Refer Section 4.14.4 Refer Section 4.14.5 
nearby residents from noise resulting from the construction and Existing Nammuldi Camp is 5km from nominal Noise will he generated from earthmoving operations. Protective hearing equipment to be made No hnpact on 
impacts resulting from operation of the project. Nammuldi plant site and 3km from Pit E vehicles, blasting, ore handling and processing available Hamersley Station 
activities associated with the Comparison of estimates with relevant Village will he 3.5km further to east of Nammuldi Camp Project-related noise will not impact on nearest noise Sound attenuation enclosures to be fitted to homestead. 
proposal by ensuring that standards and limits. 1-lamersley Stat ion homestead is 40km from Project area sensitive premises (1-lamersley Station homestead) 40 km stand-by diesel generators 
noise levels meet statutory ( Hanierslev owned and managed) away 
requirements and acceptable 
stuidarcls. 

SOCIAL SURROUNDS  
Culture & heritage  
Aboriginal culture Ensure that the proposal Identify Aboriginal cultural and heritage Refer Section 3.3 Refer Section 4.15.3 Refer Section 4.15.4 Refer Section 4.15.5 
and heritage complies with the sites of significance through Hanierslev currently negotiating an Indigenous Luid Use No ethnographic sites will he impacted at Nammuldi - Ethnooraphic surveys of Silvergrass and Based on completed 

requirements of the archaeological and ethnographic surveys Agreement with native title claimants Silvergrass ethnographic survey not yet completed. other areas not covered to he done in co- surveys, minimal 
Aboiiginal 1lerira.e Act of the project area and through Archaeological surveys at Nammuldi cover some of Pit Of the surve ed areas completed. II archaeological sites operation with Maliwartu prior to ground impacts on the 
1972. consultation with local Aboriginal i\ (to he surveyed by mid 20(X)). all Pit B, most Pit C/D, will he impacted (or are at risk of Impact) around Pit E and disturbance and once an agreed protocol for Aboriginal cultural 
Ensure that changes to the groups and the Aboriginal Affairs all Pit E and Pit F. but not transport corridor or most Pit F at Nammuldi. while 4 sites will he similarly at risk at conducting heritage stmrvevs is in place and heritage. 
hmoloeiil and phsmc il Depirtment usfnstruuure (eg t ulings stor tee Vmlhe) - rekr 1-igurL Smlerr iss Fmndin..s ofAbori2inal hermrge surss to he Depending on the 
environment resulting from Consult with the Aboriginal people of 18 The relative significance of these sites are to be determined forwarded to Aboriginal Affairs Department outcome of additional 
the project do not adversely the area to determine potential impacts No archaeological sites recorded in surveyed areas of Pit in consultation with Eastern Gurama people Where Aboriginal sites cannot otherwise be surveys to he 
affect cultural associations of the proposal on cultural associations A, B or C. 13 sites and 17 isolated artefacts recorded in Some plains within the Project area that are used by avoided, clearance to disturb those sites to he undertaken, this 
with the area. with the project area. Pit ELF area Eastern Gurama people will he impacted - sufficient other sought after consultation with Maliwartu assessment may 

Proposed measures to manageimpacts. Past archaeological surveys at Silvergrass hOund 4 sites local areas contain these targeted species to enable Workforcc inductions to incltmde Aboriginal change 

(burial and etigravings) continued use of them cultural and heritage issues 
An ethnographic survey of Namnmuldi found no sites ,  no No Section 18 approvals under the Aboriginal Heritage Further opportunities for Aboriginal 
ethnographic survey of Silvergrass conducted Act have been sought communities to he explored with Maliwartu 
Enviro-cultural areas significant to Eastern Gurama Increased understanding of enviro-cultural 
people cxamrmined, with all components of land being of issues to be sought and to he addressed 
equal importance. but specific information is confidential through it Land Use Agreement 
for_cultural _reasons  



1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1 Background 

Hamersley Iron Pty. Limited (l-lamersley) is seeking to develop Marra Mamba and small detrital 
deposits near its Brockman No. 2 Mine (55km north-west of Tom Price) located in the Pilbara 
region of Western Australia (Figure 1). Collectively, these mostly Marra Mamba deposits form 
the Homestead Project that covers deposits at Homestead. Nammuldi and Silvergrass (Figure 2). 

Hamersley has commenced a multi-staged approach to the development of these Marra Mamba 
deposits. namely: 

Stage I - a Trial Operation at Nammuldi to obtain bulk ore samples 
Stage H - development of the Nammuldi-Silvergrass deposits 
Stage III - development of the Homestead deposits 

Stage I was assessed at "Informal Review with Public Advice" level by the EPA, with advice 
provided to Hamersley in September 1998 (Section 1 .1.2). 

In September 1998. Hamersley referred the proposal for Stage H to the Environmental Protect ion 
Authority (EPA) for determination of the appropriate level of environmental assessment. The 
referred proposal covered the mining and processing of Marra Mamba deposits at Nammuldi 
and Silvergrass, plus small detrital deposits near Nammuldi. 

The referred proposal is the Nammuldi-Silvergrass Project (hereafter 'the Project'). The Project 
does not include the development of the Homestead deposits. Subject to market demand and 
further resource assessments, approval for Homestead will be sought sometime in the future. 

The EPA determined that the level of assessment for the Project was a Consultative 
Environmental Review (CER). The EPA guidelines for the Prolect are provided in Appendix A. 
The environmental assessment process for the CER is outlined in Section 1.5.2. 

1.1.2 Nammuldi Trial Operation (Stage I) 

Site works for the Trial Operation commenced in December 1998. The Trial Operation enables: 

Hamersley to obtain bulk ore samples from an area of Lens C (Figure 3) 
customers to assess the performance of the new Marra Mamba type ore as a separate product 
Hamersley to determine whether there is a viable, long-term market for the ore 

and involves: 

extraction of up to 7Mt of ore from one pit over 3 years 
accessing a I 50.000t bulk sample of below water table ore 



a small dewatering and discharge program for the below water table hulk sample 
an out-of-pit waste dump to contain 8-91VIt of waste rock 
a haul road to the Brockman processing plant 
crushing and screening ore through the Brockman dry plant 

Environmental commitments for the Trial Operation are provided in Appendix B. These will he 
replaced by commitments and conditions for this Project, should it commence within the 3-year 
time limit for the Trial Operation. 

1.2 THE PROPONENT 

Hamersley, a wholly owned subsidiary of Rio Tinto Limited is the proponent for the Project. 
Contact details are as follows: 

I-Iamersley Iron Pt)'. Limited 
152- 158 St Georges Terrace, Perth 
GPO Box A42, Perth. WA 6837 

Hamersley owns and manages infrastructure associated with the following (refer Figure 1): 

open cut mines and crushing, screening, blending. stockpiling and train loading facilities at 
Mt Torn Price, Paraburdoo, Brockman. Marandoo and Yandi and an open cut mine and 
crushing facilities at Channar (as part of the Channar Joint Venture) 

a processing plant for fines ore at Paraburdoo and a concentrator at Mt Tom Price 

625km of mainline railway that links Paraburdoo. Mt Tom Price. Yandi. Marandoo and 
Brockman with Dampier, plus a 20km conveyor from Channar to Paraburdoo 

train unloading, ore stockpiling and ship loading facilities at Parker Point and East 
Intercourse Island at Dampier 

facilities within the towns of Dampier. Tom Price and Paraburdoo. residential facilities at 
Karratha. also camps or villages at Yandi and Brockman (the Nammuldi Camp) and offices 
in Perth and overseas 

1.3 PROJECT SCOPE AND TIMING 

The Project is in the early development phase, with preliminary feasibility studies being 
undertaken in parallel with the environmental approval process. Some aspects of the Project 
have alternative options that are not yet resolved (refer Section 1.4). Locations for infrastructure 
are indicative and may change as the Project becomes better defined. Project definition will be 
increased as feasibility studies are completed. 



The main components of the Project include: 

open-cut mines at Nammuldi (Marra Nlamba, detritals) and Silvergrass (Maim Mamba) 
dewatering to access ore below the water table 
an ore transport link from Silvergrass to Nammuldi 
a wet or dry processing (most likely to be wet) plant at Nammuldi 
crushing facilities at Silvergrass and at the eastern Nammuldi pits 
tailings disposal (assuming wet processing occurs) into available mine void/s. plus a new 
tailings storage facility 
associated support infrastructure 

The rate of production of saleable ore will commence at 2-3 Mt/a and could increase to about 
20Mt/a. Project commencement will depend on market demand for this Maim Mamba ore. plus 
Board priorities based on the outcome of feasibility studies. 

1.4 EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

While the location of mine pits and waste dumps is essentially set by the location of the 
geological resource, some aspects of the Project are yet to be finalised. By subjecting these 
options to environmental assessment at this stage of the Project. Hamersley can identify whether 
any such options have undesirable environmental effects that require particular approaches to 
managing them. This information can then be used in technical studies to resolve options. 

Project components with options include: 

transport of ore from Silvergrass to Nammuldi (rail, road or conveyor) - Section 1 .4. 1 
type of processing (wet or dry) - Section I .4.2 
handling and storage of tailings at Nammuldi (if wet processing adopted) - Section 1 .4.3 

1.4.1 Ore transport options 

A comparative assessment of options for transporting ore from Silvergrass is outlined in Table 
1.1. Resolution of these options will be based on economics, ]on- term planning requirements 
(the future Homestead Project) and environmental considerations. 

Table 1.1 Ore tran.snort from Silverc!ras.c 
Aspect Railway option Haul road option Conveyor option 
Technology Proven Not proven for this distance Proven 
Rolling stock Available New truck tiect Not applicable 
Reliability High Moderate H igli 
Maintenance Moderate High Moderate 
En i ron mental aspects 

area of direct disturbance 

intcrtcrencc with surtace drainage 

water requirements 

About 75ha 
Potentially H igh 

Ni ill imal 

About 45ha 
Potentially Moderate 
High 	dust control) 

About 30ha 
Potential lv Low 

Ni inimal 

Strategic/integration High Moderate/High Moderate/High 
Needs crushing plant Yes No Yes 
Capital cost Moderate Low I -ugh 
Operating cost Low Moderate Moderate 



Under technology for the haul road option, the statement "not proven for this distance" concerns 
tyres on trucks used by Hamersley that are not designed for long hauls. The long road distance 
between Silvergrass and Nammuldi will result in tyres overheatrng on loaded trucks, with 
associated safety and cost implications. Past enquiries to tyre manufacturers found that current 
tyre technology cannot yet rectify the problem. Replacing the truck type is likely to result in 
lower loads and higher costs. 

1.4.2 Processing options 

A comparative evaluation of wet and dry processing is summarised in Table 1.2. 

1 atne i .z rrocessiizg opuons wer versus ary  
Aspect Wet processing option Dry processing option 
Techti cal capacity Acceptable Constrained 
Product goat itv Superior Adeq uatc 
Vastes uenerated Tailins All remains product 

Storaizc of wastes Refer Table 1.3 All remains product 
Environmental aspects 

water demand 

dust emissions 

tailiries 	Cfleratiofl 

area of disturbance 

Higher 
Lower 

Yes 
Higher 

Lower 
Higher (slightly) 

No 
Lower (no tailings storage area) 

Capital cost I I igher Lower 
Operating cost I-I ighcr Lower 

A decision on wet or dry processing will be based on: 

practicality of processing ore sourced from below water table (wet ore) through a dry plant 
evaluation of the increased value of washed products 
relative cost of wet processing versus dry processing 
trade-off between capital. operating cost, selling price and the customer requirements 

Based on the amicipated outcome of feasibility studies, the Project is likely to incorporate wet 
processing. Dry processing is still being evaluated. As Table 1.2 sumniarises. dry processing 
has: 

a lower water demand (other than for water sprays, dry processing requires little water as it 
does not involve slurries or tailings transport) 

a higher risk of dust emissions (the product would he drier/dustier but crushinglscreening 
processes are similar for wet and dry processing) 
no tailings (negating the need for tailings storage facility) 
a smaller area of ground disturbance (no tailings storage required) 

Therefore, from an environmental perspective, the overall environmental impact associated with 
dry processing will he lower than for wet processing. Dry processing also requires less 
processing facilities compared with wet processing. 

This CER addresses the impacts of both options as the Project could include dry processing if it 
is technically feasible. 



1.4.3 Tailings handling and storage options (assuming wet processing) 

Tailings from iron ore processing are essentially comprised of fine clays, limonite and haematite 
washed front the ore, plus a relatively small amount of residual material from thickeners 
(tiocculants and coagulants). 

An evaluation of the options for tailings from Nammuldi wet processing is summarised in Table 
1.3 and is based on the findings of a tailings disposal options study (MPA Williams and 
Associates 1999). Potential sites for tailings storage are shown in Figure 4. No sites were 
considered at Silvcrgrass because there is no requirement for tailings storage there. 

Table 1.3 Tailings handling and storage options 
Options  

Aspect In-pit Central Valley Waste rock Paddock Co-disposal 
disposal thickened impoundment dump impoundment 

discharge  
Area disturbed (ha) 0i 255 150 75 75 Not applicable 
Tailings solids 22.5 40 22.5 22.5 22.5 5 
cotitent ('<)  

Assumed insilu 1.5 2.3 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.5 
(lCnsi Lv_(t/m3) 

Distance troll) plant I .5/2.5 7 4 3 3 Not applicable 
(km) 
Iechnologv Proven Proven Proven Proven Proven Not proven 
Capacity for Qualified (pits Yes Yes Qualified Yes Qualified 
expansion avai litble i 

Independent of No Yes Yes No Yes No 
mining_operation 
Return water tiow 156 59 154 154 154 0 
(I/see)  

Rehabilitation Progressive At closure Sonic years after Some years Some vears afier At closure 
closure after closure closure  

Capital cost Lowest Moderate Moderae Moderate Highest Not costed 

Operating cost Lowest Moderate High High Highest Not costed 
'( tili.se.s aIr('a/v (IiStlIlD((/ areas 

Siting of tailings storage areas is constrained by factors such as proximity to plant location. 
topography, hydrology, geology and groundwater. The relative importance of these factors varies 
according to the disposal method under consideration. Sites that have been identified and been 
the subject of desk-top evaluations may prove unsuitable when additional site information (such 
as geotcchn ical conditions) becomes available. 

Further studies are being commissioned on the viability for central thickened discharge, in-pit 
disposal and waste rock dump disposal. The other tailings storage options (valley impoundment. 
paddock impoundment and co-disposal) appear less attractive due to combinations of cost. 
identified difficulties and questionable viability or technologies. The further studies will help 
decide the option, of-  combination of options. that will be adopted. In-pit disposal and central 
thickened discharge are the preferred options and are addressed in this CER. 

A brief outlitie of each tailings disposal option at Nanimuldi is provided below. These 
descriptions are based on MPA Williams and Associates (1999). 



In-pit disposal (a preferred option potentially in coinbinatio,z with central thickened 
discharge) 
In-pit disposal involves the placement of tailings in existing Brockman and future Nammuldi 
mine voids, with tailings discharged directly into the pit from one or more sides. Water is 
returned to the plant from a decant pond within the pit. Unless there is scopc for rotational 
disposal of tailings between one or more pits. the rate of increase in the height of tailings is 
usually rapid, with limited opportunity for evaporative drying and consolidation of tailings. This 
can pose restrictions on getting earthrnoving machinery onto the tailings for rehabilitation 
purposes once the void has been filled. Some benefits of in-pit disposal are the proximity of the 
pits to the plant. it uses existing void space (that will otherwise remain) and it requires no 
additional clearing. 

Brockman Pit I (West) and Pit 3 will be the only voids available from the commencement of the 
Project that are sufficiently near the new Nammuldi plant. The capacity of these pits is relatively 
small: based on assumed production schedules. Pit I (West) has a capacity of 4 years. while Pit 
3 has a capacity of 3.5 years. These will have to operate in tandem to allow adequate drying and 
consolidation. 

Separate tailings pipelines and decant pumping systems will be required for each pit. Depending 
on the final water balance, decant waters may or may not be required by the Nammuldi plant. If 
not required. decant water may be used by Brockman/Nammuldi operations. or held until it is 
evaporated. When operated in conjunction with Pit I (West). Pit 3 will be filled within 7.5 years. 
with a rate of tailings rise varying from 8m/a (initially) to 3.5mIa in the later stages of disposal. 
Pit I (West) will be filled in the same time, with a rate rise of I Om/a (initially) to 3m/a. 

Once these pits become filled. Pit B at Nammuldi may have been mined and tailings could then 
be directed there. About SMt of waste rock may be placed in Pit B initially to a level such that 
with the discharge of tailings into the pit. the rate of rise in the height of tailings is sufficiently 
gradual to ensure adequate consolidation. Placement of waste rock will i-educe the capacity of 
Pit B from 8Mt to 3Mt and an effective disposal time of 2-3 years. 

To accommodate tailings generated from processing Silvergrass ore, other mine voids at 
Nammuldi or an alternative tailings storage facility (eg central thickened discharge) will be 
required. 

Central Thickened Discharge (a preferred option potentially in coin bination with in-pit 
disposal) 
This option involves a 7km tailings line from the plant that discharges in the centre of a tailings 
stack site (shown in Figure 4). As the cone forms, the discharge point is raised on an access 
ramp. The decant water is collected in ponds to the south and north of the stack. As there may be 
little requirement to return water to the plant in the first few years. disposal of decant water will 
be required (re-used, evaporated or treated to remove suspended solids then disposed off-site). 
When required, water from the south pond will be pumped to the main decant pond to the north 
from where it will be pumped 7.5km to the plant through a return water pipeline. Some 
diversion drains will be constructed around the facility to divert runoff and reduce scour of the 
deposited tailings. 



Tailings will beach at about a 0.75% slope which, at the end of processing all Nammuldi ore 
(without using Brockman pits and Nammuldi Pit B). will give a stack height of 7m at the centre 
and 0.9km x 3.2km in area (288ha). The Silvergrass ore will increase the height of the stack by a 
further 0.75m and increase the area to a total of 1km x 3.3km (33011a). 

Waste Rock Dump (an option being evaluated, but not currently a preferred option) 
This option involves forming a tailings impoundment or cells within a waste dump formed by 
mining at Nammuldi. The site considered (refer Figure 4) is constrained by the natural surface 
rising to the south and west, Pit B to the north and the fines stockpile to the east. 

The impoundment would be about 1km x 0.75km (75ha), divided into two cells. The first stage 
would be approximately lOm high and constructed with pre-strip material. Additional 
compaction would be required to ensure the walls are reasonably impermeable and have 
sufficient strength. The impoundment would be progressively raised as waste material is placed 
in the waste dump. 

At the end of mining at Nammuldi. the waste dumps would be 227m high. Processing of 
Silvergrass would increase this a further 3.75m. To increase the height. rehandling of the 
surrounding waste dump would be required. adding significant cost. 

A 1.5km tailings line would discharge alternately to each cell through a series of spigots on a 
ring main. The development of the tailings beach would be managed to retain the decant pond in 
the centre of the cell. The decant water would be drawn off through a decant tower and pipe to a 
return water storage from whence it would be pumped hack to the plant through a 1 .8km return 
water line. Diversion drains would be required to divert natural runoff around the side of the 
waste rock dump. 

Valley Impoundment (not being considered further) 
Siting for valley impoundments is constrained by suitable topography. catchment areas, 
proximity to the processing plant, possible archaeological sites and geological conditions. Two 
possible sites were identified (Figure 4). For both shown sites, tailings would be pumped to the 
impoundment over the ridge along the northern edge of the range. Due to a more favourable 
(lower) height of the saddle on the ridge at the eastern site, that option is better suited. 

A tailings pipeline would pass over the saddle to discharge tailings down the valley with the 
decant pond forming adjacent to the embankment. After Year 5, when decant water may be 
required, a 7km long return water pipeline would be constructed through the steep terrain back 
over the saddle to the plant. 

The embankment would be built in stages by downstream raise to a height of 23111 (including 
spillway and freeboard) for the Nammuldi tailings, and ultimately to 26m to accommodate 
Silvergrass tailings. 

Paddock Impoundment (not being considered further) 
Due to the limited flat terrain. the best site for paddock impoundment is about 3km from the 
plant (Figure 4). 
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This scheme involves a I km x 0.75km (75ha) paddock divided into two cells that would be 
raised in Stages by upstream raises. A 3.5km tailings line would discharge alternately to each cell 
through spigots on it ring main. Development of the tailings beach would be managed to retain 
the pond in the centre of the cell. Decant water would be drawn off through a decant tower and 
pipe to a return water storage from whence, it would be pumped to the plant via a 4km return 
water line. 

The paddock starter darn would be constructed from compacted waste rock from the Nammuldi 
Trial Operation. Subsequent raises would be constructed from the Pit C waste rock. The 
embankment would be constructed in stages up to about I 8m high to store Nammuldi tailings. 
An additional 2.5m would be required to accommodate Silvcrgrass tailings, or additional cells 
constructed adjacent to these. 

The construction of the return water pump and pipeline would be deferred until required. 
Diversion drains would be required to divert natural runoff around the upslope side of the 
paddock. 

Co-disposal (not being considered furt/ler)  
This scheme involves combining coarse waste material with fine tailings for joint storage. The 
aim of co-disposal is to fill the voids in coarse waste (that would otherwise be empty) with 
tailings but without compromising the normal high strength and steep repose angles featured in 
active waste dumps. Co-disposal has been investigated in the coal mining industry, but not the 
iron ore industry due mainly to the difficulty in pumping hard waste rock. The uncertainty 
(whether it would work) and the amount of further studies required have ruled out its serious 
consideration. 

1.5 LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK & ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS 

1.5.1 Legislative requirements 

Relevant environmental legislation for the Project and the responsible Government agencies is 
listed in Table 1.4. 

Table 1.4 Relevant en viron mental legislation and Government agencies 
Legislation Responsible Government agency 
Western Australian: 
Aboiiginal i/eritatte Act /972 Ahoriiinal Affairs Department 
A,'uu/tural & Related Retirees Protection ilct / 976 Ariculttire Western Australia 
Bus/i Fires Act /954 Bush Fires Board 
Conservation & Land Mwiaemei,t Act /954 Department of Conservation and Land Management 
Entironoiemal Protection Act /956 Department of Environmental Protection/EPA 
Lvp/osives & Dangerous Goed.v Act /96/ Department of Minerals and Energy 
Health Act /9// 1-Icaith Department of Western Australia 
Iron Ore (Hamers/ev Rant.e) Agreement Act /963 Department of Resources Development 
Land Act /933 Department of Land Admirnstrat ion 
Local Government Act / 960 Department of Local Government/Shire of Ashhurton 
Mine Sa/i'tv & inspection Act /995 Department of Minerals and Energy 
Miuuin' Act /975 Department of Minerals and Energy 
Rig/its in fl-ater & Irrigation Act /9/4 Water and Rivers Commission 
Soil & Land Conservation Act /945 Agriculture Western Australia 
Wildhifr Conservation Act 1950 Department of Conservation and Land Management 



Legislation Responsible Government agency 
Commonwealth: 
Aharigii:al & Toire.s Strai./,i Islander Heritae F'rotectuin Act / 984 Ahoriinal & Torres Straiiht Islander Commission 
Australian Herirae Commission Act /975 Australian Heritage Commission 
Enrirnn,nental Piotection & 1?io-/isersitv Conservation Act (gazetted, 
but not vet comuiicnced) 

Environment Australia 

Native Title Act /993 National Native Title Tribunal 

1.5.2 Environmental assessment process 

The environmental assessment process is shown in Figure 5. 

The purpose of a CER is to: 

place the proposal in the context of the local and regional environment 
provide information to interested parties to elicit informed comment 
outline the approach to managing environmental issues 
allow the EPA to base its advice to the Minister for the Environment on valid information 

Hamersicy has prepared and released the CER for a four-week public review period. Issues 
raised in submissions during this period will be summarised by the DEP. The summary of issues 
will be provided to l-Iamcrsley to address. 

The EPA will assess the Project taking into account public submissions and I-Iamersley's 
response to them and will then report its findings and recommendations to the Minister for the 
Environment. The EPA's report to the Minister will address the maintenance of EPA oljcctives 
for environmental factors of the Project and recommend applicable conditions. 

The Minister will decide to either grant or deny approval for the Project in conjunction with 
other decision-making authorities. If approved, a Ministerial Statement will be issued setting 
conditions under which the Project may be implemented. 

1.6 PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

The organisations consulted on this Project and the issues raised by these organisations are 
summarised in Table 1.5. 

Table 1.5 Prtwrain of consultation and issues raised 
Organisation Activity Date Issues 
Govern itient 
DEP/El'A Provided hrieling to DEP officers as part of annual Government 20 May 1999 Rare and priority listed 

tour of l-lanicrslev operations.  llora/liuna species 
identified Ironi surveys D M E- Provided brief-hiL to DME officers as part of Government tour. 20 May 1999 

Date: 20 May 1999 Bio-diversitv issues 
Methodology and WRC Provided briefing to WRC otlicers as part of Government tour. 2)) May 1999 

Hosted WRC officer on tour of Nammuldi recharge trials and 4 Ma) 1999 m 	ii itoring of,  infiltration 
Silvergrass area. trial 
Issued copy of hvdrogeology report to Karratha and Perth offices. 20 Aueusl 

Location and siting of 1999 
injection borelield 
Proximity 01 Silvergrass 

DRD 
- 	 - 	 . 	. 

Provided briel ing to DRD officers as part 01 Government tour. - -0 Ma 	999 

CALM Provided brieliniz to CALM officers as part of above Government 20 \I 	1 999 
pit to Caves ( reek tour. 
Caves Creek (lows 
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Organisation Activity Date Issues 	
1 Shire of Provided letter with summary of Project and offered opportunity to 2 	July 1999 None. 

Ashhurton have a briefing.  

NGOs  

Aboriginal Hamerslcys Aboriginal Training and Liaison group has been Variou/ Protection of resources 
groups liaising with the Eastern Gurama people (and their representatives) Ongoing that Aboriginal people 

on the Project and clearances for exptoration and evaluation utilise in the general area 
programs for well over a year. These Aboriginal people have been Protection of Aboriginal 
made aware of the Project and Hamerslcys proposals through sites 
numerous meelings and discussions as part of continuing Native Title 
negotiations for an Indigenous Land Use Agreement. Land Use Aereement 
Conducted survey on Eastern Gurania people views toward July 1999 
environmental aspects of Project.  

Conservation Provided briefing of the Project to representatives. 2 August Lou,,  term stability of 
Council 1999 tailings structure/s 

Water management 

Changes to Caves Creek 
ecosystems 

Bio-diversitv implications 
Hamerslcy Provided Station Manager copy of same intbrmation package sent 28 July 1999 None. 
Station to Shire. 

In 



2. 	PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The key aspects of the Project are summarised in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Key characteristics of the Project 
Component Prject characteristic I)escription 

(;eneral Area to be cleared Around 2,000ha 
Mine and 
mining 

Pits and ore type Nammuldi - Pits A. B. C/D. E and F (all Marra Mamba) and detritals near 
Pit F. 
Silvergrass - Range Pit. Valley Pit. Flats Pit - all Marra Mamba 

Area (mines and 
waste dumps) 

About I 65ha: made LII) of mines 685ha. waste dumps 90011a (some waste 
will be returned to mine pits). haul roads I OOha 

Ore reserve About 20Mt (230Mt of Marra Mamba and 50Mt of (letritals) 
Mining rates Initially 2-3Mt/a and could increase to 20Mt/a 
Estimated mine life I 5-2() years 
Ore below water table About 80cf 
Stripping ratio 3:1 (waste:ore) overall 
Waste ore disposal About 750Mt of waste rock to be generated. Some waste will be used to 

backfill voids to above pre-mine mean water table level, some used in 
construction works and the remainder left as out-of-pit waste dumps 

Pit voids Voids to be backtilled to one metre above the mean pre-mine water table 
using waste ore and overburden. Backlilled pits will be 575-58ImRL at 
Nammuldi and 548-550mRL_ at Silvergrass 

Waste dumps Waste dumps will be 40m high. Maximum batter slope of 20 during 
rehabilitation. 

Proportion of waste 
to be hackfilled  

About 30'/ 

Dewatering General I)ewatering required to access below water table ore from most pits 

___________________________  
Arrangement In-pit dewatering bores to achieve the bulk of dewatering. associated with in-

pit sumps in the later stages of mining 
Combined rates Maximum rate approximately I $M L/d 
Total volumes Namniuldi about 3 I .000ML. Silvergrass about 30.000ML 
I)ischarge strategy At Nammuldi. discharge will initially be into drainage lines, then to recharge 

via mined pit (it suitable pit available and it is feasible). At Silvergrass. 
discharge will be to Caves Creek 

Processing and 
tailings 

Plant Wet or dry processing at Nammuldi. dry crushing plant at Silvergrass and a 
 dry crushing plant around Pit ElF at Nammuldi. 

Tailings (if wet 
processing) 

About 2Mt/a (dry), made up of clays and fine iron fraction - defined as high 
plasticity silt. Discharge into l3rockman pits I & 3 and Nammuldi Pit 13. plus 
a central thickened discharge facility 

Stockpiles Product stockpiles at Nanimuldi. crushed ore stockpile at Silvergrass 
Infrastructure Power New extension off Dampier-Tom Price line 

Water Dewatering will supply water for potable. processing and (lust control 
purposes: decant water from tailings storage will supplement processing 
requirements 

l'ransport Ore from Silvergrass Railway, haul road or conveyor 
Product transport By rail to l)ampier on existing rail network 

Workforce Workforce (approx.) For construction about 400. Operations 150- 190 on FIFO basis. 
Accommodation Nammuldi Camp for construction, new Village for Naminuldi worktörce 



2.2 MINE PLANNING 

2.2.1 Mine areas 

Five pits will be mined at Nammuldi (Pit A. Pit B. Pit C/D, Pit E and Pit F) and three at 
Silvergrass (Range. Valle),  and Flats). These pits will target Marra Mamba ore. Some detritals 
will also be niined from pits near Pit F. Mine pit boundaries are shown in Figure 6. 

2.2.2 Provisional mining sequence 

A provisional mining sequence for Nammuldi pits is provided in Table 2.2. The combined life 
of the Nammuldi pits would be about 10 years for a 20Mt/a production rate. Actual mine life is 
expected to be longer than 10 years and perhaps up to 20 years. depending on the actual 
production rate. 

Table 2.2 Provisional mining sequence and pit life - Naininuldi 
Year A 	 II 	 C/I) 	 E 	 F 

(PIUS [ktritals) 

It  

6 
7 

S 

()  

1(1  

lVlining will commence at Pit C as that pit: 

has existing open mine faces (the Trial Operation) that are easily extendahle 
provides the major source of ore supply and has the longest life 
is likely to be closest to the new Nammuldi plant 

Pits have different ore qualities and dewatering requirements. Pit scheduling will optiniise 
product grade control and best align dewatering to demand from the wet process. Dewatering is 
addressed in Section 2.3.1. 

A provisional mining sequence for Silvergrass pits is provided in Table 2.3. Mining at 
Silvergrass will commence toward the end of Nammuldi mining. Silvergrass has a mine life of 
about 7 years. assuming a production rate of 8MtIa. 

Table 2.3 Provisional mining sequence and pit life - Silvergrass 
Year 	 Valley 	 I 	 Range Flats 

4 

5 

6 

7 	 I 
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2.2.3 Pit profiles 

Approximate pit profile characteristics and ore reserves are provided in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4 Conceptual pit profile  characteristics and ore reserves 
Nammuldi l'its Silvergrass_I'its 

it A B C/I) F F l)etritals Valley Range Flats 

Ground level mRL 600 610-620 610-650 610 630-670 640-650 570-550 560-570 570 
water Ievel mRL 574 574 574-576 579 579-550 SKI 545-547 545-549 545 
Pit tloor ( lowest) mR! 500 510 350 510 500-530 590 440 450 5(k) 
Backblled pit level+ mRL 575 575 577 550 551 552 545 550 550 
Mine area (surface) ha 1 	50 30 1 	190 1 	25 1 	165 50 90 1 	45 40 
Ore reserve Ml 1 	22 9 1 	94 1 	4 1 	91 13 27 1 	I 2 9 
(1/alec /ttl,It' /1h/ii/0/iIii 0U.\ au/na/ed /ota//httttiaitoiit 0/11/) 10 7iii/4lottin.. cOal/all//load etc/i/s. Ban/tue //tttii//arin (0/it000 /0 be 

iuulertakeii to tietermine the nican pre-iiti/ie tIs/ter tab/c lie/gut 

+ Sack/i/i Ietls are based on lot abate metal water table Ieie/s: furt/u'r era/nation ui/I tleteriiii ie ui/te/ her this is sufficient to atoM cap/i/ocr 

list' t/t'tIi 

2.3 SITE PREPARATION 

2.3.1 Dewatering and discharging 

Dewatering 
About 80% of the Marra Mamba ore is below water table. To mine the below water table ore, 
dewatering will be required. 

The dewatering approach is based on the hydrogeological investigation (PPK Environmental & 
Infrastructure 1999) and is summarised in Table 2.5. Schematic mine dewatering arrangements 
are shown Figure 7 (Nammuldi) and Figure 8 (Silvergrass). Modelling was based on 10 year 
mining at Nammuldi and 7 year mining at Silvergrass: however, mining is likely to extend 
beyond these timeframes. Modelling therefore assumes a maximum-case for dewatering rates. 

Table 2.5 Summary f mine dewatering strategy 
Pit* l)ewatering lotal Bore arrangement and Comments 

rate volume rates 
(approx) (approx) 
(r.1iJd) (Mt.)  

A 10 to 12 12.000 4 bores at 4.ML/d each Duration - 3 years. Dewater at I 2ML/d for first year. 
(including a standby bore) thereafter I OML/d. 

B 2 I .00() 3 bores at I ML/d each Duration - I year. Dewater at 2ML/d br first 3 months. tlieii 
___  (including a standby bore) I ML/d thereafter. 

CID 4 106 13.000 4 bores at 2ML/d each Duration— Pit C K years. Pit D I year. Dewater at 6ML/d for 
(including a standby bore) first 3 	ears, then 4ML/d by Year 6. Modelling indicates Pit 

___  D should be dewatered as part of Pit C dewatering. 
E and F 3 to 6 5.000 Minimum K bores at rates Duration - 3 years. Need to dewater Pit E and Pit F 

between 0.5ML/d in the concurrently. Initial dewatering (first year) at 6ML/d. 
east to I ML/d in the west re(.ucing to 3ML/cl thereafter. 

Range 6 to 10 12.0(X) 4 bores at 3.5ML/d each Duration - 3 years. Initial 3 months at I OML/d. thereafter 
(including a standby bore) KML/d. 

Valley 1010 19 15.000 7 bores at 3.5ML/d Duration - 	years. Initial dewatering at 19\'IL/d for Year I. 
(including a standby bore) 16.5ML/d ftr next 6 months. next 1.5 years I0.5ML/cl. 

tVanuutti/tii t/et/ut//s tui/I not require dt'ut'att'iw,i,'. (i/I/V 0 small p0//ia/i o/ Flats Pits erie ui/s be/out na/er table and /5 unit covered  

FA 



Dewatering to progressively draw down the groundwater level in the pits will be achieved by 
designated borefields that target specific zones of higher permeability. Local hydrogeological 
conditions and the required timing for dewatering in advance of mining will ultimately 
determine the final configuration (number and spacing) of the dewatering borefields. 

Because the primary zone of permeability in each pit is associated with fractures within the 
Marra Mamba mineralisation, most dewatering bores will be sited within the pits. This approach 
targets dewatering of the Marra Mamba and promotes downward drainage from overlying valley 
fill and shale. 

As the removal of the primary aquifer may affect dewatering efficiency as the transmissitivity is 
reduced, local in-pit sumping (in combination with borehole dewatering) may be required in the 
later stages of mining. 

Dewatering simulations using numerical groundwater models (calibrated against pumping test 
data) indicate that to dewater the Nammuldi ore bodies a total of about 3 1 ,000rvlL of 
groundwater needs to be removed over the mining life. This should be achieved with 19 bores. 
The maximum dewatering rate will be dependent on the mine schedule, but will be highest 
0 8ML/d) if Pit A and Pit C are mined concurrently. 

Further optimisation of the dewatering approach will be attained through verifying the 
groundwater model against the continued operation of the Brockman boi-efield and/or calibration 
against initial dewatering operations for Nammuldi pits (including the Nammuldi Trial 
Operation). New data may lead to revisions to the dewatering approach. 

None of the detritals pits are below water table, so no dewatering is required for those pits. 

At Silvergrass. a total of 30.000ML will be abstracted using I I bores. The maximum dewatering 
rate will also be I8ML/d during initial mining of the Valley Pit. 

Flats Pit at Silvergrass was not included in the numerical groundwater models. Because only a 
small portion of that pit will extend into water table, the pit has no significant dewatering 
implications. Some advance dewatering using bores may be required: however total draw from 
the pit will be relatively small. 

Discharges 
The volume of excess dewatering discharge will be dependent on the mining schedule adopted 
and the ultimate process water demand. Hamersley will attempt to align these volumes, but this 
may not always be possible. Wet processing might require more water than available from 
dewatering later in the mine life and not start until mid way through mine life, requiring an 
initial discharge of 10-15ML/d at Nammuldi. 

The key element in the dewatering discharge from Nammuldi is the timing of mining at Pit A as 
it has the greatest dewatering requirement. The predicted dewatei'ing discharge rates under 
various mining schedules are provided in Figure 9. 

At Nammuldi, discharges will initially be directed to drainage channels that flow away from the 
mining area (refer Figure 7). Options for groundwater recharge (through re-injection and/or 
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infiltration) will continue to be examined. One opportunity may be to use Pit A as a recharge 
site, if it is mined early in the mining sequence. Hamcrsley will continue to investigate 
groundwater recharge options and the feasibility of applying such approaches at Nammuldi. 

If recharge to groundwater is not effective, dewatering will revert to surface discharge. 

At Silvergrass, once water has been diverted for dust control and potable uses (about I ML/d), 
excess dewatering water will be discharged into Caves Creek. The discharge point will be about 
5km downstream of the Range Pit to prevent water recirculation in mining areas. Dewatering 
discharges will range between 5ML/d and I 8ML/d. with an average of about I 2ML/d. 

The discharge pipeline outfall at Silvergrass will be sited over hard rock to reduce erosion. If no 
suitable rock is available, a structure to reduce the velocity of water (thereby preventing erosion) 
will be constructed. This also applies to the surface discharge outfall at Namniuldi. 

2.3.2 Vegetation and topsoil removal 

Clearing will be undertaken progressively in accordance with the final mining sequence. Areas 
to be cleared will be delineated, then cleared. Available topsoil and vegetation will be stripped 
and stockpiled. Preference will be given during rehabilitation toward direct utilisation of topsoil. 
rather than using stockpiled material. 

2.3.3 Mine pre..development 

Overburden material will be removed using conventional mining machinery (scrapers. dozers 
and haul trucks). Drilling and blasting will be required. Some overburden will be used as fill for 
ramps, haul roads and levees; the remainder will be hauled to waste dumps or taken to mine 
voids as infill/backfill. 

Once working profiles in each mine are developed, routine mining operations will commence. 

2.3.4 Surface water control structures 

The Range Pit and Valley Pit at Silvergrass will require flood control structures (levees) to 
prevent pit inundation during major flood events in Caves Creek. Conceptual locations of these 
levees are shown in Figure 6. The levee structures will maintain the 100 year design flood level 
(refer Section 3.4.3, Figure 12). 

Material sourced during mine pre-developrnent will be used to construct the levees. To prevent 
scouring of the base of these levees, the lower and outer sections will have rock armouring. 

Because the levees are important for continued mining in the Range and Valley pits. they will be 
designed so that they will be stable and floodwaters do not over-top the embankments. 

One-way flow culverts will be incorporated to allow excess storm water run-off from the mine 
area to be released (after passing through a retention basin), but be designed to prevent 
floodwaters from entering the pits. The levees will be 3-4ni high. 
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At Narnmuldi, drainage structures will be required to intercept and re-direct surface waters away 
from pits. 

2.4 MINING OPERATIONS 

2.4.1 Mining 

Mining will involve conventional drill and blast, load and haul. For ore blending purposes, 
several mine faces within the same pit will be worked simultaneously. Several pits will also be 
open at the same time. 

2.4.2 Waste rock and overburden handling 

About 750Mt of waste material (overburden plus waste rock) will be generated. The predicted 
stripping ratio for all pits is 3: 1 (waste to ore). 

A preliminary and conceptual approach toward waste material handling is provided in Table 2.6. 

More definitive waste handling strategies will be available when more detailed mine planning 
and scheduling is undertaken. Mine voids will be in-filled and backlilled to above pre-mine 
mean water table levels using waste material. Wherever practicable, mine pits will be directly in-
filled (placement of waste material as a single operation during mining) as this minimises double 
handling and reduces cost. Where direct infilling is not feasible, pits will be backfilled (picking 
up already stockpiled waste material and then dumping into a void, either during pit mining or 
soon after) to above the pre-mine water table level. 

Table 2.6 Conceptual strategy for waste rock and overburden material handlinri 
Pit Waste - Strip Initial waste Backfilhing status flr void Comment 

(Mt) ratio handling 

A 45 2.0 Surface waste Backfill to pre-mine erotind Depending on further studies, this pit 
dump. contours with waste from void may be used as a groundwater 

maybe Pit C and Pit A at a later recharge area during dewatering: this 
time. will preveni hacklilling until the pit 

void becomes available. Timing is 
dependent on mine sequencing. 

B 24 2.7 Suthice waste Backfill to pre-mine ground Pit will be fully hacktilled with either 
dump. contours (or mounded above waste or tailings, or both. 

ground level) with waste from 
Pit C.  

C/D 268 2.8 Mostly to surface Backfill to above pre-mine Most hacklilling scheduled toward 
waste dumps. Pit B water table level with waste end of Pit C mining. 
and mined sections from same pit and maybe Pit E 
of same pit, and from out-ol-pit waste. 

E 16 4,0 Eastern portion of Backfill to above pre-mine Any dumps will be located south of 
Pit C/D (maybe water table level with waste pit. Waste from Pit F may till Pit E 
surface waste from Pit F Central. void. 

F 215 2.4 Pit E. some surfuce Backfill void to above pre-mine Dtie to length of mine. backlillnig 
waste dump and water table level with waste may commence during mining 
wester) part of Ironi same Pit. operations. 
same _pit.  

Detritals 37 2.8 Pit F and surface Pit floor will be above water Direct backlilling of Pit F and/or Pit 
waste dumps. table level. E is dependent on fitvourahle 

_________________________________  scheduling. 
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Pit Waste Strip Initial waste Backfilling status for void Comment 
(Mt) ratio handling 

(s':o)  
Valley 75 2.9 Surface waste Backfill void to above pre-mine Waste used for Range Pit. 

(lump. waler table level. 
Rantc 33 2.5 Surface waste Intill Valley Pit void to above Waste from waste dumps may be used 

dunip/inlill Valley pre-mine Water table level, as backfill. 
Pit. 

Flats 30 3.3 Surface \VaSte Small portion of pit floor will Waste used as direct mull 	i Valley 
dump/mull Valley be below water table. Backfill Pit and as waste dump near Flats Pit 
Pit, to above pre-nilne waler table ready for hacklilling. 

level_with_waste.  

Waste dumps will be formed until mine pits are wholly or partly available for backfill. The total 
waste dump area will be approximately 900ha (650ha for Pits A, B. C/D, 1 25ha for Pits E and F 
and 125ha for Silvergrass pits); however, about 30% of waste will be returned to mine voids. 
Waste dumps that remain at the end-of-mine life will be re-contoured and rehabilitated. 

2.5 ORE PROCESSING 

The proposed processing arrangement is: 

use of existing Brockman plant to crush ore from Pits A. B and C/D 
a wet processing plant at Nammuldi 
if dry crushing plant at Pit E/Pit F (initially trucks will haul ore to the Nammuldi plant) 
a dry crushing plant at Silvergrass 

At full production, the combined processing will generate: 

about 9Mt/a of lump product (-31 .5mm+6.3mm) 
about II Mt/a of fines product (-6.3+0.02mm) 
about 2Mt/a (dry) of tailings in slurry form (-0.02mm) 

2.5.1 Nammuldi plant 

A schematic process flow is provided in Figure 10. The principal components of the plant are 
crushing, screening and fines washing. Dry processing forms the necessary preliminary stages 
for wet processing. Wet processing improves the final product that would otherwise be 
generated from just dry processing. 

Crushing and screening (the dry processing) 
Ore from Pits A. B and C/D will either be crushed to —30mm in the existing Brockman plant of,  

fed to a new primal'y crusher. Ore from Nammuldi Pits ElF and Silvergrass pits will be dry 
crushed via primary/secondary crushing units at those locations, then crushed material 
transported to and fed into the Nammuldi plant. 

Crushed ore from the new Nammuldi primary crusher will pass over a scalping screen (80mm) 
with oversize being further crushed in secondary crushers. Secondary crusher product from 
Silvergrass and the second Namtiuldi plant (at Pit ElF) will be combined with scalping screen 



undersize and conveyed to a 30mm screen operating in closed circuit with a tertiary crusher. 
Screen undersize will feed a new wet plant. Product from the existing Brockman plant will be 
conveyed directly to the wet plant. 

Wet processing 
Lump product screens (6.3mm) will be wet screens with sprays to remove fines from the lump 
product. The screen oversize (lump product) will be conveyed to the blending stockpile via a 
sample station. The screen undersize will be directed to the fines product wet screen that will 
have a nominal separation size of 1mm. Oversize will be conveyed to the fines blending 
stockpile via a sample station. 

The fines product screen undersize will be processed through a two-stage hydrocyclone circuit to 
remove the fine portion (-0.02mm). Horizontal belt vacuum filters will dewater cyclone 
underfiow before being combined with fines product screen material for conveying to the fines 
product stockpile. 

Cyclone overflow (-0.02mm material) will form the tailings portion. The tailings will be 
flocculated and thickened prior to being pumped to a tailings storage facility. Some 
flocculants/coagulants will be required in this process. 

The flocculants recommended for use by Rio Tinto Research & Technology Development 
(1999) are: 

Magnatloc 8001-IP (high molecular weight, nonionic polyacrylamide) - dosage 20g/t 
Magnafloc 336 (high molecular weight, anionic polyacrylamide) - dosage 20g/t 

wli i le the recommended coagu I ants are 

Magnafloc 368 (low molecular weight cationic polymer) - dosage 20g/t 
Magnafloc LT35 (low molecular weight cationic polymer) - dosage 20g/t 

Tailings storage facilities 
In-pit and central thickened disposal are being evaluated to assess their viability (MPA Williams 
and Associates 1999). Additional tailings storage in cells constructed in the waste rock dumps 
will be investigated further as a supplement to in-pit disposal. 

The total quantity of tailings from Nammuldi will be 20Mt. plus 6Mt from Silvergrass ore. 

The likely properties of tailings are 8% (process slurry) or 20-40% (thickened) solids content 
depending on the disposal option. The assumed in-situ density for in-pit disposal is I .5t/m' and 
for central thickened discharge is 2.3t/1,13. 

In-pit disposal will occur in Brockman Pit 3 and Brockman Pit I (West) and Nammuldi Pit B, 
the latter depending on mine sequencing. The location of the central thickened discharge and 
pits are shown in Figure 4. Details of the in-pit disposal and central thickened discharge options 
are provided in Section 1.4.3. 
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Product stockpiles 
The product stockpile at Nammuldi will have underdrainage facilities installed. A layer of coarse 
pebble or rock will be placed over the base of the product stockpile area to allow seepage of 
some water from the product. Pipework beneath the coarse layer will feed the water to a holding 
pond. This retained water may be used for local dust control activities. 

2.5.2 Additional Nammuldi crusher plant 

The mining of Pit E and Pit F may initially involve hauling ore by truck to the processing plant. 
The long strike length at Nammuldi may warrant eventually installing a crushing plant at the 
eastern pits (Pit E and F) and convey the crushed product to the plant rather than hauling ROM 
ore by truck. This is being evaluated. 

2.5.3 Silvergrass crusher plant 

Processing at Silvergrass will be primary crushing/screening to produce up to lOMt/a of crushed 
product for transport to Nammuldi for further processing. 

2.6 ORE TRANSPORT FROM SILVERGRASS 

Ore from Silvergrass will be transported to Nammuldi by railway, road or conveyor. 

2.6.1 Railway (rail option) 

A conceptual railway route between Nammuldi and Silvergrass is shown in Figure 6. The total 
length of the railway (including loops) will be 21km while the width of all railway infrastructure 
(including embankment and roads) will be about 25m. providing a total area of 52ha. 

Detailed engineering and geotechnical evaluations will confirm the optimum alignment. The 
provisional route departs from the existing Brockman rail spur through a gap in the Nammuldi 
Ridge between Nammuldi Pit C/D and Pit E and continues in a north-westerly direction along 
the slopes of the ridge avoiding low ground associated with the Duck Creek and Caves Creek 
flood plains. 

Construction and drainage 
The railway will be designed and constructed in a manner similar to Hamersley's Central Pilbara 
Railway (CPR) Extension to Yandi. The railway will require new embankment formation and 
mainline standard track work. The earthwork standards. construction methodology, rock 
protection for the railway and associated infrastructure will be similar to that for the CPR 
Extension. Continuous improvement will ensure that the design and construction of the new 
railway will be a further improvement on earlier railways. 

Drainage planning and drainage structures will be confirmed during engineering design work. 
The route traverses areas characterised by defined drainage lines with little sheet flow drainage. 
Rolled steel and concrete box culverts will be used. The use and positioning of these culverts 
will depend on embankment heights and predicted flood flows at each drainage line crossing. 
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Borrow requirements 
Earthworks will be designed on the basis of optimised cut-to-fill' - ie material from cuts will be 
used in areas of fill to minimise demand for borrow materials. Any shortfall of material will be 
sourced from borrow pits. Borrow pit requirements will be determined following geotechnical 
review of prospective sites and test sampling. 

Ore unloading 
If a railway is constructed. ore could be unloaded by either bottom opening wagons or by a car 
dumper. Ore could discharge into a hopper and conveyor that feeds the Nammuldi plant. 
Alternatively, front-end loaders could feed ore from stockpiles into it hopper/conveyor system 
feeding into the plant. 

2.6.2 Haul road option 

The route and approach to construction for a haul road will be similar to that for the railway. The 
length of the haul road (without loops) will be about 1 8km and the width about 25m. providing 
an area of 45ha. Trucks will haul ore from the Silvergrass plant to feed it directly into the 
Nammuldi plant. Due to more flexible ruling grade requirements, borrow material needs will be 
less for a road than for a railway. 

If it haul road is used. trucks will dump ore on the ROM Pad or into the hopper/conveyor system 
feeding the Nammuldi plant. 

2.6.3 Conveyor option 

The route for a conveyor from Silvergrass to Nammuldi is shown in Figure 6. The earthworks 
for it conveyor will be less than for the railway, although allowances for a parallel service road 
will be needed. Drainage considerations will be similar to those applied for the 20km Channar-
Paraburdoo conveyor. 

If a conveyor is used, ore would be stockpiled (then fed into the system by front-end loader) or 
fed directly into the plant. 

2.7 PRODUCT TRANSPORT TO DAMPIER 

Product will be loaded into rail wagons and transported to Dampier on the existing railway 
network. While production rates remain low during the initial stages. product loading will be 
undertaken by front-end loaders. As production increases, a train loader (bin) facility will be 
required. Dust control measures (eg water sprays, conveyor transfer containment) will be used to 
manage dust from the Marra Mamba during product handling. 

Marra Mamba mineralisation extends under the Brockman rail loop (refer Figure 3. Figure 6). A 
section of the resource below the Brockman rail loop is to be mined, forming part of Pit C/D: the 
remainder of the rail loop will be retained. Areas of the Brockman rail loop that are 
decommissioned and not mined will be retained. 
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A new rail loop for the Project will be established east of Pit C/D near the Nammuldi plant (refer 
Figure 6). The new rail loop will utilise a section of the Brockman rail system. There is scope to 
handle Brockman ore through this loop by establishing a conveyor connection between the 
Brockman stockpiles and the Nammuldi plant load out system. 

Marra Mamba product will be railed separately from Brockman product. At maximum capacity. 
two or three trains will depart daily: each train carrying between 22.000t and 24,000t of product. 

The incremental ramp-up to 20Mt/a of product railed to Dampier will not necessarily represent 
an equivalent increase to Hamerslcy's annual production. Instead. Marra Mamba and detritals 
product from the Project is likely to represent a partial replacement of product from other mines. 

Trains will be unloaded at Dampier at East intercourse island or Parker Point and the ore 
conveyed to stockpiles where it will be blended. When a shipment is scheduled, product will be 
reclaimed then conveyed to ship loading facilities for transportation to world markets. Existing 
dust control systems implemented at Dampier will be applied for handling of product from this 
Project. 

No capital works at the Port are being considered as part of this CER. 

2.8 INFRASTRUCTURE 

2.8.1 Construction camp 

The existing Nammuldi Camp at Brockman (capacity 100 personnel) will be extended using 
additional transportable units to accommodate the Project construction workforce of about 400 
people. Additional recreational and essential facilities will also be established for this workforce. 

2.8.2 Village 

A new Village will be constructed east of the Nammuldi Camp for the Brockman and Nammuldi 
operational workforces. The Village will consist of prc-fahricated accommodation buildings and 
will include a kitchen, dry and wet messes, offices.iecreational facilities and first-aid facilities. 

2.8.3 Power 

Power will be obtained by extending the Dampier-Tom Price 33kV transmission line that passes 
east of Nammuldi. Additional 33kV distribution lines will be provided to the borefields. Village 
and Silvergrass facilities. 

Diesel generators will be provided for stand-by purposes at the Village/construction camp. train 
load-out. key transfer pumps and pit dewatering bores. Skid-mounted diesel generators will be 
used for the dewatering bores until power is supplied from the main grid. 
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2.8.4 Water 

Daily water use will be around I ML/day mostly for dust control in the mines and on haul roads. 
This demand will increase significantly (possibly by a factor of 5 or 6 times) if a haul road is 
used between Silvergrass and Nammuldi due to the amount of water needed for dust control 
purposes. 

Water will be diverted from the mine dewatering discharge pipeline at Nammuldi to a large raw-
water storage tank. Water from this tank will be used for potable. processing and fire fighting 
purposes. Water will be distributed by gravitation and pumping to the mine, plant, 
administration and Village areas. 

Water for potable purposes will be UV sterilised to maintain drinking water standards. Process 
water will be supplemented by decant water from the tailings storage. 

Water requirements at Silvergrass will be met from mine dewatering. 

During construction. water for dust control will be sourcecl from the Brockman borefield or 
production bores established during hydrogeological investigations. During operations. water 
will be sourced from standpipes connected to the dewatering discharge system. 

2.8.5 Road access 

A 30km-gravel road provides access to Nammuldi from the Paraburdoo-Dampier Railway 
service road. This road will not be upgraded but will continue to be maintained. 

2.8.6 Airstrip 

The existing Nammuldi airstrip needs to be upgraded to allow Dash 8 aircraft (carrying 36 to 50 
people) to be used for Brockman and the Project (construction and operation). If required by 
Brockman before the commencement of the Project, the upgrade will be notified separately to 
Government. The upgrade will include extending the cleared area at each end of the runway by 
lOOm and widening the clearing adjacent to the runway by lOm on either side (total area 4.6ha). 
In addition. a vehicle parking area will be required. 

2.8.7 Fuel 

Provision of power from the Dampier Power Station grid system and the re-fuelling of 
locomotives at other sites will reduce diesel demand. Probably two I I 0,000L above ground 
diesel storage tanks will be required: these bulk tanks will be held inside a lined and hunded 
storage facility in accordance with Mine Regulations and AS 1940. Fuel will be delivered by 
road train. 

2.8.8 Sewage treatment 

Sewage treatment systems will be constructed at the Nammuldi plant and the Village. Package 
aerobic treatment plants will be used where septic tank systems are not practical. Treated 
effluent will be chlorinated, then either spray irrigated over vegetated areas or piped to 



evaporation ponds. If spray irrigation is adopted. the treated effluent will be sprayed over native 
vegetation in rotation, as undertaken at Brockman and Yandi. The irrigation or ponds will be 
fenced. Other facilities (at Silvergrass and at the eastern Nammuldi pits) will have individual 
septic tank systems. 

2.8.9 Ammonium nitrate and explosives 

Ammonium nitrate will be stored in an open-ended shed with a concrete floor. ANFO will be 
delivered in bulker bags. Emulsion (for wet blasting) will be held in a hunded storage vessel 
near the ANFO store and be delivered by road-trains. The high explosives and detonators store 
will be fenced and will be a safe distance from other buildings. 

2.8.10 Offices, workshops, laboratories and service areas 

A pre-fahricatcd permanent office will accommodate site management and support personnel. A 
light vehicle/plant workshop to service and maintain light vehicles and plant and a separate 
workshop for servicing heavy vehicles will be provided. A wash-down pad for site vehicles and 
plant will be constructed, with runoff flowing to an appropriately sized oil separation pit. A 
laboratory. crib huts and a first-aid post will also be provided. 

2.9 WORKFORCE 

2.9.1 Construction 

Assuming a wet plant is required. the construction workforce will peak at around 400 people. 
Construction is likely to be undertaken as a series of discrete packages. being spread over a number 
of years. This will result in periods of construction activity interspersed between periods when no 
construction acti v it)' occurs. 

2.9.2 Operations 

The operations workforce ( 150- 190) may commute on a Fly-in- Fly-out basis, but some may 
commute by road from Torn Price (as does sonic of the Brockman workforce now). 



3. 	EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

3.1 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

3.1.1 Climate 

Regional climate is described as arid tropical with two distinct seasons (Gentilli 1972). The 
summer months extend from November to April when temperatures can reach 47°C (mean daily 
maxima of 39°C in January), while winter temperatures are cool (mean daily maxima of 24°C in 
July). There is a high diurnal variability. 

Annual rainfall is highly variable from year to year but is mostly between 300mm and 400mm. 
This variability is a consequence of periodic summer cyclones that pass along the Pilbara coast, 
but occasionally extending inland becoming rain-bearing depressions that cause widespread and 
intensive rainfall. 

Annual evaporation rates are high (pail evaporation is about 3600mm: PPK Environment & 
Infrastructure 1999) and peak in summer. Evaporation exceeds rainfall every month of the year. 

Winds tend from the east and southeast in summer and from the west in winter. 

3.1.2 Geology and soils 

The following outline of the regional and local geology is a summary of the description provided 
in PPK Environment & infrastructure (1999). Nammuldi and Silvergrass lie on opposing limbs 
of a broad anticlinal structure. The stratigraphic sequence (from oldest to youngest) is the 
Jeerinah Formation, the Marra Mamba Formation (3 members), the Wittenoom Formation (3 
members), the Mount Sylvia and Mount McRae Shales. the Brockman iron Formation (BIF). the 
valley fill deposits and recent alluvial deposits. 

Namnzuldi 
The Marra Mamba Formation dominates the geology. This outcrops as low undulating hills and 
dips towards the south. An area of variable valley fill separates the formation from the BIF 
escarpment. Variably weathered West Angelas Shale (non-pyritic) overlies the Marra Mamba in 
most intersected areas of the valley fill. 

The primary mineralisation occurs as a series of elongate lenses of mostly hematite and goethite 
within the Marra Mamba Formation. Adjacent to where it outcrops, the formation is overlain by 
a vai'iable thickness of detrital ore within the local valley fill. 

At the western end of the deposit strike length, the orebody is almost flat. but towards the east, it 
dips increasingly steeply. The maximum depth 01 the base of mineralisation is 70111 at Pit A and 
about 250111 at Pit C. The thickness of mineralisation ranges from I Om to SOm. Within the area 
of Pit C there is a low angle thrust fault that has locally displaced the Marra Mamba 
mineralisation leading to repeats in the local stratigraphy and a generally thicker mineralisation. 
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The nature of the valley fill is highly variable, but tends to he dominated by clays and sandy 
clays that may increase in maturity from east to west. The valley fill can attain a thickness of 
120rii (Pit C and Pit F). 

Local accumulations of alluvial sands and gravels make up the intermittent drainage lines. 
Extensive calcrete deposits occur above and at the current water table across much of the 
deposit. 

Silvergrass 
The Marra Mamba Formation at Silvergrass is similar to that at Nammuldi. except that it dips 
toward the north. An area of variable valley fill occupied by the current Caves Creek drainage 
line separates the Marra Mamba Formation from the BIF escarpment. The West Angelas Shale 
overlying the formation is less prevalent than at Nammuldi. 

The Marra Mamba at Range Pit dips toward the north but is locally folded. At Valley Pit, the 
mineralised Marra Mamba occupies a valley feature surrounded on three sides by low undulating 
outcrops. In these pits. the predominant hematite and goethite mineralisation is about 25-30m 
thick and dips to lOOm where it levels out and extends beneath the valley floor for several 
hundred metres. Flats Pit has a similar geology to the Range Pit area, but the depth of 
mineralisation appears shallower. 

The valley fill is highly variable, but is generally dominated by clays and sandy clays. The valley 
fill is about lOOm thick adjacent to the Range Pit. 

Caves Creek has relatively shallow river sands and gravels with some local calcrete (sheet 
carbonate) development. Adjacent to the creek, sediments include shallow scree slope deposits 
(ironstone rubble, sands and clays) with some local chemical sediment development (calcretes 
and goethites). Calcrete deposits also occur above and at the water table across much of 
Silvergrass. 

Soils 
The dominant soils at Nammuldi and Silvergrass have been identified and mapped (Halpern 
Glick Maunsell 1999a). The soils along the transport corridor were not identified. 

Soil types Um5.5 I and Um5.52 account for over 90% of the area of Nammuldi and 75% of 
Silvergrass. 

Soil type Um5.5 I is a shallow, coherent and porous loamy soil occurring on hills; the 'A' 
horizon is very shallow (<30cm). with dark red to red sands' clay loam and a stony, hard-setting 
surface and a low to high coarse fraction. It has low salinity, a slightly acid pH and low nutrient 
levels. Vegetation associations that occur with this soil type include Al. A2 and A3 (refer 
Section 3.2.1, Table 3.3). 

Soil type Um5.52 is similar to Uni5.5 1. but occurs on lower slopes of hills and on stony 
undulating plains and has a deeper A' horizon (75-100cm). It also has low saliriities, slightly 
acidic and low nutrient levels. Vegetation associations that occur with this soil type include A6. 
AS, A7 and B2. B3, B4, B5 and B7 in drainage areas (refer Section 3.2. 1). 
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3.1.3 Topography and surface drainage 

Both Namrnuldi and Silvergrass have Marra Mamba mineralisation outcropping as low 
undulating hills separated from the steep BIF escarpments by an area of valley fill (refer Figures 
7 and 8). At Nammuldi. elevations range between 630mRL at Pit F (in the east) and 600mRL at 
Pit A (in the west). At Silvergrass. elevations range between 570niRL at Flats Pit and 560mRL 
near Caves Creek. 

Surface drainage at Silvergrass is dominated by Caves Creek. This creek is a minor tributary to 
the Ashhurton River and has a catchment of about 1 .1 00km 2  above Range Pit. The catchment 
extends 15km east of Tom Price where its main tributary (Barnett Creek) originates (Figure 11). 
Bamett Creek flows to near Harnerslcy Station honiestead. At its confluence with Wackiliana 
Creek it becomes Caves Creek. Silvergrass is 32km from the confluence of the Barnett. 
Wackiliana and Caves creeks. 

East of I-Iamersley Station homestead and Harnerslcy's Paraburdoo-Darnpier railway, lies a large 
flat plain stretching 15km with little change in elevation (596-600m AHD). During floods, water 
on the plain can flow west down Caves Creek. but most runs north down Weelurnurra Creek and 
eventually into the Fortescue River. 

Hamersley's Central Pilbara Wetlands Study mapping (Figure 11) shows no wetland at 
Nanirnuldi, except an area 5km south-east of Pit F described as 'Area subject to inundation' 
(Ref: 164). No wetlands occur on Caves Creek at Silvergrass, except Caves Creek itself. Palm 
Springs (Ref: S2), a permanent groundwater-fed spring sourced from creek alluvium, is 30km 
downstream of Silvergrass. Other wetlands within a 10km radius of Silvergrass are Donkey Hole 
(165), South Mill Well (166), an un-named Waterhole(l67) and a Semi-permanent Rockhole 
(SI). 

There is no WRC stream gauging station on Caves Creek, nor is there any continuous 
streamfiow data available. Five WRC stream gauges in the West Pilbara with various catchment 
sizes were analysed and interpolated to obtain peak flow (flood) estimates for Caves Creek at 
Silvergrass (Gilbert & Associates and Muirden 1999). 

The likely peak flows and flood levels at Silvergrass are provided in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Likely neak flows and levels on Caves Creek at Silverras.c 
Average Recurrence 

Interval (Year) 
Likely flow 

(m3/s) 
Creek depth 

(ni) 
Flood height 

(approx. rn AHI)) 
2 91 2.5 559.4 
5 380 3.9 561.0 
tO 710 4.5 561.6 
20 1.180 5.0 562.1 
50 2.000 5.8 562.9 
1(X) 2.90) 6.4 563.5 
2(X) 3.900 7.0 564.1 
100(1 7.300 8.7 565.8 

The more conservative peak flow estimates (Figure 12) were developed for detailed design 
purposes due to the lack of nieasurecl data available with the flow estimation. Hamersley will 
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commence measuring stream flows in Caves Creek in advance of Project commencement at 
Silvergrass (refer Table 5.1). 

Drainage at Nammuldi is much less defined with no permanent surface bodies or clearly 
identifiable creek channels. Drainage from the area flows north through several low points in the 
Nammuldi hills and eventually joins the dendritic Duck Creek catchment that flows toward the 
north-west. 

3.1.4 Hydrogeology 

Groundwater in the mineralised Marra Mamba is scnii-con!ined. The confining influence is 
likely to he the lower permeability characteristics of the West Angelas Shale and valley fill 
sediments overlying the aquifer. 

Aquifer hydraulics 
A summary of aquifer hydraulics is provided in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. Summary of aquifer hydraulics 
Aquifer parameters  Aquifer throu2h-flow estimates  

Pit Transmissivitv 
(m2/d) 

Storativitv Saturated 
thickness 

(in) 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

(ni/day) 

Hydraulic 
gradient 

Marra Mamba 
cross-section 

 (m2 ) 

Through- 
flow 

(m3/d) 
Nammuldi 

A 3004(K) 0.0025 23 35 0.0025 6.0(X) 650 
B 150-250 0.0005 10 K 0.0067 3.000 160 

CID 30-70 0.00014 72 0.7 0.0025 100.000 175 
E 40-80 0.01)03 23 5 0.(X)17 30.000 250 

FW 4-10 - 45 - 
(valleyliii)  

- - - 

F (2) 30-50 0.0007 13 5.1 0.00) 40.000 200 
SiI%ergrass 

Range 200-300 0.0(1)26 35 7 0.005 7.500 260 
Valley 350-500 0.0014 24 17 0.0033 12.000 650 

(Iapnd/1on? PPA llI1jlO/jlWflf ( I,i/,astru lure I I999 

The transmissivity at Nammuldi ranges from 40 to 400m2/d, while at Silvergrass it ranges 
between 200 and 500ni2/d. Storage values confirm the semi-confined nature of the aquifers. 
Estimates of local aquifer through-flow range from 160 to 650m31d at Nammuldi and between 
260 and 680nr7d at Silvergrass. 

Groundwater levels and flow 
Groundwater level contours at Nammuldi are shown in Figure 13 and those for Silvergrass are 
shown in Figure 14. 

At Nammuldi. confined water levels range from 18 to 47mBGL (between 582mRL and 
574rnRL). Groundwater flow follows topographical gradient (and drainage) from east to west. 
Limited data on the local unconfined water levels suggest comparable levels to the deeper 
system. indicating some connection between the shallow and deep systems. Following 
significant rainfall events, water level in the shallow unconfined system rises rapidly and perches 
above the lower permeability valley fill clays for a short time. 
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Water levels in the Brockman borelield (Pit C at Nammuldi) have been lowered around 7m 
(adjacent to the bores) since abstraction commenced in 1992. The Brockman horefield intersects 
the upper sections of the mincralised Marra Mamba aquifer. The Brockman No. 2 Mine uses 
abstracted water. 

At Silvergrass, confined water levels range from 9 to 24mBGL (between 545mRL and 
549mRL). Groundwater flow follows the topographical gradient from north-east to south-west. 
Again, there appears to he some connection between the shallow and deep aquifers at 
Silvergrass. 

Groundwater quality 
A summary of water quality analyses of groundwater samples collected at Nammuldi and 
Silvergrass is provided in Appendix C. Groundwater is fresh with Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) 
ranging between 340 and 860mg/L. 

Hydrochemical typing of the water analyses (adopting the Piper and Expanded Durov plots) has 
identified there to he four distinctive water types. This water typing exercise is specific to the 
water samples taken from within the Project area and demonstrates the different origins of 
groundwater. 

Groundwater in the mineralised Marra Mamba aquifer at Nammuldi is Type I (dominant in 
magnesium and bicarbonate and often lowest in TDS) reflecting a relatively recent recharge 
signature. The aquifer at Silvergrass is Type II (mixed speciation and often slightly more saline 
than Type I) suggesting a location slightly outside the influence of direct upland recharge. 
Groundwater in the low permeability detnitals/valley fill at Nammuldi Lens F is Type ifi 
(dominant magnesium and bicarbonate, with ion exchange having occurred). Type IV water is 
end point groundwater, where flow is locally closed. 

This hydrochemical typing highlights the local variability within the groundwater systems due to 
the relative influence of local upland recharge and relative location with the flow regime. It also 
confirms that: 

Brockman (Dales Gorge Member) groundwater system is isolated from the Nammuldi 
groundwater system to the north by lower permeability strata 

valley fill and mincralised Marra Mamba aquifers have different hydrochemical signatures 
(at least in Pit F) 

a degree of interconnection of groundwater exists between Range and Valley pits at 
Silvergrass (as they have similar hydrochemical signatures) 

3.2 BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

3.2.1 Flora and vegetation 

The vegetation and flora of the Project area has been surveyed (Halpern Glick Maunsell 1998, 
I 999a. I 999h). Survey work was conducted in the Nammuldi Trial Operation in July 1998.   the 
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Nammuldi and Silvergrass mine areas in August-September 1998 and along the transport 
corridor in March 1999. In addition, the findings of an earlier survey of the Brockman area 
(Mattiske 1990)  were reviewed, then correlated and cross-referenced (Halpern Glick Maunsell 
I 999a). A detailed description of the methodology and analysis used to derive the defined 
vegetation associations is provided in Halpern Glick Maunsell ( 1999a, 1999h). 

The Project area has been grazed for over 100 years, firstly by sheep then (since 1970) by cattle 
(refer Section 3.3.3). Grazing and periodic wild fires (from lightning strikes) represent recent 
historical threatening processes to flora and vegetation in the area. In more recent times. 
exploration programs have also been conducted. 

Vegetation comm unities 
Vegetation was recorded at 90 survey sites (Nammuldi/Trial Operation 52 sites. Silvergrass 23, 
transport corridor 15). These were sited to he representative of the major vegetation 
communities. 

Twenty-two vegetation associations belonging to three main vegetation types were identified. 

The three broad vegetation types were: 

vegetation of hills and stony plains 
drainage vegetation 
vegetation associated with clay soils 

The vegetation associations for each vegetation type are provided in Table 3.3. with vegetation 
associations mapped for Nammuldi (Figure IS), Silvergrass (Figure 16) and the transport 
corridor between Nammuldi and Silvergrass (Figure 17). 

Table 3.3. Vegetation associations for each vegetation type 
Vegetation type Code Vegetation association 
Hill/Stony Plains Al Jail shrubland clonìinatccl by Acacia maitlanilii over Trim/ia iiiseana 

A2 Eucalvjnus /encopl?I(na over T. nisewia 
A3 E. /eucophlaia and mixed shrubs over T. ni. 	,,:a/Trim/ia puIz,eF:s 
A4 E. /eucop/i/oia over Trim/ia /ni:oides 
A5 I Open tall shrubs donunated bY Acacia e..ilis over iriodia niseana 
A6 Se,ina/Acwia shrubland over T. puneiis 
A7 Open A.acia .viphaphvl/a;A. ammo shrubland 
i\S E. leucopizlotaiL. .'o(ja/j.s over Trim/ia angusm 
A9 E. /eucopliloiaiAcacia species over T. amnsta 

A JO Acacia /n\euosa over I IOu/la /ui()i(Ie, 
Drainage B I ThI I woodland of Eucalyptus cumua/uln/ensisiE. rico/v over Acacia cirrinouiridis 

132 Dense tall shrubland of A. auu'nii over T. puneens 
133 A. aneu;aiA. aversiaua tall shrubland over T. n/scotia 
134 Open Eucalypts over mixed tall shrubland 
135 A a,zewaiA . aversiaoa tall shrubland over T. piozu.en. 
136 Dense Acacia ,nunthoulii;A. atkinsiana/.4. cxiii.' tall shrubland 
137 Dense mixed tall shrubland 
BX Dense Acacia wzri.tr'(arpa/A. atki,zsiwzaiA . exili.s tall shrubland 

Clay Soils Cl Moderately dense herhiand 
C2 Low shrubland ol .Senna o/yennsu)ules suhsp. olztophvlla (seri(ea lona) 
C3 Tall shrubland of 4 carla .vipliophv/la 
C4 Low shrubland of Eremophila macn/ala over herbs 
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No vegetation association is restricted to the surveyed area, but some are restricted locally 
because of relatively low occurrence of some landform features (eg creek lines or breakaways): 

Association 8/ - major creek lines represent refugia for various species during drought 

Association A3 - when present in gorges or along breakaways, this may support Priority 
species (Triunif'ettci leptacantlia) - also supports Brachvchiion acununalus (a Priority listed 
species when surveyed but has since been removed - refer below) 

Association A8 - found at Nammuldi. but appears to be well represented to the north based 
on Mattiske (1990) mapping 

Mulga woodland (Association B2) is present at Silvcrgrass and Nammuldi (total surveyed area is 
80ha), but not the transport corridor. 

Flora species 
A total of 373 species of vascular flora (166 genera from 58 fimilies) was recorded from the 
combined survey areas (Appendix D). The number of recorded species reflects the variety of 
landforms (and vegetation associations) within the surveyed area. the optimal timing of the 
surveys (after above average rainfall when ephemeral species present) and the presence of post-
fire disturbance communities of different ages. 

Most flora recorded were from the Poaceae (grasses). Malvaceae (hibiscus etc). Mimosaceae 
(wattles), Papilionaceae (pea flowers). Amaranthaceae (mulla-mulla) and Asteraceac (daisies) 
families. In terms of genera, most species caine from Acacia (wattles). Ptilotus (mulla-mullas). 
Sida. Seiiiia. Corvnthia (bloodwoods) and Eucalyptus. The commonly recorded species were 
Dvsphania r/iadinostachva (59 sites), Triodia iiiseana (57 sites). Senna gluuinosa suhsp 
t.luuiiwsa (54 sites) and Eucalyptus leucophloia (5 1 sites). 

Species (?f ('onseri'ation significance - Rare flora species 
While all native flora are protected under the Wildlife Conservation Act 1950, some are assigned 
an additional level of protection based on their limited number of known populations and 
perceived threats to these areas. Species of the highest conservation significance are designated 
Declared Rare Flora. 

No Declared Rare Flora were recorded. 

Species of conservation significance - Prio,'itv flora species 
Species that appear rare or threatened, or for which there is insufficient information to assess 
their conservation significance, are assigned one of four Priority flora categories. 

Definitions for each Priority flora categories are provided below. 

!'rzorily One - Poorly known Taxa 

Taxa which are known from one or a few (generally <5) populations which are under threat, either due to small population size, or 
heini on lands under immediate threat. et. road verges, urban areas, farmland, active mineral leases. etc.. or the plants are under 

threat. eg. from disease, grazing by tral animals. etc. May mc! ude taxa with threatened populations on protected lands. Such taxa 

are tinder consideration for declaration as 'rare flora. but are in urgent need of further survey. 



Priority Two - Poorly Known Taxa 

Taxa which are known from one or a few (generally <5) populations, at least some 01 which are not believed to he under immediate 

threat (i.e. not currently enclangcred). Such taxa are under consideration for declaration as 'rare flora'. but are in urgent need of 
further survey. 

Priority Three - Poorly Known Taxa 

Taxa which are known troni several populations. and the taxa are not believed to he under immediate threat (i.e. not currently 
endangered), either due to the number of known populations (generally >5). or known populations being large. and either 
widespread or protected. Such taxa are under consideration for declaration as *rare flora but are in riced of' further survey. 

Priority Four - Rare Taxa 
Taxa which are considered to have been adequately surveyed and which, whilst being rare On Australia), are not currently 
threatened by any identifiable taclors. These taxa require monitoring every 5-I 0 years. 

At the time of the flora surveys, six Priority species were recorded. Rare Flora Report Forms for 
these were issued to CALM and voucher specimens lodged with the Herbarium. 

In Januaiy 2000, a revised Declared Rare and Priority Flora List was released by CALM. Of the 
original six Priority flora recorded in the Project area, the revisions to the Priority Flora List 
resulted in one species (Brachvcliiton acuminalus - a Priority 4 species) being removed. In 
addition, the priority classification of two others was amended: iephrosia sp (Cathedral Gorge) 
changed from Priority 1 to Priority 3. while Goodeitia ste//ala changed from Priority 2 to 
Priority 3. No flora species recorded in the surveyed Project area has been added to the Priority 
Flora List since the surveys were completed. 

The five Priority species (all Priority 3) recorded in the surveyed area are: 

Teplirosia sp. (Cathedral Gorge) - Recorded at Silvergrass (30 individuals within 100m2  at 
base of small rocky outcrop), two sites at Nammuldi (scattered individuals on ridges or stony 
undulating plains) and two burnt areas in the transport cot-ridor (30 individuals, on stony hill 
and a calcareous plain). Specimens lodged with the Western Australian Herbarium are from 
Cathedral Gorge, Fortescue Valley and west of the West Angelas Camp, but likely to be 
more widely distributed in the Pilbara than current records suggest. 

Goodenia .rrellaia - Recorded at two drainage areas at Namniuldi (scattered individuals at 
one site and over 100 plants within 25m2  at other site) and in the transport corridor (200 
individuals in one creek line and 35 elsewhere). Recorded locations include 102km north of 
Sandstone, 20km east of Juna Downs Homestead, Marillana Creek, Yampii'e Gorge, West 
Angelas. Erlistoun Station and Hamersley Range. Due to its small size, seasonal dieback to 
rootstock and the relative paucity of botanical collection in the Pilbara, this species may he 
more widely distributed than current records suggest. 

Bulb/ne peiidula ms. - Recorded at Silvergrass (scattered individuals within herhiand on 
heavy clay) in area subject to grazing. Specimen in WA Herbarium collected from cracking 
clay 8km east of l-Iamersley Station homestead, but other known locations include Rudall 
Rivet', Mt Augustus Station, Minilya Rivet' and Juna Downs. 

Gvninanihei'a cunningharnii - Sterile specimen that may he G. cunninghanzii found at Caves 
Creek (5 individuals). Also recorded at Woodstock, Boodarie and Mooka stations. Endei'by 
Island. Minilya River and Eighty-Mile Beach. also in the Northern Territory and Queensland. 
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Triumktia 1enacaniha - Recorded at Nammuldi (10 mature shrubs and a seedling at base of 
rock face). two individuals observed in gorge north-west of Trial Operation and about 100 
individuals at other gorge locations around Nammuldi. Also recorded in similar gully/gorge 
habitats near Mt Bruce and in Hancock Gorge in KNP and on the Parahurdoo Flats. 

Individuals of these Priority flora species are not limited to single identified vegetation 
association. 

A separate flora and fauna survey of the Homestead area (Hamersley 1995) found that Palm 
Springs (30km west of Silvergrass) contains large numbers of Milistream Palms (Livisionia 
aljredii). This palm population is significant as it is large and, unlike those that occur at 
Milistream. Date Palms are not present. 

Flora species of interest were also recorded: 

Haloragis aff. gossci - some Haloragis specimens could not he identified to species level 
and may represent a variety of iI.gossei or a new species: collected from Silvergrass 

Sida sp. (white leaf margins) - low shrub form of 5k/ct with distinctive white margins does 
not match currently described species and appear to represent a new type: collected from 
burnt area at Nammuldi and opportunistically elsewhere 

Introduced flora species (i eeds) 
Five introduced flora species were recorded (none designated noxious weeds), including: 

Bidetis bipinnata (Beggar's Ticks) - mostly associated with drainage channels 
Cenchrus ri/jails (Buffel Grass) - introduced as source of fodder, now widespread. 
frequently dominant ground cover in creeks and floodplains of the Pilbara, but recorded from 
single creek site at Nammuldi 
Mct/vastrum arnericanurn (Spiked Malvastrum) - recorded at 13 sites associated with 
drainage areas, only present at significant densities in three recently burnt creek sites 
Sigesbeckia orienialis (Indian weed) - recorded at a single site in breakaway/gorge area 
Rumex vesicarius (Ruby dock) - recorded opportunistically at Nammuldi, represented by 
small number of individuals 

3.2.2 Fauna 

Vertebrate 
Vertebrate fauna surveys were conducted over two seven-night periods (Haniersley 1999a). 
Nammuldi and Silvergrass were surveyed in November 1998 and May 1999, while the transport 
corridor was surveyed in May 1999. 

Terrestrial vertebrates were recorded at each vegetation type using trapping grids at 21 sites 
(Nammuldi 8. Silvergrass 10. transport corridor 3). The locations of fauna sites are shown in 
Figures 15. 16 and 17. Avian fauna was recorded in the November survey by the fixed time 
method of census. 
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The level of species richness recorded for each taxon is compatible with other intensive Pilbara 
surveys: Abydos-Woodstock (How ci al. 1991). Tom Price (Anstee unpublished data) and 
Marandoo (Ninox 1992). 

The survey recorded 66 reptile species. 21 mammals and 76 birds. The vertebrate fauna species 
list is provided in Appendix E. 

On a regional scale, the vertebrate community exhibits a pattern of species abundance and 
distribution regarded as typical of the composition of semi-arid habitats and the Central Pilbara. 
The vertebrate assemblage utilising the Project area is typical of other areas in the Pilbara. 
Species inventories and measures of species diversity and evenness for each taxon were similar 
to those recorded at Abydos-Woodstock. Tom Price and Marandoo (How ci(1!. 1991. Anstee 
unpublished data, Ni nox 1992). 

Of local fauna significance are the: 

riverine areas at Nammuldi and Silvergrass (vegetation association B 1) 
Mulga woodland at Nammuldi (vegetation association B2) 
areas with deep alluvial soil at Nammuldi (vegetation association A6) 
cracking clay soils at Silvergrass (vegetation associations Cl, C3, C4) 

These areas are relatively small and poorly represented on a local scale. 

Mammal species of conservation significance include: 

Macroderma giga (Ghost Bat) - status: Priority 3 (taxa with several, poorly known 
populations, some on conservation lands) under the Wildli,fr Conservation Act /950 and 
Vulnerable under the Australian and New Zealand Environmental Conservation Council 
(ANZECC) List of Threatened Australian Vertebrate Fauna 1995 (the ANZECC List). 
Several individuals (including reproductively active female) were recorded in deep caves in 
the Marra Mamba Formation east of Silvergrass. The maternity roost is an important 
resource for this species in the Nammuldi area. 

Leg gadina lakedownensis (Lakeland Downs Mouse) - status: Priority 4 (taxa in need of 
monitoring) under the Wildlife Conservation Act 1950 and Endangered under the ANZECC 
List. Recorded at four sites on or near cracking clay soils at Silvergrass and are known to 
have close affinity to cracking clays. Previously known from one or two offshore islands and 
at Millstream, but known distribution has increased rapidly with more surveys. 

Pseudonivs chapnzani (Pebble-mound Mouse) - status: Priority 4 under Wildlife 
(onseratwn Act /950 and Vulnerable under the ANZECC List. Well represented on Marra 
Mamba hills around Nammuldi and Silvergrass deposits and elsewhere in the region (Figure 
2 shows the regional distribution of Marra Mamba Iron Formation). 

Srninl/iopsis longicaudata (Long-tailed Dunnart) - status: Priority 4 under the Wildlife 
Conservation Act 1950. Two specimens recorded, found throughout the Pilbara in rugged 
breakaways and rocky outciops. Its rarity may be due to the large trapping efforts required to 
capture it. 



Reptiles of conservation significance recorded or that may occur include: 

More/ia olivacea barroni (Pilbara Olive Python) - status: Schedule I under the Wildlife 
Conservation Act 1950. Not recorded, but likely to occur and has been located in most of the 
Pilbara. 

Notoscincus but/en - status: Priority 4 under the Wildlife Conservation Act 1950. One 
specimen recorded at Nammuldi, well represented in Homestead area (Hamersley 1995). 

Cienorus aff. helenae -status: not listed under priority fauna list. Eleven specimens recorded 
at nine sites at Nammuldi and Silvergrass, these differ in appearance from Museum 
collection in colour and habitat preference. Taxonomic status unresolved. 

Cienotus aff. rohustus - status: not listed under priority fauna list. Considered endemic to 
Kimberley region; further surveys may extend its known range. Taxonomic status 
unresolved. 

Cienotus aff. rutilans - status: not listed under priority fauna list. These differ in appearance 
from Museum collection. Taxonomic status unresolved. 

No recorded bird species is listed under Schedule I or Schedule 3. Sightings of a Peregrine 
Falcon (Pa/co peregninus) - a Schedule 4 species - were made at Silvergrass. This is a highly 
mobile species with no habitat specificity. 

Stygofauna 
The occurrence of stygofauna in the Pilbara was originally considered to be limited to calcrete 
and karst systems; stygofauna have since been recorded in calcrete and non-calcrete aquifers in 
the Central and East Pilbara. Other than calcrete aquifers. recent findings have been in aquifers 
associated with Marra Mamba, karstic dolomite and shear zones in Jeerinah dolerite. Stygofauna 
can also occur in the alluvium of ephemeral and permanent creeks. 

As part of the stygofauna research program initiated by Hamersley in 1998. Nammuldi and 
Silvergrass (as well as Brockman and Homestead) was sampled for stygofauna in November 
1998 (by Halpern Glick Maunsell on behalf of Hamersley) and again in May 1999 and October 
1999 (by Hamersley). Another round of monitoring in the Project area is scheduled for mid 
2000. This will make the Project area one of the most comprehensively monitored (for 
stygofauna) in the Pilbara. 

The methodology for the 1999 and 2000 stygofauna sampling was discussed with state (Western 
Australian Museum: Bill Humphrey) and national (Australian Museum: Buz Wilson) specialists 
in this area. Input from these specialists was incorporated in the design and implementation of 
the stygofauna sampling program. 

The November 1998 sampling was part of the Nammuldi-Silvergrass biological assessment and 
used airlift pumps at targeted drillholes: no stygofauna was recorded. 



In May 1999 and October 1999, sampling of the same drillholes using dip nets identified some 
stygofauna. The stygofauna recorded at Nammuldi. Silvergrass and Brockrnan are provided in 
Appendix F. 

Samples of stygofauna have been issued to national and international specialists for species 
identification: results will be available by late 2000 or early 2001 

Stygo!'auna sampling in the Marra Maniha aquifers at Nammuldi and Silvergrass found 
amphipods (provisionally identified as being from Melitidae and Bogidiellidae families), 
copepods, woiins and col lembola. 

On the basis of the above work, stygofauna do occur in the Marra Mamba aquifer of the Project 
area, and are also liypothesised to occur in the alluvium of Caves Creek. 

Sampling for troglohitic fauna was not undertaken as there are no underground caves in the 
Project area. This is based on the findings of drilling programs undertaken in the mineralised 
portions of the Project area. 

Some species of stygofauna from elsewhere in Western Australia have been placed on Schedule 
1 of the Wildlife Consci-vation Act 1950. No known mainland Pilbara species has been placed on 
the Schedule 1 list to date. Until final identification of the stygofauna samples has been 
completed, it is not known whether any species recorded in the Project area is significant (ie is 
on the Schedule I list). 

3.3 HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

3.3.1 Regional setting 

The Project is located in the Shire of Ashburton. The nearest towns are Torn Price and 
Paraburdoo. Tom Price was established in 1966 by Hamersley to support mining at Mt Tom 
Price and has a population of approximately 3.600. Parahurdoo was established in 197 1 to 
support mining at Parahurdoo (and later Channar) and has a population of approximately 1.700. 
Most of the town residents work directly or indirectly for l-Iamersley. 

At the request of Government, a process of town norrnalisation' commenced in the late 1980s. 
Under this arrangement. state and local government authorities are gradually assuming their 
normal role in providing services and utilities, with Hamersley continuing to contribute funds. 

Relative to Nammuldi. the nearest boundary of Karijini National Park is 75km to the east, while 
the nearest boundary of the Millstrearn National Park is 95km to the north. These national parks 
are managed by CALM and are a major focus of the increasing Pilbara-based tourism industry. 



3.3.2 Aboriginal setting 

Aboriginal Comm unities 
Aboriginal people with an interest in the Project area are the Eastern Gurama people and related 
family groups represented by the Maliwartu Aboriginal Corporation (Maliwartu). Due to historic 
factors, these people are today widely dispersed. 

The main communities are located at: 

Karratha - Aboriginal population of about 300 people of mixed language groups 
Roebourne - about 900 Aboriginal people of mixed language groups 
Wakathuni (20 km south of Torn Price) - 100 Aboriginal people of mixed language groups 

Wakathuni is the closest community: however, most Eastern Gurama people reside in the 
Roebourne - KalTatha region. 

Economic Opportunity 
Aboriginal people are keen to participate in the regional economy and this is why most now 
reside in coastal towns that provide greater employment opportunities. Wakathuni has been 
strategically located to allow the community to access employment opportunities with 
Hamersley and the Karijini National Park. The local pastoral industly provides seasonal work. 

Aboriginal communities and employment 
Harnerslcy operates over the traditional lands of ten language groups and believes these people, 
as stakeholders in our business, should have opportunities to participate in the local economy 
that mining generates. Since 1992, Hamersley. through its Aboriginal Training and Liaison 
department. has implemented a number of programs to increase Aboriginal participation within 
the mining industry. These programs range from education and scholarships. skills and personal 
development, clerical and trade apprenticeships, to business development and alliances. 

Hamersley's operator skills development program provides on the job training and skills 
enhancement over an 18-month period allowing graduates to compete forjobs at mine sites. 
Over 95% of Aboriginal people completing the program have gained full time employment, 60% 
with Hamersley. 

3.3.3 Land use and ownership 

The Project is located on the Mt Brockman Station that was incorporated into Hamersley Station 
in 1993. The Hamersley Pastoral Lease (including the Mt Brockman Pastoral Lease) covers 
302.000ha and is used for pastoral purposes. The station has been active for over 100 years. with 
grazing by sheep until about 1970 and by cattle thereafter. 

Hamersley holds the Hamersley Station Pastoral Lease (CL No. 742/1993). A Station Manager 
manages the Lease on Hamersley's behalf. The Station Manager and other station staff reside at 
the station homestead, located 40km north-east of the Brockman No. 2 Mine and Nammuldi. 



Current land tenure includes mining leases and exploration licences - ML4SA (Secs 107. 108, 
239), M47/369, E47/46, E47/43, E47/50, E47/904, E47/940. E47/994 and TR5587H. Both 
E47/940 and E47/994 are pending Exploration Licence applications. 

Hamerslcy is in the process of negotiating an Indigenous Land Use Agreement with native title 
claimants from the Eastern Gurama people. This Agreement will include the current Project area 
(Stage II. refer Section 1. I) and Homestead (Stage IlL refer Section 1.1) and will cover heritage 
protocols and economic benefits to Aboriginal people. The Agreement will be Harnerslcy's 
second such agreement. having signed the Yandi Land Use Agreement in 1997 for the Yandi 
Project. 

3.3.4 Aboriginal heritage 

Archaeological sites 
Aboriginal archaeological surveys have been conducted within the Project area (Archae-Aus 
1998. 1999a, 1999h. 1999c, 1999d) for site clearance ahead of drilling programs and site 
investigations. 

The coverage of heritage (archaeological) surveys at Nammuldi is shown in Figure 18. The 
transport corridor, most infrastructure (plant. tailings storage, haul roads. powerlines. Village) 
and some areas to be mined have not yet been surveyed. Once agreement has been reached on 
the adoption of a heritage clearance protocol. these remaining areas will be surveyed (with 
involvement of the Maliwartu Aboriginal Corporation). These surveys will identify any 
archaeological (or ethnographic) sites that are within the Project area and the management 
approach to be taken toward each site. 

The area of Pit A used during the hydrogeological investigation was surveyed and cleared: the 
remainder of Pit A will be surveyed by mid 2000. Pit B and Pit C has been mostly surveyed, 
with no archaeological sites recorded. Both Pit E and Pit F have been surveyed, with 13 
archaeological sites identified, including 10 rock shelters. 3 artefact scatters, 2 quarries and 3 
gnarnma holes. In addition. 17 isolated artefacts (including grinding implements) were found. 
The significance of these sites will be finalised tilrough consultations with the Eastern Gurama 
people. 

The Aboriginal archaeological survey of Pit E and Pit F (Archae-Aus I 999d) was preliminary 
advice only; the survey was aimed at identifying any sites that were present rather than 
documenting their respective significance. Site importance becomes significant in the event that 
disturbance to recorded sites cannot be avoided. Should disturbance be unavoidable, 
consultations will be undertaken with the Eastern Guranla people (and the Maliwartu Aboriginal 
Corporation) to disturb the affected site. The significance of these sites has not been deternlined 
with the Eastern Gurama people because disturbance to such sites has not yet been required. The 
consultation process for disturbance to any recorded site (that cannot otherwise be avoided) will 
be undertaken when the Indigenous Land Use Agreement is linalised. 

Past archaeological surveys at Silvergrass have recorded four sites; three of these (P077064, 
HSA 12. HSA 13) are burial sites and one (P00849) contains engravings. Another four sites 
(BRA04. BRA05. BRA06 and BRA07) are recorded east of Silvergrass; all these are artefact 
scatters. 
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All archaeological site locations and details will be forwarded to the Aboriginal Affairs 
Department (AAD) for registration. 

No Section 18 approvals (under the Aboriginal Heritage Act /972) to disturb Aboriginal sites 
have been sought as sites have been avoided during the various drilling and hydrogeological 
investigations. The appropriate approval to salvage or disturb any Aboriginal heritage site will 
be sought from the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs through the Department of Aboriginal Affairs 
before any disturbance OCCUrs. 

Ethnographic sites 
An ethnographic survey of the Nammuldi area was conducted in October 1998 (McDonald 
Hales and Associates 1999). No ethnographic sites were recorded. 

No ethnographic survey has been undertaken at Silvcrgrass or the transport corridor; however. 
Eastern Gurama elders have contributed to the archaeological surveys in these areas. Burial sites 
at Silvergrass are likely to have ethnographic significance. 

Palm Springs (30km west of Silvergrass on Caves Creek) is significant to the Eastern Gurarna 
Aboriginal language group. 

3.3.5 Aboriginal enviro-cultural issues 

A study of the environmental-cultural areas (defined as areas that consist of natural resources 
utilised by Aboriginal people, such as specific plants, rocks and animals) was undertaken 
(Hamersley 1999h). This study involved consultations and a site visit with Eastern Gurama 
representatives. 

The key outcomes from that study were: 

information provided by Eastern Gurama people regarding the use of resources is considered 
confidential for cultural reasons 

Eastern Guran-ia people consider all components of the land to be of equal importance 

some resources have more uses than others (materials are used for making artefacts and 
tools, and for hunting, eating. ceremonial and medicinal purposes) 

resources within some areas of the Project area are gathered for use - these are determined 
by the distribution of those resources within the houndaty of the Eastern Gurama people 

The issues will be addressed as an integral part of negotiating a Land Use Agreement with the 
Eastern Gurama native title claimants. 

3.3.6 European heritage 

No place or object within the Project area is included on the Register or the Interim List of the 
Register of the National Estate. 
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4. 	IMPACTS AND MANAGEMENT 

4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

4.1.1 Environmental Management Plan 

An Environmental Management Plan (EMP) will he the main operational tool through which 
effective and consistent environmental management will be achieved. 

The EMP will include environmental management of the following: 

groundwater 
surface drainage 
flora and fauna 
waste management 
hydrocarbons 
Greenhouse emissions 
dust and noise 
environmental weeds 
work force 
landform 
rehabilitation and decommissioning 

The EMP will include provisions for monitoring to assess whether defined environmental 
objectives are being met. Specific monitoring will include: 

groundwater quality 
regional groundwater levels 
water levels in Palm Springs 
surface water quality 
stream flows on Caves Creek 
riverine vegetation along Caves Creek 
rehabilitation 
fauna (including Ghost hats and stygofauna) 
environmental weeds 
Greenhouse emissions 

Commitment 1: Environmental Management Plan (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will prepare and implement an Environmental Management Plan for time !'roject 
that will outline time: 

environmental performance objectives for relevant en vironmental factors 
management of environmental impacts from construction and operation 
monitoring of key environmental aspects 
reporting and auditing procedures 
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The EMP will be prepared in consultation with relevant Government agencies and will be 
subjected to a targeted public review. 

4.1.2 Environmental Management System 

To meet established corporate targets. Hamersley will develop and implement the international 
1S014001 (or equivalent) environmental management system across all its operations by Year 
2001. Some areas of Hamersley have already implemented 1S014001 systems. 

To manage the environmental impacts of this Project and to help meet the requirement of all 
Project commitments and conditions. Hamersley will extend the environmental management 
system being developed for the existing operations to this Project. This will ensure the Project is 
operated under the same environmental management system as other Harnerslcy mines. 

Co,nmitment 2: Environmental Manajement System (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will develop and subsequently implement an Environmental Management System 
for the Project that incorporates the following elements: 

environmental policy and associated corporate commitment 
mechanisms and processes to ensure 

- planning to meet environmental requirements 
- implementation and operation of actions to meet environmental requirements 
- measurement and evaluation qf environmental performance 
- review and improvement of environmental outcomes 

4.1.3 Reporting 

Hamersley will prepare and submit reports to Government on the environmental performance of 
the Project and its compliance with environmental requirements through the existing mechanism 
of Annual Environmental Reports. Such reporting will commence once Project construction is 
underway. 

Comnmnitmnent 3: Annual Environmental Reporting (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will include the Project in its consolidated annual and triennial environmental 
reporting to Government once construction commences. 

4.1.4 Closure planning 

Hamersley will prepare a closure plan for the decommissioning and rehabilitation of the Project 
that will address the major components of land disturbance. The closure plan will be developed 
within two years of Project commissioning and will address closure actions for key facilities. It 
will also clarify the final backfill levels in relation to water table level and consider the risk of 
capillary rise. 

Comnmitmnent 4: Closure plan (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will prepare a detailed closure plan for the Project. The plan will address closure 
actions to be taken toward: 

mine voids 
waste dumps 
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tailings storage facilities 
transport linkage between Silvergrass and Naminuldi 
processing plants 
associated infrastructure 

and will provide the basis for the development of an eventual 'walk-away' closure strategy for 
the Project. As part of this closure plan, final backfill levels in pit voids will be assessed, 
taking account of iiean water table levels and capillary rise relationships. 

4.2 VEGETATION COMMUNITIES 

4.2.1 EPA Objective 

Maintain the abundance and diversity of species, and geographic distribution and productivity of 
vegetation communities 

4.2.2 Potential impacts 

The main impact during construction will be clearing areas of vegetation that exist where mining 
and infrastructure are planned. 

Indirect impacts on vegetation can include the: 

effects of dust generated by the Project on plants 
effects of dewatering on deep rooted vegetation 
effects of dewatering discharge on creekline/drainage line communities 
risk of introducing and spreading weeds 

4.2.3 Predicted impacts 

Impact of clearing (includes tailing storage facility) 
As no recorded vegetation association is restricted to the surveyed Project area. the geographic 
distribution of vegetation will be maintained. 

The Project will require clearing of about 2,000ha of vegetation. The estimated areas to be 
cleared are summarised in Table 4. 1. 

Table 4.1 Vegetation associations to be cleared for Pro ject facilities 
Project 

component 
Facilities included Area to 

be 
cleared 

Vegetation association to be 
affected 

(refer Table 3.3) 
Mining Mine pits. waste dumps, haul roads I 5ôOha A2. A. A6. AS. B I. B3. BS. C3 
Transport Rail/road. borrow pits. load-outs, rail loop lOOha A I. A2. A3. A5. A6. A9. B I. B4 
Ore processing Plants, stockpiles. lOha A5. Ao. B2. Cl. C3. C4 
Tailings option Central thickened discharge option, associated pipelines 290ha Not in surveyed area 
Infrastructure Vorkshops. offices. powerl ines. horetiekls. Village 40ha A5. Aô (Village not surveyed) 

The area of each vegetation association affected by clearing is stated in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Estimated area of each vegetation association to be cleared+ 
\egetation association Area covered 

in survey 
(ha) 

Are7be 

( area 
cle surveyed 

 % of 

cleared 
Al - Tal I shrublatid dominated by ,-%(U(jO ,najt/andjj over Trim/ia wiseana 2211 348 15.7 
A2 - Eucalvpnis /e:uoph/oia over T. n'i.wa,ja 1353 62 4.6 
A3 - E. Ieueoplthiia and mixed shrubs over T. uiseana/Triodia punens 497 9 1.8 
A4 - E. Ieucoth/ma over Trim/ia bri:oi/e 57 (1 0 
AS - Open tall shrubs dominated b 	rlcOcIa er//is over Trim/ia %iiseana 2754 834 30.3 
A6 - SenoaiAmia shrubland over T. pum!ens 2570 239 9.3 
A7 - Open Acacia .vip/zophv/Iac4. wwura .shruh!and 72 <I 0.7 
AK - L. Iencophloia;E. .so(aa/i.v over Trim/ia ai,1ista 165 <I 0.2 
A9 - E. Iencoph/oia/Acae,a species over T. auiUsta 1508 II 0.7 
A 10 - A curia bivenosa over f wdia hri:oide.v 96 0 0 
B I - Tall woodland of EucaIvnu. ca,na/dnIeosi.E. rutrLv over Acacia 
c,trioovrjdis 

157 T 	IS 9.5 

132 - Dense tall shrubland 01 A. aneura over T. punens 80 2 2.5 
B3 - A. wieura/A. aversiana tall shrubland over T. uiseana 133 22 16.5 
134 - Open Eucalvpts over mixed tall shrubland 375 61 16.3 
135 - A. aiteura!A . aversiana tall shrubland over T. punens 48 1 5 11.2 
136 - Dense Acacui ,nait/a,uIii4. aikinsianulA. e,vi/i.s tall shrubland Not mapped or measured as area is too small 
137 - Dense mixed tall shruhlauu.l 27 12 44.4 
BK - Dense .4aci wicrslwcaij)a..4. aikiosia,tai,l. cvi/LV tall shrubland 112 44 39.3 
(1 - Moderately dense herbland 454 0 (1 
C2 - Low shrubland of Seima urtemiswides suhsp. u/i.ophvl/a (seneca 6rni) 99 3 3.0 
C3 - Tall shrubland of .4 car/a .viphuphvlhi 296 17 5.7 
C4 - Low shrubland of Ereniaphila ,,uwu/ma over herbs 263 10 (1 
TOTAL 13,327 1 	I .694 12.7 

+ Excludes area of the central thickened discharze. the Villuue and power line atignrneni 
111(10(1(5 'ian,,nu1cl, . .SlI('(I'.'1u.\.\ and Ira/Is/mit (-(/flt(Io) (S/loW/I in Eiiu,,cs /5. Ui. / 7 

Based on other surveys undertaken by Harnersley and its consultants (Halperri Glick Maunsell), 
the landforms and dominant flora species recorded in the surveyed area are widespread and well 
represented in both the Tom Price area and surrounding Pilbara. with the exceptIon of areas of 
cracking clays at Silvcrgrass. These cracking clays form part of the Brockman Land System that 
comprises 87km2  (0.09%) of the 93,520km2  of range lands in the Ashburton River catchment 
area (Payne ci al. 1988). The principal land systems of the surrounding areas (Boolgeeda. 
Newman and Rocklea) cover 2,589km2, 6,529km2  and 8.096km2  respectively (Payne ci at., 
1988). 

The vegetation associations occurring on cracking clay soils, which while widespread. are 
localised and frequently subject to intensive grazing pressure. will not he greatly inipacted 
(maximum of 5.7% affected for vegetation association C3. refer Table 4.2). 

Although they occur elsewhere in the Pilhara. the vegetation associations identified by Halpern 
Glick Maunscll (1999a) to have some local significance were: 

B I - Tall woodland of E. canialdulensislE. rictrix over A. citrinoviridis 
A3 - E. Ieucophloia and mixed shrubs over T. i'uiseana/T. pungens 
A8 - E. leucophloialE. socia/is over 1. angus/a) 

None of these vegetation associations considered to he locally significant will be greatly 
impacted. Vegetation association B I will experience a 9.5% loss (or 1 Sha of I 57ha recorded in 
the surveyed area) from the Project area, vegetation association A3 will experience a 1 .8% loss 
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(or 9ha of 497ha) and vegetation association AS will experience a 0.2% loss (<I ha of 1 65ha). 
These vegetation associations occur outside the Project area within the Brockman Valley. On a 
regional basis, the percentage loss of these vegetation associations will be even less. 

The vegetation associations with the highest proportion of their recorded areal distribution 
within the surveyed Project areas that will be affected by clearing are: 

B7 - Dense mixed tall shrubland: I 2ha of 27ha (44.4%) to be impacted 
B8 - Dense Acacia ancistrocarpa/A. arkinsianalA. exilis tall shrubland: 44ha of I l2ha 
(39.3%) 
B5 - A. aneura/A. aversiana tall shrubland over T. punens: I Sha of 48ha (3 1 .2%) 
AS - Open tall shrubs dominated by /tcacia exilis over Trioa'ia wiseana: 834ha of 2.75411a 
(30.3%) 

None of the vegetation associations recorded are restricted to the Project area. Those subjected 
to the larger impact (>25% of their area affected) include: 

Vegetation associations AS and 137: these are widespread and well represented in the 
Brockman Valley (based on HGM and Hamersley surveys and observations). Mattiske & 
Associates (1989) describe its association Ta-Am (that would encompass the B6 and B7 
associations) as being "well represented on minor gullies which dissect the foothills and 
lower slopes of the extensive ranges in the Pilbara region." 

Vegetation associations B5 and B8: these are not specifically listed in other existing reports. 
The vegetation association B5 combination of Acacia aneura/A. arersiana over Irwdia 
pungens could be included in other surveys under the broader vegetation type of Mulga 
Woodland', which occurs at numerous locations around the Tom Price area (based on 
observations by 1-1GM and Hamersley). Minor drainage associations such as B8 are 
frequently only described as variations of the more broadly occurring steppe vegetation, due 
to the difficulties associated with mapping numerous, narrow drainage features. Hence they 
may appear more geographically restricted than is actually the case. The flora characterising 
associations B5 and B8 are widespread in the Pilbara, as are the supporting drainage 
landforms. Both vegetation types will occur elsewhere in the Brockman Valley. 

The scope of a recent report on Mulga in the Central Pilbara (Fortech 1999) commissioned by 
the DRD did not extend into the Project area. The report documented the perceived 
environmental pressures on Mulga in the Central Pilbara and indicated that careful consideration 
should be given to locating infrastructure corridors to ensure that sufficient contiguous areas of 
Mulga can be set aside for conservation management. 

The extent of Mulga (Acacia aneiira) woodlands in the Project area is limited (vegetation 
association B5 covers 48ha [0.36% of survey area], with I Sha maybe affected) and confined to 
small sections of Nammuldi and Silvergrass. but not the transport corridor. The distribution and 
nature of Mulga within the Project area is not sufficient to warrant being set aside for 
conservation management. 

The tailings storage facility (central thickened discharge), the Village and power line have not 
been surveyed, but total disturbance will be of the order 300-31Oha. Future surveys will 
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determine what vegetation associations occur in these areas. If any locally significant 
communities are identified, they will be avoided where practicable in the siting of infrastructure. 
The EMP will address any management requirements that arise from the surveys. 

Impacts from groundwater draw down 
The potential impacts of mine dewatering on groundwater levels are outlined in Section 4.7.3 
and shown in Figure 19. 

In summary: 

At Nammuldi: the 5rn contour of the cone of depression will extend 500m from Pit A, 300m 
from Pit B. I .000rn from Pit C/D and 800m from Pit E/F 

At Silvergrass: the Sm contour of the cone of depression will extend 3,000m from the Range 
Pit and the Valley Pit. 

Dewatering of the Valley Pit (after 2 years) at Silvergrass will have little or no effect on 
phreatophytic species such as E. camalciulensis and E. vicirix that occur along and around Caves 
Creek. Based on research on Harnersley Station by the University of Western Australia. these 
species (found in vegetation association B I - Tall Woodland of E. camalc/ulensis/E. victrix over 
Acacia citrinoviridis) can access groundwater to at least 20m (Landman P.A, M. Adams and 
L.T. Bennett. 2000 - in preparation). 

Following prolonged dewatering at Silvergrass (over 6 years until the Range Pit is mined), it is 
estimated that over a distance of about 2km along Caves Creek. some (5-10%) E. canialdulensis 
and some (>5%) E. victri.v trees will be severely drought stressed and some may die. 

The actual impacts on vegetation on Caves Creek will be dependent on rainfall experienced 
during the dewatering period; if significant rains occur, then this will assist the maintenance of 
the veetaton throuh reching te shallow creek alluvium. Ifo sinificant rainfall occursgi 	g 	g 	 g 
within 

 
the Caves Creek catchment upstream of Silvergrass over the dewatering period, then 

riparian vegetation will be severely stressed, with the more susceptible species unlikely to 
survive until the next rains or when the water table returns to its pre-mine levels. Although 
recent years have experienced above average rainfall, the unpredictable nature of rainfall in the 
Pilbara does not guarantee similar or continued favourable rainfall patterns. 

If the final mining schedule requires Silvergrass to be mined (and dewatered) at a significantly 
higher rate than that provided in Table 2.3, then there is potential for greater impact on riverine 
vegetation. This higher mining/dewatering rate is not likely. 

With any loss of trees, particularly in or adjacent to creek lines, the risk of erosion increases. In 
the event that mine dewatering at Silvergrass results in trees deaths, there will be some 
associated increased erosion risk. Any increased erosion from the loss of trees will be small 
relative to that which occurs naturally along creek lines during hood events. 

The effects of draw down around mine pits at Nammuldi and Silvergrass will not atTect 
vegetation, other than the riverine vegetation. Based on research on Hamcrsley Station, the 
vegetation of I-Tills/Stony Plains and Clay Soils are non-phrcatophytic. surviving on soil water 
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only (Landrnan P.A, M. Adams, L.T, Bennett. 2000 - in preparation). It is unlikely that 
vegetation in minor creeks, flowing down off the ranges to the south of Nammuldi have access 
to groundwater. so  groundwater draw down will not impact on that vegetation either. 

Impactsfirom dewatering discharges 
Pooled water and streamfiow around the discharge point on Caves Creek and at Nammuldi will 
lead to changes in the composition, abundance and overall nature of the vegetation community. 
The existing vegetation will be replaced/enhanced by those species that tolerate more long-term 
moisture (eg E. camaldulensis). This has been evident along Marillana Creek where several 
mine dewatering discharge outfalls have led to a significant increase in F. camaiclulensis. 

The understorey will also be altered: more grasses, sedges and annuals will become established. 
In the longer term and once discharge ends, this artificial understorey will collapse due to 
reduced water availability. The original vegetation structure should gradually become re-
established in the long term once discharge ends. 

There is little or no increased potential for introduced waterweeds to spread to Palm Springs 
from the discharge point on Caves Creek. The periodic flow events in Caves Creek are already 
likely to spread waterweeds, were they present. Increased water flow and ponding (as a result of 
discharges) will promote wetland species. including weeds, but will not introduce any more 
species than that already lound at Palm Springs or along Caves Creek. 

The saturation of the alluvium in Caves Creek may weaken the resistance of large trees (F. 
camaldulensis and F. vitrix) to major floods. This may result in some trees being uprooted 
during tlood events. 

At Nammuldi, the composition, abundance and overall nature of the existing vegetation 
communities at and down slope from the discharge point will be similarly changed. With surface 
water expected to saturate the drainage lines for 3-4kni downstream from the discharge point, a 
'permanent' wetland will develop. favouring plants that thrive on such conditions. Until 
discharge ceases, these species will become dominant over those favouring the existing drier 
conditions. As the ephemeral conditions return, the invading species that favour wetland 
conditions will decline in favour of the more arid/ephemeral species. Ultimately, the structure of 
the vegetation will return towards the original pre-discharge vegetation communities. 

Impacts fro,n dust 
Although the Pilbara is a naturally dusty environment, excessive and concentrated dust fallout 
can impact on roadside vegetation. The main sources of dust will be from earthrnoving 
activities, vehicle traffic on access roads and haul roads and from blasting and ore handling 
during mining the dry Marra Mamba ore from above the water table. 

If a haul road is adopted for transporting ore from Silvergrass to Nammuldi, then dust lift-off 
from loaded haulage trucks will pose a risk to adjacent vegetation. The extent of this risk to 
vegetation depends on the frequency of vehicle trips. Similarly. dust from the haul roads at 
Nammuldi may cause some impact on adjacent vegetation. Water trucks will be used to maintain 
the surface of these roads for environmental and safety reasons. 
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Active tailings storage areas will not be a source of dust as the surface of the tailings will be kept 
wet by the application of tailings slurries. When tailings discharge ceases and the tailings are left 
to consolidate, the risk of dust will increase but will not pose a significant risk to vegetation. 
Dust lift-off from Haniersley's existing tailings storage areas at Tom Price and Paraburdoo is not 
significant and adjacent vegetation does not appear to have been adversely affected. With these 
storage facilities, the clay component in tailings effectively cements the stored material together. 

un pacts from threatening processes 
Although no declared noxious weeds occur in the Project area, some introduced flora species do 
(Section 3.2.1). Earthmoving activities and vehicles will increase the risk of spreading these 
species (particularly Ruby Dock). Although some weed management strategies will be 
developed, it is likely that some weeds will become established in disturbed areas as a 
consequence of Project activities. The presence of cattle in the area will pose a greater risk of 
introducing and spreading weeds in the Project area. 

4.2.4 Management 

The management and monitoring of vegetation in the Project area will be addressed in the EMP. 

The measures to be implemented to manage vegetation communities will include: 

site disturbance will be minimised. with vegetation retained between facilities 
areas will be cleared only when required 
progressive rehabilitation will be implemented 
siting of dewatering discharge points on rock or concrete structure to prevent erosion 
watering of haul roads and work areas to reduce dust 
periodic spraying or other means will be undertaken to control weeds 
it seeding is required for rehabilitation, local provenance seed will be used 
monitoring for weeds/introduced plants as part of rehabilitation monitoring 
monitoring to determine any changes in riverinc vegetation on Caves Creek 

4.2.5 Predicted outcome 

The Project will result in the loss of about 2.000ha. The loss of the affected vegetation 
associations or their current status will not be significant on a local and regional level. Areas 
disturbed during construction and mining will be rehabilitated so that vegetation is re-
established. No vegetation association with particularly high conservation value will be 
impacted. 

Thei-e will be a local impact on the unconfined water table adjacent to the Range Pit at 
Silvergrass as a result of dewatering from the underlying valley fill and Marra Mamba aquifers. 
Without supplementation from periodic significant creek flow or rainfall. 5-10% of E. 
camaldu/ensis and >5% of E. victrLv will be severely drought stressed over about 2km of Caves 
Creek, and some may die. 

Draw down impacts on vegetation around the pits (other than riverine vegetation) will be 
negligible, as it is non-phreatophytic. 



At the Silvergrass and Nammuldi discharge points, the understorey of the existing vegetation 
association will change toward increased grasses. sedges and annuals in the short term, but this 
will revert back toward the original vegetation structure in the ]on- term once discharge ends. 

Although some weed management strategies will be developed, it is likely that some weeds will 
become established in disturbed areas as a consequence of Project activities. 

Coin initment 5: Additional surveys - biological (refer Table 5.1) 
Hainersley will undertake additional biological (flora, vegetation and fauna) surveys of those 
areas not already surveyed where Project infrastructure is planned, such as the tailings 
storage facility (central thickened discharge area), the Village and the power line from the 
Dainpier - Tom Price line 

Commitment 6: Riverine vegetation mnonitorin, (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamnersley will develop and implement a riverine monitoring program to determine the extent 
of any impacts on vegetation that may occur as a result of dewatering the Silvergrass mine 
pits and from mine dewatering discharges into Caves Creek. 

4.3 DECLARED RARE AND PRIORITY FLORA 

4.3.1 EPA Objective 

Protect Declared Rare and Priority Flora. consistent with the provisions of the Wi/c/life 
Consen'ation Act 1950. 

4.3.2 Potential impacts 

Dedared Rare Flora can be directly or indirectly impacted by construction and operation 
activities. Priority flora species can he similarly impacted. 

4.3.3 Predicted impacts 

The Project will have no impact on Declared Rare Flora because none were recorded in the 
surveyed areas, despite the large survey effort. 

The predicted impacts on Priority flora species populations are outlined in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3. Predicted impacts on Priority flora species 
Species Predicted impact 
TepIirsia sp. Recorded at Nammuidi (2 populations). Silvergrass 	t ) and the transport corridor (2). The Namnluld i 
Cathedral populations are located well away from any mining or infrastructure and will not be impacted. The Silvergrass 

Gorge) population is near the existing track to Silvergrass but is over I km Ironi the Flats Pit - it is unlikely to he 
Priority 3 impacted. Neither of tile two populations in the transport corridor are on the route of the railway, haul road or 

conveyor (altllouth one is wttilin I OOm of tile conveyor route). None 01 these will he direcdv impacted. 
(j,oclema Recorded at two drainage siteS at Namnluldi and two similar sites in the transport corridor. Both Nammu Ich 
teIIon, populations are near mine pit boundaries and are likely to he directly impacted by mining. One population in 

priority 3 the transport corridor is within about I OOni of the conveyor route and will not be impacted on tile current 
conveyor alignmem. The other population is near the corridor boundary and will not he impacted. Occurs at it 
ran 	e of ot her beat iOrls in the Pi I bara. 

Bulbine One population recorded on tile Ileavy clays at Silvergrass about 500m Ironi tlìe rail loop. Based on the current 
pendula ms. beat iOn of in frastructure. it will not he impacted. Occurs at other locat ions in the Pi Ihara. 
Priority 3 
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Species Predicted impact 
Gvninant/zera One suspected population (5 individuals - refer Section 3.2.1) recorded from Caves Creek near Range Pit. 
c,inni,t'hwnii Mining will not impact this population, as it is about 200m from the RaIl2e Pit. Occurs at other locations in 
Priority 3 the Pilbara. the Northern Territory and Queensland: however new bio-diversity conservation legislation 

considers geographic isolates ol widespread species. 

TriumJ'eua All four populations were recorded at Nammuldi. Waste clumps west 01 Pit C will approach to within I SOni of 
Ie/)tacufltha one population: with the current mine plan. it will not be impacted. The other three populations are further 
Priority 3 away from mining,  and will not be impacted. The species is recorded in other locations in the Pi I hara. mainly 

in the KNP. 

4.3.4 Management 

Measures to be implemented to manage Priority flora species will include: 

planning of infrastructure to avoid them where it is feasible to do so. Due to specific 
requirements for railways, such as ruling grades. bend limitations and the need to avoid areas 
subject to inundation or unsuitable geotechnical conditions, there are some constraints to the 
flexibility in siting such facilities - these can affect the ability to re-align infrastructure to 
avoid Priority flora species or other 

additional flora studies in the Project area (such as for the central thickened discharge and 
Village areas) will target the known Priority species to extend the known information on 
their local geographic distribution 

encourage appropriate Priority species to establish in rehabilitation areas 

those management measures listed in Section 4.2.4 for vegetation communities 

4.3.5 Predicted outcome 

Based on the current position of infrastructure, the only Priority species to be directly impacted 
by the Project is Gooc/enia sic//ala (a Priority 3 species) - two populations at Nammuldi are in 
areas to be mined (two populations in the transport corridor will be unaffected). The other four 
Priority listed species in the Project area will not be directly impacted. The impact of the Project 
on the local and regional status of these species will be minor. 

Commitment 5: Additional survey - bioloj.'ical (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will undertake additional flora and vegetation surveys of areas to be disturbed but 
have not already been surveyed - refer coin in itment provided in Section 4.2.5 

4.4 TERRESTRIAL FAUNA 

4.4.1 EPA Objectives 

Maintain the abundance, species diversity and geographic distribution of terrestrial fauna. 

Protect Specially Protected (Threatened) Fauna, consistent with the provisions of the Wi/d/ift 
Conservation Act 1950. 



4.4.2 Potential impacts 

Direct impacts on terrestrial fauna can be: 

loss of fauna habitat 
death of individuals of a population (through physical trauma or stress) 
fragmentation and isolation of populations 
erection of harriers to fauna movement or access to resources 
changes in the hydrological cycle arising from changes to water course directions or flow 
changes in groundwater levels that affects vegetation and fauna habitats 

Indirect impacts on fauna can include the effects of noise, dust, pollution and the workforce. 

4.4.3 Predicted impacts 

General 
Regionally, the Project area contains a fauna community with a pattern of abundance and 
distribution and an assemblage (inventory, diversity, evenness) that are typical of other Pilbara 
areas (Section 3.2.2). Therefore, the impacts of the Project on the fauna community will not 
have regional implications. 

Impacts to riverine habitats (vegetation association B I), Mulga woodland (vegetation association 
135) and deep alluvial soils at Nammuldi (vegetation association A6) could be significant locally 
as these habitats are relatively small in area and are not well represented locally. The impacts on 
these areas of local fauna significance are described in Section 4.2.3. 

Impacts on Priority fauna 
No Declared Rare Fauna were recorded in the Project area. 

Clearing will reduce the area of habitat available to terrestrial fauna (Section 4.2.3). Impacts on 
those fauna species with conservation significance is summarised in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Predicted impacts on terrestrial species of conservation significance 
Species Status Impact 

Ghost Bat Priority 3 (WA) Maternity roost identilied 2.5km From Valley Pit boundary at Silvergrass. No direct 
impacts. Mmmc and infrastructure may impact indirectly (light spill or noise). Regional 

\'utnerab!e (C'weatth) and local distribution/abundance of species will not be affected. 
Lakeland Priority 4 (WA) Contined to cracking clays at Silvergras.s. Infrastructure at Silvergrass sited on edge of 
Downs Mouse cracking clay area. Likely to be sonic direct impact on its habitat. Mining and 

Endangered infrastructure may indirectly impact species (light spill or noise). Regional 
C sseJIth) 

distribution/abundance unlikely to be impacted. Some impact on local population 
expected. 

Pebble-mound Priority 4 (WA) Found throughout Marra Mamha hills. Those mice in areas to be mined or where 
Mouse infrastructure is planned will be directly impacted. Monitoring elsewhere (eg Marandoo) 

Vulnerable (Csealth( suggests that proximity to mine sites does not significantly affect its activities. Regional 
distribution/abundance will not be impacted. Local abundance will he reduced. 

Long-tailed Priority 4 (WA) Found on Caves Creek 3.5km from Range Pit and 1km from Pit A. No direct impacts. 
Dunnart Regional distribution/abundance will not to be impacted. 

Pilbara Olive Schedute t (WA) Not recorded. hut expected to occur. Has it wide distribution throughout the Pilbara. No 
Python direct impacts. Regional and local distribution/abundance of species will not be affected. 
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Species Status Impact 
The greatest risk to this species will be from roidktlls or mistaken identity by individuals 
leading to attempts to kill them. 

Vutoscjncu.v Priority 4 (Wi\) One individual recorded 1km from Pit A. No direct impact from the Project. Well 
buderi represented local lv. Regional and local distrihut ion/abundance tin ikclv to be impacted. 

Cienotus aJ] Not ljtect tWA or This species recorded on all types of substrate including rocky scree slopes. Some of the 
helenue C'weatth habitats in which it has been recorded in the Project area are where mine pits/waste 

dumps are sited ftr Flats Pit at Silvergrass and for Pit E and Pit F at Namniuldi. These 
areas of its habitat will be impacted. 

Cieiioiu.s off Not listed No site where this species was recorded is on any mine pit. The schematic discharge 
rohti,snns pipeline arrangement for Silvergrass passes through an area where this species has been 

recorded adjacent to the track leading to Homestead: part of its habitat will therefore be 
impacted. Regional and local distribution/abundance of the species is unlikely to be 
impacted. 

C1('1wru 	afi: Not listed No site where this species was recorded is on the mine pits or where infrastructure to be 
ron/a,:.s sited. 
Peregrine Schedule 4 This is it very mobile species with no habitat specificity. Mining or infrastructure will 
Falcon have no impact on the regional or local abundance or distribution of this species. 

Im pacts from dewatering discharges 
Pools created from discharges into Caves Creek and ill-defined drainage lines at Nammuldi will 
create wetland ecosystems during dewatering operations. This will provide an additional and 
alternative habitat for some terrestrial fauna. This will have some positive (eg water supply, 
increased resources) and some adverse impacts (loss of section of ephemeral habitat, facilitation 
of water-dependent species). Upon cessation of dewatering, the artificial wetland ecosystem will 
collapse and gradually return to the ephemeral habitat. 

Impactsfroin tailings 
Tailings generated for central thickened discharge. will have less water content that that for the 
in-pit disposal and will be less attractive to wildlife: however both will have available surface 
water. Occasionally, some animals (kangaroos. emus) seeking access to water may become 
trapped in the tailings impoundment facilities. The enhanced availability of local water is likely 
to increase the numbers of those animals that can access the water (eg birds). 

As tailings will be comprised of inert and non-toxic material, with only minor residual material 
from thickeners (flocculants and coagulants), consumption of decant waters or other surface 
water associated with the tailings residues by wildlife will pose little eiivirotimental risk. 

General impacts 
Linear infrastructure (eg railway/haul road. pipelines, access roads, and drainage controls), mine 
pits and waste dumps will form barriers to some fauna and result in fragmentation or isolation of 
fauna populations and make access to resources more difficult. Increased traffic movements and 
the larger workforce will increase the risk of road kills, especially for kangaroos, monitor lizards 
and some birds. 

4.4.4 Management 

The measures to be implemented to manage terrestrial fauna will include: 

clearing of habitats will be minimised to that which is feasible 
clearing for new pits and associated areas will be undertaken progressively 
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rehabilitation will aim to help fauna colonisation through microhabitats and plant cover 
workforce inductions will include fauna protection issues 
conducting  fauna surveys in areas to be developed that have not been surveyed already 
management and monitoring of Ghost Bats to assess Project impacts as part of the EMP 

Hamersley will develop relevant management plans for any fauna species present in the Project 
area that may be listed in future revisions of the Western Australian Rare and Endangered List or 
the Commonwealth Critically Endangered List. 

4.4.5 Predicted outcome 

The regional impact on fauna from the Project is expected to be negligible, while there will be 
some impact on areas of local fauna significance (as not well represented). 

Commitment 5: Additional surveys - bioloical (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will undertake additional fat, iza surveys of areas to be disturbed but have not 
already been surveyed - refer commitment provided in Section 4.2.5 

Commitment 7: Rare fauna (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will prepare and implement a management plan for the Ghost Bat as part of the 
EMP, plus any fauna species that are present in the Project area which may be listed in 
future revisions of the Western Australian Rare and Endangered List or the Commonwealth 
Critically Endangered List. 

4.5 SUBTERRANEAN FAUNA 

4.5.1 EPA Objectives 

Ensure that subterranean fauna are adequately protected in accordance with the Wi/c/life 
Conserranon Act 1950. 

Maintain the abundance, diversity and geographical distribution of subterranean fauna. 

Improve our understanding of subterranean fauna (stygofauna) through appropriate research 
including sampling, identification and documentation. 

4.5.2 Potential impacts 

Aquifers and creek alluvials can contain stygofauna. Some stygofauna species are listed in 
Schedule I under the Wi/c/life and Conservation Act /950: to this time, none arc from the Pilbara 
mainland. Groundwater abstraction and dewatering for mining lowers the water table and can 
impact on stygofauna present within the aquifer. 



4.5.3 Predicted impacts 

Dewatering 
Hamerslcy has recorded small numbers of stygofauna in the Marra Mamba aquifer at Homestead 
and Brockman and they are also anticipated to occur in the alluvial material in Caves Creek. The 
dewatering program will lower the water table for a distance of 3km around the Silvergrass pits 
and for a distance between 1 km and 300rn around the Nammuldi pits (Section 4.7.3). A section 
of Caves Creek will experience pooling of water as a result of dewatering discharges. 

Stygofauna within the Marra Mamba aquifer inside the cones of depression around each mine pit 
will be impacted. Due to the lack of understanding of the ecology of stygofauna, the extent to 
which they can migrate downward with a gradually declining water table is uncertain (110 

information is available to demonstrate unequivocally whether this is possible or not). If the 
capacity to migrate and survive with changes in water table is limited, then stygofauna in that 
portion of the groundwater that is being lowered will be directly impacted and some individuals 
may not survive. For the purpose of this CER. it is assumed that stygofauna in those areas that 
experience a water table draw down will be impacted. 

!'ost-mining 
There is also limited information on the capacity of stygofauna to recover with the eventual 
return of groundwater to the pre-mining water table levels. Constraints to re-colonisation may be 
the presence of physical harriers (eg the presence of any fine clays) that could prevent 
stygofauna movement from non-impacted areas into the dewatered and impacted areas. 

As stated in Section 3.2.2, stygofauna can occur in the alluvium of ephemeral and permanent 
creeks. For this reason, the pooling of water in Caves Creek will have some impact on 
stygolauna that already occur in the creek alluvium. Little is known on the behavioural aspects 
of stygofauna in permanent and ephemeral water bodies. 

4.5.4 Management 

The measures to be implemented to manage stygofauna will include: 

the stygofauna research program initiated by Hamersley in 1998 will continue to sample for 
and documeilt the distribution and population dynamics of stygofauna populations that occur 
around the Project area, existing mining operations and new development sites - the next 
sampling scheduled for the Project area is mid 2000 

the results from the above actions will be pooled with other studies of the distribution and 
ecology of Pilbara stygofauna underway by BHP Iron Ore and the Western Australian 
Government (including the WA Museum) to determine the conservation status of the species 
found 

4.5.5 Predicted outcome 

During mining and dewatering operations. stygofauna populations within the niue and 
dewatered areas will be adversely impacted. The local impact in those areas to be dewatered is 



assumed to be high (assumes no re-colonisation and migration). The regional impact is unknown 
due to the relative paucity of information on regional stygolauna distribution. 

Until the species of the stygofauna recorded during sampling are identified by specialists, it is 
not known whether any stygofauna recorded in the Project area are on the current Schedule I of 
the WiIc1Ii/ and Conservation Act 1950. 

Commitment 8: Styjo fauna (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamnersley will prepare and implement a co-ordinated program of slygofauna sampling 
within and around the Project area to improve the current understanding of stygfauna that 
occur in the Pilbara 

4.6 WATERCOURSES 

4.6.1 EPA Objective 

Maintain the integrity, functions and environmental values of watercourses. 

4.6.2 Potential impacts 

Dewatering, mining and infrastructure can result in changes to the hydrological characteristics of 
watercourses. Release of dewatering discharge waters into watercourses can change the 
hydrological regime and subsequently the nature of the riverine ecosystem. 

4.6.3 Predicted impacts 

Impacts from mine dewatering 
Dewatering of the Silvergrass pits will draw down the water table around the pits. The 
dewatering strategy will target the main aquifer (Marra Mamba mincralisation), but the creek 
alluvium in Caves Creek may also experience some associated draw down. The creek alluvium 
will continue to he recharged from streamfiow from the catchment above Silvergrass. 

The discharge into Caves Creek will result in pooling of water downstream of the discharge 
point. This will change a section of Caves Creek from a typical ephemeral creek habitat to a 
temporary (about 6 years) wetland environment. The distance pooling or streanitlow extends 
downstream will vary according to discharge rate, the nature of the creek alluvium, rainfall in 
the catchment and the time of the year. 

The hydrological effect of dewatering discharge pooling in Caves Creek will not extend to Palm 
Springs. as it is located too far (30km) downstream from Silvcrgrass. Based on the outcome of 
test pumping during the hydrogeological investigation, it is expected that surface water will 
extend about 3km from the point of discharge on Caves Creek before it infiltrates into the creek 
alluvium. 

At Nammuldi, discharges of excess water to surface drainage will result in inundation of the 
affected drainage lines. The area of surface water will vary with the amount of process water 
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usage and the particular drainage line used. Surface water may extend 3-4km before the water 
infiltrates into the soil or evaporates. 

Erosion at and beneath the discharge point is a risk because the surface drainage lines at 
Nammuldi do not normally carry large volumes of flow. This erosion potential will be greatest 
around the discharge point where the flow rate will be highest. 

Impactsfrom alterations to drainage 
The proximity of the Range Pit and associated flood control structures to Caves Creek may 
result in rocks i-oiling into the braided creek bed. If not removed, these rocks could be 
transported downstream by floodwaters to form barriers to normal creek flow and causing 
flooding in areas not normally subject to inundation. 

In addition, the Range Pit flood control levee may form a marginal constriction by narrowing the 
width between the pit and the ridge to the north through which floodwaters must pass. This will 
prolong the time it takes for flood waters to pass the Range Pit; the duration of this delay is 
anticipated to be measured in hours, rather than days. 

The levee near Caves Creek will have minimal impact on riverine vegetation because local 
flooding should only last several days. Research has shown that E. t'icri-ix begins to lose leaves 
and progressively die aftet-  about 2-3 months of flooding (Landman P.A. M. Adams, M. Kemp. 
2000 - in preparation). 

The transport corridor will traverse defined drainage lines rather than areas subject to sheet-flow. 
The risk of drainage shadow down-gradient of the transport infrastructure will therefore be 
small. 

Some of the minor drainage lines by mine pits or infrastructure at Nammuldi will be intersected 
by cut-off and diversion drainage structures. This will have localised drainage impacts in some 
areas. 

4.6.4 Management 

The measures to be implemented to manage watercourses will include: 

large rocks that enter Caves Creek as a result of construction or mining activities will be 
retrieved before they are transported downstream by floodwaters 

culverts and associated downslope water spreading systems will be used for any rail or road 
infrastructure between Siivergrass and Nammuldi to maintain drainage patterns where it is 
app ropri ate 

the dewatem-ing discharge point on Caves Creek and at Nammuldi will have a hard substrate 
to break the velocity of water being discharged and pm-event erosion - if no hard surfaces are 
present, an engineered structure will be consti-ucted to serve the same purpose 

water levels at Palm Spi-ings will be monitored as part of the regional groundwater 
monitoring program (Section 4.7.4) 
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4.6.5 Predicted outcome 

The Project will have some short term changes (eg pooling of water in creeks resulting from 
dewatering discharge) to the main watercourse of Caves Creek. The flood control levees around 
Range Pit and Valley Pit will result in a marginally longer time for major flood waters to pass 
Silvergrass. 

Commitment 6: Riverine veRetation monitoring (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamnersley will develop and implement a riverine monitoring pro grain - refer commitment 
provided in Section 4.2.5 

Commitment 9: Caves Creek stream flow (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will monitor stream flows in Caves Creek to quantify the actual flow regime and 
will make the data available to the Water and Rivers Commission 

4.7 GROUNDWATER 

4.7.1 EPA Objective 

Maintain the quantity of groundwater so that existing and potential uses, including ecosystem 
maintenance, are protected 

4.7.2 Potential impacts 

The abstraction of groundwater can lead to short and long term changes in groundwater levels 
and groundwater flow during mining and post-mining. 

4.7.3 Predicted impacts 

Impacts from mine dewatering 
Mine pit dewatering will lower the regional groundwater level; the cones of depressions will 
vary between each pit. Water table fluctuations in excess of 7m in response to heavy catchment 
rainfall were recorded around Pit A during the hydrogeological fieldwork. A groundwater 
decline of 5m or more in the valley fill aquifer (as a consequence of dewatering) is used as the 
definition of draw down as this is less than that measured by local natural water level 
fluctuations. 

The predicted draw down from model simulations (PPK Environment & Infrastructure 1999) is 
summarised in Table 4.5 and shown in Figure 19. 

The methodology for the modelling incorporates conservative aspects which tend to over-predict 
draw down. Pit draw down is based on the predicted water level at the maximum time the model 
simulated. The numerical model was noted to become unstable once the draw down reached the 
primary mineralised Marra Mamba aquifer at depth and pumping cells became effectively dry. 
This generally occurs towards the final stages of pit development and highlights a potential 
requirement for the utilisation of in-pit sumps during the later stages of mining. 



Table 4.5 Predicted draw down around modelled nit.c 
Pit Extent of cone of depression 

(in) 

Maximum draw down at pit margin 
(m) 

I)uration of dewatering 
(months) 

A 500 40 19 
B 30)) IS 12 

C/D 1,000 55 39 
F/F 500 55 IS 

Valley 3.000 50 24 
Range 3.000 50 72 

An/c: \'anhiitiili ilelrz!a/.s will not ic//tue /ICIIUIeriFiç'. Univ a atm/I //0?ili)/t ii/ (lie I lots I'tt extm,uls be/ott it/tIer ta/i/c (lit/I IS no/ (0 mere/I 

Generally the predicted draw down within the valley fill sediments around the modelled pit are 
believed to be overestimates of the actual impact. The water level impact in the shallow 
unconfined system associated with the Caves Creek drainage is likely to be less than predicted 
and will also be made more responsive to natural fluctuations as a i'esult of rainfall/creek flow. 

The cone of depression from pit dewatering at Nammuldi pits will be between 300111 (Pit B) and 
1000tii (Pit C/D) and will extend between 500m to 800m across strike (southwards into the 
valley). These distances are from the centre of the deepest area of draw down within each pit. At 
Silvergrass. the cone of depression will be 3km around the Valley Pit and Range Pit. 

un pacts on other groundwater users 
Localised groundwater flow toward pit or pits being dewatered will occur as a result of hydraulic 
gradients: this should have little short or long term impacts as the main aquifer being targeted for 
dewatering  is the Marra Mamba within the mine. 

The interaction of the dewatering cones of depression with the nearest actively used bores is 
summarised in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 Other groundwater users 
Bore User Nearest pit 1)istance/direction 

from pit )m) 
Extent of impact 

(m) 
Brockman borelield Brockman No. 2 Mine C/D within Pit C/D Mined as pail of pit 
Camp horetleld Naniniuldi Camp F 900 (north-west) Some 
One-Mile Well I lamerslcv Station valley 2.000 (west) 5 
Crossing Bore l- laiiicrsley Station Range 2.400 (casa <5 

The Brockman and Nammuldi Camp horefields will need to be replaced or supplemented as the 
Brockman borefielci is located within Pit C/D, while the Camp horefield will be impacted by 
draw down from Pit E dewatering. One-Mile Well has the potential for current beneficial use. as 
a stock bore by Harnersley Station (the lease is held by Hamersley). An alternative water source 
will be developed (such as an outlet from the dewatering discharge) should falling water levels 
impose limitations to the continued use of the bore. 

The Crossing Bore will not be impacted. The I-louse Well (an unused bore 1 km of Valley Pit) 
which formerly served the old Mt Brockman Station homestead (incorporated in the Hamersley 
Station lease held by Harnersley) will experience substantial drop in water level. As this well is 
no longer used, no replacement or supplementation of water supply is proposed. 



Impact from tailings 
The impact of tailings on groundwater is influenced by the disposal method, tailings 
characteristics and the level of the watertahie. or whether there are conduits of suitably 
permeable rock between the tailings and the water table. 

Tailings generated by iron ore processing do not contain hazardous chemicals, thereby reducing 
potential impacts if tailings did contact the water table. The ecological and environmental 
implications of the flocculants and coagulants used in wet processing are provided in Section 
4.12.3 (Table 4.10). 

Hydrogeological investigations have not been undertaken in the area of the central thickened 
discharge. Based on Hamerslcy's experience at Brockman. there are few direct connections to 
aquifers in the area. The watertahie is about 40-45iii below ground surface in the vicinity of the 
central thickened discharge area. There is no Marra Mamba mineralisation connection to 
aquifers. The central thickened tailings will have a high insitu density with solids content and 
will therefore be less mobile (refer Table 1.3). 

The in-pit tailings will be closer to the water table, which is about 10-15m below the base of the 
Brockman pits. These tailings will have lower density and solids content than at the central 
thickened discharge facility. Initial deposition of tailings in the pits will form a physical harrier 
between the underlying watertable and the base of the tailings, limiting any seepage from the 
tailings to the aquifer. 

Post-mining impacts 
All mine pits will be filled to at least one metre above the level of the pre-mining mean water 
table. Ongoing monitoring will further establish the extent of local natural water table 
fluctuation and better determine what is the mean pre-mine water table. 

The return of waste material in voids will mean no exposed permanent pit lakes and no 
groundwater sinks being formed. Given the imbalance of evaporation/rainfall ratio in the 
Pilbara. the long-term salinisation of pit lake water and down gradient aquifers could otherwise 
occur. 

The final backfill level in the pits will be re-visited during closure planning once details on the 
extent of local natural water table fluctuations have been obtained. The closure plan will be 
submitted to the DEP for approval within two years of commissioning of the Project. 

An evaluation will be undertaken to determine the potential level of unsaturated capillary rise 
from the unconflned water table in backfill areas. This evaluation will be undertaken during the 
early stages of mining for implementation during the later and post-mining stages of mining. A 
key factor will be determination of the mean pre-mining water table level to use as a benchmark. 
The characterisatioii of the waste material to be hackfilled in relation to its ability to facilitate or 
limit capillary rise will be an important aspect as well. The purpose of ensuring hackfilling is 
above the unsaturated layer is to reduce the potential for the development of any surface salinity. 

With the cessation of dewatering and the return of waste material, the water table will gradually 
rise (via progressive recharge) toward its original level. The water table in the Nammuldi area is 
expected to rise rapidly (within two years, with the addition of rainfall) to recover to a level 
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between 570mRL and 580m RL. At Silvergrass, the cessation of mining and dewatering is 
expected to result in a rapid rise (within 18 months, with the addition of rainfall) in the water 
table to levels between 540mRL and 545111RL. 

This recovery process will he enhanced by rainfall/streamfiow recharge events that occur 
following cyclonic recharge with in the catchnient. 

Formation of phreatophytic vegetation/trees in pit floors will keep groundwater depressed and 
reduce the potential of capillary rise to the surface. The pit floors will he treated such that the 
establishment and continued growth and survival of vegetation occurs: this may involve 
spreading of available topsoil and ipping to establish a roughened and non-compacted surface 
profile. 

4.7.4 Management 

The measures to he implemented to manage groundwater will include: 

scheduling of mining to match dewatering with the demand for process make-up water so 
that additional groundwater draw from the horefield is minimised 

further investigating the potential for aquifer recharge (re-injection or infiltration) for 
implementation to replace discharging to surface drainage at Nammuldi 

filling mine pit voids to above the pre-mine mean water table levels 

To increase the level of confidence in the predicted modelling and dewatering strategy. further 
calibration of the model against longer-term data will he undertaken. Improved confidence in the 
model output will he obtained by: 

monitoring regional water levels to calibrate the groundwater modelling and to verify draw 
down predictions in the PPK Environment & Infrastructure (1999) 

developing a separate model with greater resolution for Pit C (due to its relatively complex 
geometry) 

calibration against the long term pumping from the Brockman horefield (that draws from the 
overthrust aquifer) 

canying Out a longer-term (30 day) pumping test to better define storage parameters and re-
calibrating the model against this data; alternatively, re-calibrating against the initial 
dewatering period to suppoit or replace the extended pumping test 

Hamersley will prepare and implement a groundwater monitoring and modelling plan that will 
incorporate the continuation of collecting data on the character and behaviour of the local 
aquifers to better understand the groundwater system and to calibrate the current numerical 
model. Monitoring of the regional water levels will enable verification of the predicted impacts 
on regional water levels from dewatering allowing remedial management options to be 
investigated and implemented. 
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4.73 Predicted outcome 

Based on initial numerical modelling, dewatering will lower the water table a depth of 5m to a 
distance of 300- I .000rn from the location of the in-pit borefields at Nammuldi and for a distance 
of 3km at Si]vergrass. Existing bores affected by dewatering are used by Brockman and will be 
supplemented or replaced: others are station bores that will be supplemented with mine 
dewatering, while one is no longer used for station purposes. Tailings from wet processing are 
not hazardous, even if seepage reaches underlying aquifers. 

The water table is predicted to re-establish to its near original levels within two years after 
mi rig. 

Commitment 10: Groundwater monitoring and modellinj (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will prepare and implement a groundwater monitoring plan (including monitoring 
water levels in Palin Springs) and incorporate the outcomes to improve the groundwater 
modelling predictions 

Commitment 11: Recharge options (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will investigate the feasibility o.f groundwater recharge options at Namnmuldi for 
handling water generated from mine dewatering that will otherwise be discharged via surface 
drainage 

4.8 LANDFORM 

4.8.1 EPA Objective 

Ensure that, as far as is practicable, the post-mining landform is stable and is integrated into the 
surrounding environment. 

4.8.2 Potential impacts 

Temporary and permanent changes to the landform can result from mining operations. The 
stability and visual characteristics of the permanent new landforms can pose long term liabilities. 

4.8.3 Predicted impacts 

Short-term changes to the landform will include: 

access, haul and internal roads 
ore stockpiles 
processing plant, offices, workshops, Village. dewatering infrastructure. powerlines 

Some components of the Project (eg transport corridor infrastructure) may be utilised by future 
Hamersley projects in this area, such as perhaps Homestead (Stage III). This will extend the 
period that these structures remain. 
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Project components that will remain at the end of mining (permanent landforms) are listed in 
Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 Permanent landform changes 
Permanent Iandform J 	Area (approx) Comment 

Mine pits (filled to above water 5 lOha ( Namniuldi) Includes pit Iloor area. Final landlornis 	vill be pit voids to variable 
table) 1 75ha (Silvergrass) depths between 575niRL and 58 I rnRL at Nammuldi and between 

548niRI. and 550mRL at Silvergrass. all of which will be above the 
water table. l3enchec will be visible on the mine pit sides. Mine 
voids will have protective safety bunds around the perimeter. 
Brockman Pit I and Pit 3 and Namntuldi Pit B may he infilled with 
iailines to ground level - sonic restrictions may be put in place or 
several years alter each is no longer active until they Can he 
consolidated and rehabilitated. 

Waste dumps no( returned to flOOha ( Nammuldi ) Excludes those areas used as waste dumps Irom which hackfil hog 
mine voids Oha (Silvererass) sourced. Final waste dump landlOrms will he about 40m high, 

battered down to it 200 slope and be rehabilitated (ripped with 
topsoil or seeding). 

Out-oh-pit tailings storage area 290ha I Nammuldi ) Wi tli it central thickened discharge. the final lancltbrm will he it 
gent lv sloping feature that is about Km high and is rehahil itatecl 
(probably capped and ripped) soon after decommissioning. In its 
current position, the central thiCkClICCl discharge facility will he 
below the Nammuldi ridgel inc. 

Railway/haul road/conveyor I 5-2Oha No enizincerine design has been undertaken at this staee of the 
cuttings and till feasibility study. The final landform of the transport corridor 

inlrastructure will he determined during closure planning. 

The larger of these facilities (waste dumps, mine pits and the central thickened discharge 
facility) will he visible from the air and from several kilometres away. No frequently trafficked 
public road passes through or near the Project area. 

4.8.4 Management 

The measures to he implemented to manage landforms will include: 

rehabilitation of the tempotary and permanent landforms to achieve stable and vegetated 
surfaces as they become available and no longer required for other purposes 

a closure (decommissioning and rehabilitation) plan will be developed within two years of 
comflhiSSiOning to provide details of the approach for all final landforms 

Hamersley and industry experience in the Pilbara now provide successful rehabilitation solutions 
for disturbed temporary and permanent landforms; for example, the Brockman No. 2 Mine is 
readily  meeting its Government-endorsed completion criteria. 

The decommissioning of the levees at Silvergrass (refer Section 2.3.4) will he addressed as part 
of mine closure planning, but it is likely that these structures will he removed and placed in the 
nearest pit void. 
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4.8.5 Predicted outcome 

The permanent landforms that will remain after mining ends will include mine voids, waste 
dumps. tailings storage (central thickened discharge and in-pit) and transport corridor cuts and 
fills. Temporary landforms will be rehabilitated and infrastructure will be removed. The in-pit 
tailings will not be trafficable for perhaps several years after tailings discharge ends, whereas the 
central thickened discharge tailings will be trafficahle very soon after discharge ends. 

Commitment 4 Closure plan (refer Table 5.1) 
Ham ersley will prepare a detailed closure plan within two years of Project commissioning 
that addresses actions for the rehabilitation and decommissioning of those facilities listed in 
Section 4.1.4 (and Table 5.1) and will provide the basis for the development of an eventual 
'walk-away' closure strategy for the Project. 

4.9 PARTICULATES/DUST 

4.9.1 EPA Objectives 

Ensure that particulate/dust emissions, both individually and cumulatively, meet appropriate 
criteria and do not cause an environmental or human health problem. 

Use all reasonable and practicable measures to minimise the discharge of part ic ul ates/d ust. 

4.9.2 Potential impacts 

General construction activities (bulk earthworks. blasting). mining (drilling, blasting. 
overburden/waste removal), ore handling (loading, unloading, conveyor transfers), ore transport 
(waste, ore, product) and ore processing can generate dust. Dust can affect vegetation health 
through reducing the photosynthetic capabilities of plants and their potential for growth or 
survival. Dust can also pose health risks. 

4.9.3 Predicted impacts 

General 
The Pilbara region experiences dry and often windy conditions and has a naturally high dust 
environment. This is recognised in the discussion paper on a State-wide Air Quality 
Environmental Protection Policy (EPA 1999) that notes airborne dust in the Pilbara (and 
Goldfields) can be a problem as background levels can be close to or higher than the National 
Environmental Protection Measure (NEPM) standard. 

The NEPM standard for dust (particles as PM10 ) is provided in Table 4.8. It should be noted that 
this standard has not been applied to any of the Project area or Dampier by the EPA through an 
Environmental Protection Policy. 

Table 4.8 Ambient air quality NEPM standard for particles 
Pollutant Averaging time 	Maximum concentration Allowed exceedences 

(10 year goal) 
Particles as PM F 	I day 	 50 inr 5 days a year 



Much of the natural windblown dust consists of particles larger than those covered by the NEPM 
standard: this sized (lust traction poses a nuisance or may smother vegetation rather than a health 
risk. Some windblown dust (in the PM I()  size range) may be derived from material handling 
activities and tailings storage facilities. 

Mining and processing impacts 
Construction works, pre-mine development, the mining and crushing of above water table ore 
(before below water table ore is accessed) and the use of gravel roads and haul roads will be the 
greatest potential sources of dust. 

Most (80%) of the Marra Mamba ore will be mined from below water table and is expected to 
have a moisture of 12-I 30/c. Ore from below water table is unlikely to be a source of dust during 
mining. 

Wet processing of ore at Paraburdoo does not generate dust. Based on experiences with Marra 
Mamba ore at Hamersley's Marandoo mine, the greatest risk of dust is when it is in product 
form (post processing) and has moisture level less than 6%. With wet processing. the ex-plant 
Nammuldi product may have a moisture content higher than 6%. With dry processing, there will 
be a greater risk of dust generation from the Marra Mamba ore than for other Hamersley ore 
types. As with most ores, if left in stockpiles for extended periods, the outer portion can crust 
and limit wind-blown dust. 

Impacts from tailings 
Depending on the processing option adopted, tailings are likely to have a low risk of causing 
dust. Due to its slurry form, tailings will not dust in operational areas but edge areas that dry out 
may be a source of dust during periods of high winds. However, experience with existing 
Hamersley tailings facilities indicates that little dust is generated. Marra Mamba waste dumps 
may be a source of some dust emissions until they are rehabilitated. 

The potential risk of dust from the central thickened discharge will be greater than that 
associated with the in-pit disposal. This results from the larger. more exposed open surface of 
the central thickened discharge storage compared with the tailings in the pits, plus the short term 
protection from winds afforded by the surrounding pit walls with in-pit disposal of tailings. 

A sbes!iformn fibres 

Recent drilling programs have encountered asbestiforni material that occurs naturally throughout 
the Pilbara. This material poses all occupational health hazard if inhaled. 

Asbestiform fibres have been encountered by drilling in waste material at the base of the Marra 
Mamha ore body; this material is below that which is targeted for mining. Fibrous material has 
been encountered in the mineralised Marra Mamba ore. but none contain asbestiform fibres (the 
principal hazard). Therefore, there is little risk that mining of the ore or handling of the 
overburden and waste rock will be a serious occupational health hazard. 

Product handling at Dampier 
The unloading, stockpiling, reclaiming and ship loading operations of the Marra Mamba product 
from this Project will be incorporated into Hamersley's Dampier operations. 
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Based on a recent assessment of the relative dustiness of Harnersicy products at Dampier, the 
Marandoo Fines and Marandoo Lump (both Marra Mamba ore), together with wet Paraburdoo 
Fines, were found to have little potential for dust generation relative to other ore types (Sinclair 
Knight Merz I 999a). This was determined following sampling of the various ores at the I -SE 
transfer station to quantify dust potential of the ores at the present railed moisture contents. On 
this basis, and with expected higher moisture content than for Marandoo ore, the incremental 
impact of this product on the Dampier airshed is anticipated to be minimal. 

A review of Hamersley's existing dust monitoring program in Dampier between 1993 and late 
1999 (Sinclair Knight Merz 1999b) concluded that: 

annual dust levels are typically in the range 4OigIm 3  to 55..tgIni3  at the two monitoring sites 
in Danipier. with Karratha experiencing similar levels 

exceedance of the 150ig/m3  level (the Kwinana limit) are typically low with two 
exceedances estimated to occur each year 

since 1995 (when iron analysis commenced) the annual average contribution from 
Hamersicy sources and the number of days with Thigh" contributions have shown a distinct 
downward trend 

dust levels vary between summer (higher dust levels) and winter (lower dust levels) and 
between wet and dry summers (eg 1997-98 was a very dry summer with more exceedances 
than with other years) 

Analysis of the initial 18 months of the PM data collected by the DEP at Hamersley's Training 
Centre indicate only one exceedance of the 50tgIm3  standard (Sinclair Knight Merz 1999b). 
This exceedance was attributed to a distant wildfire. 

The handling of the Marra Mamba product at Dampier from the Project will fit into the above 
context. 

4.9.4 Management 

The measures to be implemented to manage dust will include: 

unsealed work areas and access roads will be regularly sprayed with water using a water 
truck to control dust, while haul roads will be similarly sprayed during mining and pre-mine 
development 

water sprays will be fitted to the dump hoppers and crushing and screening plants (especially 
for above water table ore and for the crushing and screening processes) 

regular housekeeping will be undertaken to collect and remove material that may represent a 
potential dust source from around conveyors and loadinglunloading areas 



product stockpiles of Marra Mamba ore will be monitored to determine whether there is 
dusting and additional water will be applied if they become a source of dust 

personnel will be removed from mine pits in advance of blasting (high dust risk) for safety 
purposes 

Hamersley's standard asbestiforni fibre management procedures that meet the requirements 
of the DME will be implemented if ashestiform mincralisation is encountered during 
construction or mining 

other measures - minimising site disturbance, clearing only when required. progressive 
rehabilitation, establishment of green areas, reducing vehicle speeds/access in some areas 

At Dampier. dust control measures that are already in place will be used for handling the Project 
product when it arrives by rail. Existing water sprays fitted to ore handling equipment and 
conveyor transfers will be available for use during the train unloading and conveying operations. 
Water will be added to the product stream on stacking and out-loading operations, if required. 

Ore samples will be taken from the face of stockpiles formed with each incoming train. 
Sampling will assess moisture levels and allow for the determination of the requirements for 
additional water to be applied: the decision on whether more water is applied will weight up 
customer requirements and environmental conditions. Upon ship loading operations. water can 
be added after the ore passes the screening plant and before it enters the primary sampling point. 

Hamersley will be conducting further detailed test and analytical work to determine the handling 
characteristics of the Marra Mamba ore. This work will include a series of dust tests to 
determine the dust extinction moisture and associated characteristics. 

Any dust emissions arising from the Project products handling and stockpiling operations at 
Dampier will be monitored as part of Hamersley's existing dust monitoring network. Air 
emission standards that may apply to Dampier will cover the ore handling of the Marra Mamba 
product derived from the Project. 

4.9.5 Predicted outcome 

Construction and operation will generate some environmental dust, but with dust control 
measures, the impacts on the local dust levels will be minor. Mining of the above water table ore 
and dry processing of ore (with dry product) will represent the highest risk of dust. Existing dust 
control measures at Dampier will be applied, although other Marra Mamba ore from Marandoo 
and Paraburdoo wet fines are not significant sources of dust. 

4.10 GREENHOUSE GASES 

4.10.1 EPA Objectives 

Minimise greenhouse gas emissions for the project and i-educe emissions per unit of product to 
as low as reasonably practicable. 



Mitigate greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with the Framework Convention on Climate 
Change 1992, and in accordance with established Commonwealth and State policies. 

4.10.2 Potential impacts 

Greenhouse gases in the Earth's atmosphere play a role in maintaining global temperature by 
absorbing infra red radiation. The International Panel on Climate Change has determined that it 
is likely that increases in greenhouse gases are implicated in changes to the Earth's climate. 

In 1998. the Australian Government signed the Kyoto Protocol committing Australia to limit 
greenhouse gas emissions in the period 2008-2012 to 108% of 1990 emissions. The 
Government is yet to ratify the Protocol. 

For the current Project, the only relevant greenhouse gas is carbon dioxide (CO—). 

4.10.3 Predicted impacts 

Carbon dioxide emissions from the Project will be generated from: 

emissions of CO2 from decomposition of vegetation cleared and soil materials 

emissions of CO2 from the additional burning natural gas in power generation at Dampier 

emissions from the combustion of diesel fuel in train journeys from the mine to Dampier 

(not all train movements will be incremental, refer Section 2.7) 
emissions of CO2 in combustion products from diesel fuel and explosive used on site 

To partially offset the above emissions, there will be some Greenhouse sink capacity derived 
from the absorption of CO2 from vegetation that becomes established in rehabilitated areas, 
including the mine pits, waste dumps and tailings disposal areas. 

The predicted levels of CO2 emission from the Project calculated for the full production rate of 

20M1/a are provided in Table 4.9. This does not take account of offsets from Greenhouse sinks 
in rehabilitation areas. 

Table: 4.9 CO2 emissionsfrom various sources (at 20Mt/a production) 
Source I';mission Comment 

Vegetation clearing ôOkt CO. 
(2.0(X) ha 	StC/ha) 

Total emissions over project life, incurred mostl~, at 

Project start-up 
Power from Dampier 
(electricity_ from 

I OOki CO2/a Annual off-site emission 
_gas)  

Local emissions - diesel 
combustion. ANFO 

50kt CO./a Annual on-site emission 

Railing & Shipment of ore 50kt CO./a Annual off-site emission 

Project emissions at maximum production and railing levels will therefore be around 
200ktCO2/a. 

Contextual greenhouse emission productions (CO2 equivalents) are: 

Australia's total greenhouse gas emission in 1990 was 385Mt 
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Western Australia's resource industry emission predicted for 2010 is 39.8Mt 
the increase in Western Australia's resource industry emission for 1990-2010 is estimated to 
be 27.6Mt 

4.10.4 Management 

The EPA's interim guidance note on Minimising Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Environmental 
Protection Authority 1998) requires proponents to: 

estimate greenhouse gas emissions for each year of project operation 
estimate the effects of enhancement or loss of sinks 
indicate measures and technologies to be used to minimise emissions 
compare emissions from the project with similar established projects 
indicate if the project will be entered into the Australian Government's Greenhouse 
Challenge 

Meeting these criteria will also meet National and State Greenhouse Strategy requirements. 

I-lamersley's response to the above requirements is (in order): 

The annual greenhouse emissions of operating the project (estimated using techniques 
audited by the Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO) under Rio Tinto's participation in the 
Greenhouse Challenge) will rise from around 50 ktCO2/a to 200 ktCO2/a at full production. 

Clearing of vegetation for the Project will remove around 2.000ha of spinifex and shrubland 
over the life of the project. with most eventually revegetated. These ecosystems have a 
relatively low capacity for carbon sequestration. However, vegetation that does become 
established in rehabilitated areas (especially in the mine voids) will help offset some of the 
Greenhouse emissions over the life of the Project. 

The principal source of emissions is the conversion of fuel (gas and diesel) to energy. 
Reduction of emissions is thus most likely from either fuel switching or more efficient use of 
fuels/energy. In response to pressures for cost efficiencies and Hamersley's commitment to 
the Greenhouse Challenge, most of the operation has been optimised within a 'no regrets' 
framework. Significant technological opportunities investigated to date have been limited to 
using gas to replace diesel in the locomotive and truck fleet. Analysis suggests that this is not 
a practical option under present technology. Minimising greenhouse gas emissions will be 
considered further during project design and operation. Energy efficiency projects will be 
considered during project design. 

Project emissions have been estimated using comparable existing Harnersley operations 
which range between 9-12 kgCO2/t ore railed: other iron ore operations report similar 
figures. namely BHP 12kgCO2/t ore (BHP Iron Ore Pt)' Ltd 1997) and Robe River 10-
l3kgCO2/t ore (Robe River Mining Co Pt)' Ltd 1998). 

Through Rio Tinto Limited, Hamersley was a founding signatory of the Greenhouse Challenge 
and has taken an active role in Challenge programs since then. The Project will be incorporated 
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into this background. Therefore annual emissions will be recorded and reported to the AGO as 
well as any practical abatement projects. 

4.10.5 Predicted outcome 

The construction and operation of the Project will result in a net increase in the rate of 
Hamcrsley's CO2  production and will contribute to Australia's greenhouse -as emissions. 
However, the greenhouse gas emissions of iron ore mining are relatively small compared to 
more energy intensive industries. 

4.11 GROUNI) WATER QUALITY 

4.11.1 EPA Objective 

Maintain or improve the quality of groundwater to ensure that existing and potential uses, 
including ecosystem maintenance are protected. consistent with the draft WA Guidelines for 
Fresh and Marine Waters (EPA 1993) and the NHMRC/ARMCANZ Australian Drinking Water 
Guidelines - National Water Quality Management Strategy. 

4.11.2 Potential impacts 

Potential impacts may include: 

final voids below the surrounding water table can lead to increased salinity in groundwater 
through evaporation 

. 	seepage from tailings dams can enter groundwater 

pollutants from hydrocarbon storage or usage areas can enter the groundwater 

4.11.3 Predicted impacts 

Operational impacts 
The geology of the Jeerinah and Brockman formations, situated adjacent to the Nammuldi and 
Silvergrass deposits, is dominated by low permeability shales. Water quality within these 
formations is believed to he essentially the same as that found at Nammuldi. Groundwater 
quality will therefore not he affected by any inflow of significant quantities of poorer quality 
groundwater from adjacent hydrogeological units under dewatering conditions. 

The predicted impacts on surface water from the residual material from thickeners used during 
wet processing are addressed in Section 4.12.3. 

Leaks from bulk fuel tanks and significant spillages of hydrocarbon and chemicals have 
potential to contaminate groundwater, given sufficient volumes, time and ground conditions. 
Hydrocarbon management procedures in place at Harnersley mines make such an event unlikely. 
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Although the stratigraphic sequence (Section 3. I .2) includes Mount Sylvia and Mount McRac 
Shales (consisting of predominantly shale with minor BIF marker horizons), these are present in 
areas that will not be mined or disturbed as part of the Project. The West Angelas Member of the 
Wittenoom Formation (the lowest member) comprises highly weathered shales and clays, but 
there is no pyritic shale component. No other components of the stratigraphic sequence are 
pyrit ic. 

un pacts from discharges 
The quality of the water to be discharged during dewatering operations will be the same as that 
of the underlying groundwater. Some increase in salinity of water discharged to surface drainage 
(through evaporation/concentration) will be expected prior to its infiltration into the creek 
all uv i urn. 

J'ost mining impacts 
The greatest potential risk to local and regional groundwater quality is upon mine closure. 
Because mine voids will be filled to above pre-mine mean water table levels (with the risk of 
capillary rise to be taken into account during initial closure planning to determine final backfill 
levels), no exposed permanent pit lakes or groundwater sinks will develop (Section 4.7.3). The 
establishment of vegetation in mine pit floors will assist keep the post-mining water table 
lowered. With no exposed pit lakes of groundwater sinks, the risk of impacts on groundwater 
quality after mining ends will be reduced. 

There will be no significant changes to the long-term beneficial uses of groundwater resources in 
the area. Once groundwater levels have returned to their original levels, there will be no 
impediments to the use of the groundwater resource for whatever purpose it is intended. 

fin pacts from tailings 
The tailings will not contain significant contaminants. The central thickened discharge option 
will have little available water, whereas the in-pit disposal option will have higher available 
water. Decant water will be contained in ponds at the central thickened discharge facility and 
will remain in the pits for the in-pit disposal: decant will be used when required by the process 
plant. 

Given that the tailings will comprise fine clays, lirnonite and goethite washed from the ore and 
have only residual chemical materials from processing, the impact on groundwater quality will 
be minimal. Hamersley's existing conventional valley impoundment tailings storage facilities at 
Paraburdoo and Toni Price have not contaminated the groundwater in the area that can be 
attributed to the tailings facilities. 

4.11.4 Management 

The measures to be implemented to manage groundwater quality will include: 

filling pits to above the level of the pre-mine mean water table 

final backfill levels in pit voids will be assessed (as part of initial closure planning) and will 
take into account mean water table levels and capillary rise relationships to determine the 
optimum backfill height for each pit 
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monitoring the water quality of groundwater and surface flows from plant areas to identify 
whether there are any detrimental impacts 

managing hydrocarbons to ensure containment and treatment and preventing the release of 
pollutants 

implementing surface how measures to minimise pollution as outlined in Section 4.12.4 

There is no potential for acid rock drainage. SO the procedures for handling such material that are 
applied at some other Hamersley operations will not he required for this Project. 

4.11.5 Predicted outcome 

The impact on groundwater quality during mining will he minimal. The nature of the tailings to 
be stored will not contaminate the groundwater. The return of waste material into voids will 
prevent the formation of groundwater sinks or long term salinisation. 

4.12 SURFACE WATER QUALITY 

4.12.1 EPA Objective 

Maintain or improve the quality of surface water to ensure that existing and potential uses, 
including ecosystem maintenance are protected, consistent with the draft WA Guidelines for 
Fresh and Marine Waters (EPA 1993) and the NHMRC/ARMCANZ Australian Drinking Water 
Guidelines - National Water Quality Management Strategy, 

4.12.2 Potential impacts 

Discharges or releases from mine sites may contain hydrocarbons. nutrients, heavy metals. 
detergents and other contaminants that can result in adverse impacts on surface water quality in 
the receiving environment. The tailings storage facilities (in-pit disposal and central thickened 
discharge) may also affect the quality of surface runoff and the receiving environment. 

4.12.3 Predicted impacts 

Discharges of water will he limited to: 

dewatering discharges 
surface runoff from operations area 
discharges from tailings storage facilities 

The receiving environment at Nammuldi and Silvergrass contains no permanent water bodies 
into which surface run-off from the Project area will discharge. 
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Impactsfroin dewatering/discharges 
The groundwater to be abstracted and discharged as surface water will be the same quality as 
that provided in Appendix C. 

PPK Environment & Infrastructure (1999) note that towards the bottom of some pits. dewatering 
may be difficult and require in-pit sumps. Water from this source will be used for dust control in 
the mine pit and on haul roads. Excess water will be fed from the pit sump into out of pit 
containment basins to settle out any sediment load. Water from the basins will then be released 
into Caves Creek or other drainage lines. 

There will be no additions to (eg in-pit sump water) or treatment of water in the dewatering 
discharge pipeline that could affect water quality of surface water bodies. There is a low risk of 
adjacent hydrogeological units contributing poorer quality groundwater to that which is to be 
dewatered and discharged as surface water (refer Section 4.11.3). 

The target water quality criteria from surface discharges from the Project will be those stated in 
Table 2.1 of the Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council (1992) 
Australian Drinking Water Guidelines - National Water Quality Management Strategy. Where 
background levels in receiving waters exceeds the criteria in the guidelines, alternative criteria 
will have to be adopted. The DEP Licence normally specifies limits for key water quality criteria 
that are relevant to the prevailing site conditions. 

At Silvcrgrass. Caves Creek contains no permanent water body in the vicinity of the provisional 
discharge point (5km downstream) or that is sufficiently close that it will be adversely affected 
by dewatering discharges. Dewatering discharges into Caves Creek (and the drainage channels at 
Nammuldi) will create pools of water. The water quality of the pools will depend on inputs from 
cattle and other wildlife, on weather conditions and on the status of drying of the pools. In 
drying pools, the water quality will deteriorate, as would be expected: the water quality 
guidelines will be exceeded toward the end of the pool life. As pools dry, the water quality will 
become more saline, while E. co/i and nutrient levels may increase. 

The drying of pools created by discharges occurs naturally after major rainfall events within the 
Caves Creek catchment. The changes in water quality will reflect that which occurs as naturally 
created pools of water dry up. 

At Nammuldi, surface discharges from mine dewatering may cause some erosion (and increased 
turbidity) of areas immediately downstream during the initial discharge period. This will be 
alleviated through proper siting of the discharge outfall and the use of hard surfaces (existing 
rock or engineered structures such as rock-breaks). Ponds that form at and downslope of the 
discharge point will have water quality that varies over time, as described for Silvergrass. 

Impacts from surface runoff 
The main risk of nutrient enrichment or hydrocarbon contamination of surface water quality will 
arise from the ammonium nitrate shed and the bulk fuel storage (and dispensing facilities). 
These will be sited so that surface water from those areas is controlled. Surface water quality 
will be protected through nlinirnising the release of contaminated run-off. 
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Surface runoff from the Project area is likely to contain suspended solids material due to the 
amount of cleared areas. In large concentrations and without suitable controls, this can impact on 
the water quality of any existing water body and cause sedimentation of watercourses. Runoff 
from plant areas will pass through sedimentation basins designed to settle out suspended 
material prior to discharge off-site. 

Impacts from tailings storage facilities 
As previously stated, tailings from wet processing will comprise fine clays. limonite and goethite 
washed from the ore, plus a relatively small amount of residual material from thickeners. Most 
of the environmental risk from tailings is physical, with little potential for chemical pollution of 
surrounding land or groundwater. 

Tailings are not contaminated with toxic substances. Tailings water is normally relatively high in 
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) at about 1 l2OrngIL and is considered Class 3 water for 
agricultural use (ANZECC 1992). This is near the typical water quality for the Pilbara (local 
drinking water TDS is about 800nig/L, ranging to I000mg/L). 

The tiocculants and coagulants to be used (refer Section 2.5.1) are used elsewhere; Magnafloc 
800HP at Tom Price, Magnafloc 368 at Argyle and Magnafloc LT35 at portable water treatment 
plants in Sydney (pers. comm: Rio Tinto Research & Technology Development). 

A summary of the ecological and environmental implications of these flocculants and coagulants 
(extracted from Material Safety Data Sheets or Chem Alert Reports) is provided in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10 Environmental implications of I7occulants/coaulants to be used. 
Product Composition Ecological/environmental information Implications 

extracted from Material Safety Data Sheet 
or Chem Alert Report  

Magnafloc Nonionic Do not hush into surface water drains or Avoid spillages near waterways. 
8001W polyacrylamide sanitary sewer system. 96hr LC50 freshwater Project tailings storage areas are 

fish Brac/ivc/anio reri is expected to be located well away from major 
3571nwJ1- 48hr EC 	Dap/inia ,iia,ia is creek lines 
expected to be 21 2mg/L  

Magnafloc Anionic This product is not anticipated to cause Avoid spillages. Project tailings 
336 polvacrylaniide adverse effects to animals or plant life if storage areas are located well 

released to the environment in small away from major creek lines 
quantities._Not_  expected _to_hio-accumulate.  

Magnafloc Cationic Benzalkonium chloride derivativcs/quaternary If a large quantity is spilt into a 
368 polymer ammoniuni compounds are commonly used as river system, it will be detrimental 

disinfectants. indicating toxicity to micro- to fish present (pers comm: 
organisms. Benzalkonium chloride is toxic to Research & Technology 
trout above 2ppm. Development). Project tailings 

storage areas are located well 
away from major creek lines 

Magnafloc Cationic Do not allow product to enter surhice water or If a large quantity is spilt into a 
LT35 polymer sanitary sewer system. loxic to fish. lCS(  96hr river system. it will be detrimental 

<I Oppm. Although toxic to fish, this product is to fish present (pers comm: 
not expected to cause long term hariri to the Research & Technology 
aquatic environment as it is very quickly and Development). Project tailings 
irreversibly hound to naturally occurring storage areas are located well 
dissolved organic carbon and particulate away from major creek lines 
material. 
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Wet processing will use low dosages (20g/t) of the listed flocculant and coagulant in the process. 
This will i-educe the amount of such chemicals that will be contained in decant water or possibly 
surface run-off from tailings storage areas. Also, the siting of the tailings storage facilities (on 
the other side of the valley from Caves Creek and with little defined drainage connecting the 
Project area with Duck Creek) will help reduce the risk of contaminated runoff entering 
significant watercourses. 

The greatest risk to surface water quality from the liocculants and coagulants is from a major 
spillage of the chemicals directly into a running creek; this scenario will result in the probable 
loss of freshwater fish inhabiting the affected creek. Other than during transportation, this is not 
likely due to the setting of the tailings storage facilities relative to water courses. 

4.12.4 Management 

The measures to be implemented to manage surface water quality will include: 

Measures to minimise risks of contaminating water on-site- 
hulk fuel storage areas will be huiided and lined, with monitoring to determine any loss of 
containment 

washdown and oil spillage from the bulk fuel storage, workshop and service areas will drain 
into sumps and then an oil interceptor trap 

washdown and spillage from the crushing and screening building will pass through a holding 
dam from which hydi-ocarhons will be skimmed from the water surface 

waste oil will be collected and held in drums before collection by a contractor 

runoff from ammonium nitrate shed and bulk fuel and oil storage and dispensing facilities 
will be contained and ti-eated on-site prior to release 

clean and dirty water streams will be separated so that they can be handled in a different 
n-i an ncr 

Measures to contain contaminated water- 
sedimentation basins will be established to settle Out suspended material in surface runoff 
prior to being released 

surface runoff from areas with a low risk of contamination will be handled, treated and 
released separately from areas with a higher risk of contamination (eg mine, workshop. bulk 
fuel, plant areas), and off-site discharges from plant areas will be contained 

the water quality of surface water discharges from the plant/mine area at Silvergrass and 
Nammuldi will be monitored to verify that only water of an acceptable water quality is 
released 
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the central thickened discharge facility will have a pond at each end to contain surface runoff 
and decant water, while diversion drains will be established to divert natural runoff from 
mixing with water generated from the stored tailings 

• 	surface water runoff will be sampled and analysed for its water quality at established 
discharge points at Nammuldi and Silvergrass 

4.12.5 Predicted outcome 

The impact on surface water quality will be negligible. 

4.13 SOLID WASTES 

4.13.1 EPA Objective 

Ensure that wastes are contained and isolated from ground and surface water surrounds and 
treatment or collection does not result in long term impacts on the natural environment. 

4.13.2 Potential impacts 

Construction and operation activities generate waste materials, such as plastic, paper. wood, 
scrap metal, tyres. rubber, batteries and domestic solid (including putrescible) wastes. 

If not adequately handled, stored or disposed, this material can contaminate local soil, 
groundwater or surface waters. Contamination can arise from the escape of leachate containing 
elevated nutrients. Biological Oxygen Demand or heavy metals. Additional impacts from 
landfills can also include vermin, fire/snioke, pathogens, litter and greenhouse gas emissions. 

4.13.3 Predicted impacts 

Most material placed in the Project landfills will be inert. The low rainfall will help reduce 
leachate generation and subsequent movement toward the water table, as will the absence of 
nearby permanent surface water bodies. Landfills will be appropriately sited and managed, such 
that predicted impacts on groundwater or surface waters are anticipated to be minimal. 

There is negligible potential for Marra Mamha waste rock or ore to produce acid rock drainage. 
Geological mapping and drilling has not identified any geological formations that is pyritic and 
that will be mined (refer Section 4.11.3). 

4.13.4 Management 

The measures to be implemented to manage solid waste will include: 

Recycling- 
generation of waste material will be reduced, where it is practical to do so 
material that can be recycled or re-used will be separated from material that cannot 
recyclable material will be made available for Contractors to periodically collect 
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separate storage bays will be installed for wood, steel, batteries, plastics. tyres and drums 
less than 100 tyres will be stored at any one time (1996 Used Tvre Regulations) 
non-recyclahics will be placed in a landfill or a series of landfills 

Lan4fill siting- 
landfills will be sited SO that the base is at least 3m above groundwater level 
no landfill will be sited nearer than I 50m from Caves Creek or other surface water 

Landfill management and rehabilitation- 
deliberate burning of rubbish in the landfill will not be undertaken without DEP approval 
fencing will be installed around the landfill to exclude vermin and contain windblown litter 
exposed material (especially putrescibles) will be regularly covered with backfill 
landfills will be backfilled and rehabilitated when full 
backfilling will result in at least one metre of soil covering the top layer of waste 
replacement landfills will be made adjacent to the full one and within the fenced enclosure. 

The siting and operation of landfills will be outlined in Hamersley's Works Approval 
Application to the DEP. The operation of landfills will be covered under conditions of the DEP 
Works Approval and Licence issued for the Project. 

Management of the tailings area/s will be undertaken in accordance with the DME's Guidelines 
on the Safe Design and Operating Standards for Tailings Storage (Department of Minerals and 
Energy 1999). 

4.13.5 Predicted outcome 

The management of solid wastes will result in negligible environmental impacts. 

4.14 NOISE 

4.14.1 EPA Objective 

Protect the amenity of nearby residents from noise impacts resulting from activities associated 
with the proposal by ensuring that noise levels meet statutory requirements and acceptable 
standards. 

4.14.2 Potential impacts 

During construction, noise can be generated by carthnioving equipment, heavy haulage vehicles 
and by general assembly of infrastructure. During operations, noise can be generated by blasting. 
ore handling. ore processing, earthnioving machinery and from equipment such as motors. 
conveyors, compressors and workshops. 

The Nammuldi Camp is 5km from the Namniuldi plant and 3km from Pit E. The Village will be 
3.5km further east of the Nammuldi Camp. 1-Iamersley Station homestead is the nearest noise 
sensitive premises and is about 40km from Nammuldi and mining at Silvergrass. 
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Criteria for assessing environmental noise in Western Australia are specified in the 
Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations /997 that are being reviewed by the DEP. The 
Regulations prescribe "assigned noise levels" for noise-receiving locations. The assigned noise 
levels depend on the type of premises receiving the noise (co residential, commercial, industrial) 
and, for residential premises, on the time of day. 

The assigned noise levels are provided in Table 4.11. As there is no commercial or industrial 
zoning within 450rn of noise-sensitive premises and there are no major roads or secondary 
roads, the Influencing Factor will not apply. 

Table 4.11. Assigned noise levels 
Assigned_  noise _level _(dil)  

Premise type  L LA nim 

'soise sensitive eg residential 

(most sensitive Lime of 
35 

(plus Influencing Factor*") 

day/night)  

45 

(plus Influencing Factor*) 

55 

(plus Inhluencing Factor*) 

Commercial 60 75 50 

Industrial and Util liv 65 50 90 
L.5  to is it noise level not to be exceeded for more than l(F of the time. LA I isa noise level not to be exceeded for more than I of the time. LA 

is 0 noise level that is not to be exceeded at any time 
5 lnt1uencin Factor - considers the amount of industrial and commercial zoned land and the presence of major roads within it 450m radius 

around the noise receiver 

The Regulations also consider blasting noise. For daytime blasting (7am to 6pm. Monday to 
Saturday, except public holidays), the air blast levels received at any other premises must be less 
than 125dB L linear, peak for any blast and 120dB L linear, peak for nine in any 10 consecutive blasts, 
regardless of the interval between blasts. 

4.14.3 Predicted impacts 

Due to distance, Project-related noise will not impact on the nearest noise sensitive premises at 
Hamersicy Station homestead. 

Construction and operations will cause periodic increases in noise levels, but this will be similar 
to that associated with Brockman. The main source of noise will be from blasting which will be 
conducted during daylight hours. mostly Monday to Saturday. 

4.14.4 Management 

The measures to be implemented to manage noise will include: 

all personnel in areas subject to elevated noise levels will be supplied appropriate protective 
hearing equipment 

stand-by diesel generators will have sound-attenuation enclosures and will be sited at an 
appropriate distance from where people are present 

installed equipment will be designed to meet the current occupational noise standard 
(maximum noise level of 85dB IAI at one metre from the source) 
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4.14.5 Predicted outcome 

Project noise will have no impact at the Hamersley Station homestead. 

4.15 ABORIGINAL CULTURE AND HERITAGE 

4.15.1 EPA Objectives 

Ensure that the proposal complies with the requirements of the Aboriginal heritage Act 1972. 

Ensure that changes to the biological and physical environment resulting from the project do not 
adversely affect cultural associations with the area. 

4.15.2 Potential impacts 

Hamersley's Aboriginal Heritage Protocol states that sites or areas of particular significance to 
Aboriginal people are to be respected and protected. Preservation of such sites and their values is 
of considerable importance to Aboriginal people and for maintaining the richness and diversity 
of Australian culture. 

The Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 stipulates that no Aboriginal site can be disturbed without 
consent from the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. Aboriginal sites have been recorded in the 
Project area and some have the potential to be impacted by Project construction. 

4.15.3 Predicted impacts 

Impacts on ethnographic sites 
Aboriginal heritage site surveys indicate there are no ethnographic sites within the Nammuldi 
area, therefore no ethnographic sites will be impacted at Nammuldi. No ethnographic surveys 
have been undertaken at Silvergrass. but it is understood that some sites in the general area may 
be significant to the Eastern Gurama people. 

Impacts on archaeological sites 
Several archaeological sites in the Nammuldi Pit F area will be impacted by mining or are 
sufficiently close to mine pits that they are at some risk of being directly or indirectly impacted. 
Similarly, there are sites at Silvergrass that are at risk of impact from mining or infrastructure. 

The Pit F and Silvergrass sites that may be impacted are summarised in Table 4.12. 

Table 4.12 Aboriginal sites that may be impacted 
Reference Site type Size General location 
Pit F: 
NAM99- I Artcfact scatter I Urn x 20rn I 50m north of Pit F 
NAM99-2 Rock shelter tOni x 3m SOrn north of Pit F 
NAM99-3 Rock sheher 

Gnarnrna Hole 
I 2ni x 4m 
3m x 3m 

Within Pit F 

NAM99-4 Rock shelter ôOrn x 35iii About 200m north of Pit F 
NAM99-5 Artettct scattcr/Gnarnma l-lole II Urn x 70rn Within Pit F 
NAFvI99-6 Rock shelter 10111 x lOrn 250m north of Pit F 
NAM99-7 Rock shelter 4iii x ôm 250m north of Pit F 
NAM99-9 Artettct scatter I 5Orn x YOrn 250m north of Pit F 
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Reference site type Size General location 
NAM99- 10 Rock shelter I ôni x 9m About 250ni north of F'it E 
Ni\M99- II Rock shelter II in x 5m About 225m north of Pit F 
NAM99- 12 Rock shelter 30ni x 7m About 450iii north of Pit F 
Silvergrass:  
P077064 Burial site N/a 600m north-west of Valley Pit 
HSA I 2 Burial site N/a 550m norh-west of Valley Pit 
HSA 13 Burial site N/a 600m north-west of Valley Pit 
P00549 Eniravin N/a 1 .4km north-west of Valley Pit 

No archaeological sites exist within the surveyed area,, of Pit B or Pit C/D. Pit A is to be 
surveyed by mid 2000. 

En viro-cultural issues 
Specific information on enviro-cultural areas and the use of resources is confidential (Section 
3.3.4) so the predicted impact cannot be provided in the CER. It is understood that all 
components of the land are important to Eastern Gurama people and that no envito-cultural areas 
are more significant than others. Also, the type and variety of uses that a resource has does not 
influence the level of significance Eastern Gurama people place on that resource. 

Plants used by the Eastern Gurama people include Acacia aneura. Acacia xiphophvlla. Trioclia 
pun gens. Triodia it'iseana, Brachvchiton acununatu.s and some Eucalypt species. These plants 
occut-  within the Project area and some will be cleared: however, all are common locally and 
occur in the broader region. 

Sufficient areas contain these targeted species within the local area to enable the continued use 
of them by Eastern Gurama people. 

4.15.4 Management 

The measures to be implemented to manage Aboriginal culture and heritage issues will include: 

Aboriginal sit es- 
ethnographic surveys at Silvergrass and the transport corridor and archaeological surveys 
over those areas not already covered (Pit A. eastern area of Pit CID. Village, central 
thickened discharge facilities and the transport corridor) will be undertaken in co-operation 
with Maliwartu prior to ground disturbance and once an agreed protocol for conducting 
heritage surveys has been developed 

the findings of archaeological and ethnographic surveys completed and those of planned 
surveys in the Project area will be forwarded to the Aboriginal Affairs Department for the 
registration of identified sites 

consultation with Maliwartu will take place regarding all Aboriginal sites within or in 
proximity to the Project prior to any Section 18 application 
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if any Aboriginal site is required to be disturbed for the Project, a written application (under 
Section 18 of the Aboriginal Herilage Act 1972) will be made to the Aboriginal Cultural 
Materials Committee for consent by the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs 

any new Aboriginal site identified during construction and operation will be reported to 
Hamersley's Aboriginal Training and Liaison department for assessment and notification to 
Maliwartu and the Aboriginal Affairs Department 

workforce induction programs will include Aboriginal cultural and heritage issues 

Cultural and economic issues- 
the current economic. employment and training opportunities and cultural programs (refer 
Section 3.2) will continue to be made available to Eastern Gurama people 

in collaboration with Aboriginal communities, further efforts will be made to explore 
potential opportunities for programs to further address their education, training, employment, 
enterprise development and community development needs 

work with Maliwartu will continue to determine particular opportunities that may arise from 
the Project 

Enviro-cultural issues- 
0 

	

	a greater understanding of enviro-cultural issues will be sought by Hamersicy (with guidance 
by Aboriginal people) so as to better appreciate resource utilisation patterns and to improve 
future planning 

4.15.5 Predicted outcome 

Based on completed surveys, the Project is likely to have a minimal impact on Aboriginal 
culture and heritage: however, depending on the outcome of additional surveys to be undertaken 
this may change. 

Commitment 12: Additional surveys - Aboriginal sites (refer Table 5.1) 
Hamersley will involve the Maliwartu Aboriginal Corporation in additional archaeological 
and ethnographic surveys to identify sites, and their significance, within the Project area that 
are likely to be disturbed 

Commitment 13: Mechanism for future Aboriginal site surveys (refer Table 5.1) 
Additional Aboriginal site surveys will be undertaken in accordance with a heritage survey 
protocol that is to be agreed with the Maliwartu Aboriginal Corporation through the 
establishment of a Land Use Agreement 

Commitment 14: Consultation on Section 18 application (refer Table 5.1) 
!-lamersley will cons tilt with (lie Maliwartu Aboriginal Corporation and Eastern Gurama 
Elders on Aboriginal sites in the Project area before any Section 18 application is developed 
in keeping with an agreed protocol 
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Commitment 15: Submission of Section 18 application (refer Table 5.1) 
Ham eicley will make a written application to the Aboriginal Cultural Materials Cumin ittee 
(for subsequent consent by the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) if any identified Aboriginal 
site in the Project area is required to be disturbed 

Commitment 16: Aboriginal social and cultural issues associated with the environment (refer 
Table 5.1) 
Ham ersley will consult with the Maliwartu Aboriginal Corporation (and the Native Title 
Claimants it represents) to identify and assess any social and cultural aspects qf the physical 
and biological environment impacted. This will be addressed through the establishment of a 
Land Use Agreement. 
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5. 	SUMMARY OF COMMITMENTS 

The environmental commitments made by Hamersley for this Project are provided in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Summary of environmental coin in itments 
Commitment Objective Action Phase Sign-ott Compliance 

(advice_from)  
Commitment 1: Environmental Management Plan (EMP)  
Hainersicy will Prepare and implement an EMP for the Project that will out! inc Manage environmental Develop and Prior to DEP I M 1' 
the: impacts of the Project implement EMP cons(ruction ( l)ME. WRC. developed 

environmental pertormance obpectives for relevant environmental lactoi's: to manage the CALM) 
management of environmental impacts from construction and operation: Project 
monitorinC of key environmental aspects: 
reporting and and iting procedures 

1 he F.M11  will he prepared in consultation with relevant Government agencies and 
will he subjected to a targeted public review. 
Commitment 2: Environmental Management System  
I lamersley will develop and subsequently implement an Environmental Manage environmental l)evelop and Prior to l)NP EMS 
Management System for the Project that incorporates the lollowing elements: impacts of the Project implement the commissioning developed and 

environmental policy and associated corporate commitment and fulfil requirements of EMS (the EMP will implemented 
mechanisms and processes to ensure all Project commitments be used during 

- planning to meet environmental ie(I iii renients and conditions construction) 
- implementation and operation of actions to meet environmental 
requirements 
- measurement and evaluation of city i romunental performance 
- review and improvement of environmental outcomes 

Commitment 3: Annual Environmental Reporting  
Flamersley will i net tide the Project in its consolidated annual and triennial Report omi the Prepare and By 30 March DR 1) Submission of 
environmental reporting to Government once construction conunences environmental submit annual each year ( I)EP. l)M E. AER each 

performance of the environmental WRC. CA! M) year 
Project and its report 
compliance status will) 
environmental 
requi renlents 

Commitment 4: Closure l'lan 
l-lainersley will prepare a detailed closure plan for the Project. Ihe plan will Prepare a detailed l)evelop plan Within two DEP Closure plan 
addm'ess closure actions to be taken toward: closure plan for the years of Project ( l)ME. WRC) approved by 

mine voids decommissioning and commissioning the t)EP 
waste dumps rehabilitation oft lie 

0 	tailings storage facilities Project  



Commitment Objective Action Phase Sign-off Compliance 
(advice from)  

transport linkage between Silvergrass and Namniuldi 

pn)ceSSiIig plants 
associated infrastructure 

and will provide the basis for the development ol an eventual 'walk-away' cksure 
strategy for the Project. AS part of this closure plan. liiiaf backfill levels in pit 
voids will be assessed, taking account of mean water table levels and capillary risc 
relationships.  

Commitment 5: Additional surveys - biological  
l-lamerslev will undertake additional bioloiiieal (flora, vegetation and fauna) Identify and assess the Undertake Prior to I)EP ('oinpletion 
surveys of those areas not already surveyed where Project inl'rastruct ure is envi ronniental impacts of additional construct ion (CALM) and reporting 
planned. such as the liii Ii ngs storage facility (central thickened discharge area). the development in areas not required of additional 
Villace and the power line from the Dampier - Toni Price tine already surveyed biological biological 

surveys surveys 

Commitment 6: Riverine vegetation monitoring  
l-lanierslev will develop and implement a riverine monitoring program to Assess and report on the Monitor status All DFP Completion of 
determine the extent of any impacts on vegetation that may occur as a result of extent of,  any impacts of) of riverine ((Al M. monitoring 
dewaterimig the Silvergrass mine pits and from mine dewatering discharges into vegetation along Caves vegetation WRC) 
Caves Creek Creek 

Commitment 7: Rare Fauna  
I laniersley will prepare and implement a management plan for the Ghost Bat as Manage Ghost Bat and Prepare and Prior to DEP Plans 
part of the EMP. plus any fauna species that are present in the Project area which future listed implement construction/As (CALM) approved and 
may be listed in future revisions of the \Vestern Australian Rare and Endangered Rare/Endangered fauna management required implemented 
List or the Commonwealth Critically Endangered List, species plans  

Commitment 8: Stygofauna  

l-lamersley will piepale and implement a co-ordinated program of stygolauna Understand the Undertake All l)l'P Completion of 
sampling within and around the Project area to improve the current understanding distribution and sampling ( WAM, sampling 
of stygofauna that occur in the Pilbara population clynanmics of CALM) 

St 	)tauna ppdi I at ion 
and share the lndiiigs 
with t he genera I me search 
comuinu nity I 



Commitment Objective Action Phase Sign-ott ( ompliance 
(advice_from)  

Commitment 9: Caves Creek stream flow 
I laiiierslev will rirorn tor stream flows iii ( 'ayes Creek and make the data available liriprove understand i rig Establish Pre-corist ruct loll 1)1 	l Data obtar ned 
to the Water and Rivets Commission of Caves Creek Ilow rnotrrtorrne Ongoing (WRC) 

facilities 
Commitment _10:_Groundwater_monitoring_  and _modelling  
I Ianierslev will prepare and implenient a groundwater monitoring plan (incIudin Iniprove confidence in l'repare plans. Ongoing Dli' Relned 
mon itori nr water levels n Pa ma Springs ) and 	rcorporate the outcomes to the predict ye mode lh rig collect data and ( 'NRC) tin n rerical 
improve the groundwater modelling Predictions and dewatering strategy revisit model  rnodellmg 
Commitment II: Recharge options  
H arnerslev will i rivest igate t he feasibility of groundwater recharge opt ions at Opt ira ise recharge 10 Conduct Ongoing Dl P Completion o I.  
N ammo 1(11 far handling water generated I torn miii tie dewateri ng that will otherwise local and regional recharge ( W RC) studies 
be discharged via surface drainage rquilems feasibility 

studies 
Commitment 12: Additional surveys - Aboriginal sites 
I larirerslev will involve the Maliwartir Aboriginal Corporation in additional Identify any heritage Undertake Prior to I)AA Additional 
archaeological arid ethnographic surveys to identify sites, and their significance. site,, iii those areas not additional construction surveys 
wit hi tithe Project area t rat are I ikelv to be di st tithed a I ready surveyed surveys  conducted 
Commitment 13: Mechanism for future Aboriginal site surveys  
Additional Aboriginal site surveys will be undertaken in accordance with a Agree oil a survey Establish survey Prior to i-iarmnersley/ Agreed 
heritage survey protocol that is to be agreed wit Ii I lie Mali wartu Aboriginal protocol protocol corist ruct ion Ma Ii Wa it ii protocol in 
Corporation through the establ ishrrient of a I arid I. tse Agreement  place 
Commitment 14: Consultation on Section 18 application  
I lanierslev will corisu It with t lie Mali wart u Aboriginal Corporation arid Eastern Consult with I lie Conduct Prior to I -laniersley/ Project design 
Guramna Elders on Aboriginal sites in tire Project area hefare any Sect ion Is Mil iwart u Aboriginal mean i rig lu I construct ion Mil iwartu inillinlises 
application is developed in keeping with an agreed protocol (orporat ion on sites consultation i nipact oil sites 
Commitment 15: Submission of' Section 18 application  
I Iarrierslev will iriake a \vritten application to the Aboriginal Cultural Materials OhMill consent to disturb Submit writicii Prior to I)AA Consent issued 
( 'ornm I nec (for suhseq uent consent by t lie Ni i riister for Aboriginal Affa i is t if any nonii riated Aborig i iral application construct ion 1w Mimi ister 
ident i lied Aboriginal site iii tIre Project area is required to be disturbed sites 
Commitment 16: Aboriginal social and cultural issues associated with the 
environment 
i-Iamerslev will conisu It with the Mali wart ii Aborig i nial ('orponat ion 	(and tire Obtain ag reernent with Negotiate Land Prior to I lariierslev/ Reg 1 st rat ion 
Native Title Claimants it represents) to identify arid assess any social arid cii It oral t lie Native Tit he Use Agreernerit const rucl ion Mrl i wartu with N NI I 
aspects of t lie physica I and biological errvironmeiit impacted. lii is will be Cl:ni tnants 
addressed__through_tIre establishment ot a I _ati(I I ise__Agreetrient 
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ABBREVIATIONS, UNITS AND GLOSSARY 

Abbreviations 
AAD Aboriginal AiThirs Department 
AHD Australian Height Datum (roughly relative to sea level) 
ANFO Animonium Nitrate Fuel Oil 
ANZECC Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council 
B IF Brockman Iron Formation 
CALM Department of Conservation and Land Management 
CER Consultative Environmental Review 
CPR Central Pilbara Railway 
DEP Department of Environmental Protection 
DME Department of Minerals and Energy 
DRD Department of Resources Development 
EPA Environmental Protection Authority 
MM Marra Mamba 
NEPM National Environmental Protection Measure 
TDS Total Dissolved Solids 
WRC Water and Rivers Commission 

Units 
cm centimetre 1gJm microgram per cubic metre 
CO carbon dioxide mAHD metre above Australian I leight Datum 

CO21a carbon dioxide per annum mBOL nietre below ground level 
dB decibel m/d metre per day 
dB(A) decibels A weighted mg/L milligram per litre 
g/t gram per tonne mg/rn niilligrani per cubic metre 
ha hectare tiim millimetre 
kgCO2It kilogram of carbon dioxide per tonne mRL metre reduced level 
km kilometre ML megalitre 
km2  square kilometre ML1d megalitre per day 
kt kilotonne Mt million tonne 
kV kilo volt Mt/ti million tonne per annum 
L litre t tonne 
ni metre t/nr' tonne per cubic metre 
nr square metre w:o waste to ore ratio 
10s cubic metre per second (4 percent 
m3id cubic metre per day °C degrees Celsius 
III/a metre per annum 

Glossary 

Abstraction/dewatering 	Removal of groundwater from aquiler system 

Alluvial 	 Materials transported and deposited by the action of rivers or streams, in recent geological times 

Anticlinical structure 	i\ ridge or fold of stratified rock in which the strata slope down from the crest 

Aquifer 	 A permeable rock lormation which stores and transmits groundwater 

Ashestilörni 	 Having a Fibre-like crystal form similar to that of asbestos minerals eg chrysolite or crocidolite 

Banded Iron Forniation 	Tabular rock body usually consisting of alternating hands of quartz and iron rich minerals 

Borelield 	 Series of holes that are drilled into an aquifer for the purpose ol withdrawmg water 

Buiid 	 An earth, rock or concrete wall constructed to prevent the inflow or outflow of liquids 

Catchnient 	 Surface area from which runoff flows to a river or any other collecting reservoir 

Confluence 	 Joining of two or more drainage systems 



Copepod Any small aquatic crustacean of the class Copepoda 

Cut-to-till Vhere material from cuts is used in areas needine 1111 —resultin 	in hat terrain for infrastructure 

Dendritic Type of drainage pattern which has lmnmg-out appearance 

Ephemeral Water course that flows on only few occasions in a year 

Detrital Material derived from the weathering of pre-existing rocks 

Fines That portion of iron ore product that is sized less than 6iiim 

Gocihite An iron mineral consistini of oxides and hydroxides or iron 

Hydrogeology The geology of groundwater 

Hydraulic gradient Slope of the water table over distance Change I static head per unit of distance in a given direction 

Impermeable Material that does not allow a particular substance to pass through it 

Lump That portion of iron ore product that is sized greater than 6nim 

Marra Mamba Stratigraphic name of oldest handed iron formation of the Hanierslcy Group of sedimentary rocks 

Mineralisation The outcome of the introduction of valuable elements into rock material 

Overburden Soil and rock overlying a mineral deposit that must he removed heibre the deposit can he mined 

Permeability The extent to which fluids can pass through rock 

Potable water Fresh and marginal water generally considered suitable for human consumption 

Putrescible Vaste material that has potential to rot, such as food matter 

Recharge The process where water penetrates soil to it temporary or permanently saturated zone 

Riverine 1-lahitat around large drainage lines 

Stratigraphic Formation. composition and occurrence of stratified rocks 

Storativity Volume of water an aquifer can release from or takes into storage per unit surface area 

Stripping ratio The ratio of overburden to ore mined 

Stvgofauna Mostly invertebrates that are adapted to inhabiting subterranean aquatic environments 

Tailings Material remaining after the processing of ground/crushed ore 

Through-blow /\mount of water that passes through a given area 

Thrust fault A reverse titult of low angle. with older strata displaced horizontally over newer 

Transmissivity Rate of water can he transmitted through material 

Void An open structure or pit that remains alter ore has been removed by mining 

Water table Top surface of the groundwater. whether above or below ground level 
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Nammuldi Trial Operation (Lens C) approved 
- commitment to refer development of the Project 

Hamersley refers proposal 

Decision by EPA on level of assessment (CER)* 

EPA advises Hamersley of level of assessment 

EPA issues final guidelines 

Hamersley prepares CER documentation 

EPA examines documentation for suitability for public review 

Public review period (4 weeks) 

EPA summarises issues raised in submissions received 

Hamersley responds to DEP on issues raised 

EPA undertakes assessment and publishes report and recommendations* 

Minister decides on approval and sets environmental conditions** 

I 	I Current stage 	Point at which appeal may be lodged 
Appeal by proponent only 

Figure 5 Environmental assessment process 
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Environmental Protection Authority 
Guidelines 

NAMMULDIJSILVERGRASS IRON ORE PROJECT, 55 KM 
NORTH-WEST OF TOM PRICE 

(Assessment Number 1247) 

Part A 	 Specific Guidelines for the preparation of the 
Consultative Environmental Review 

Part B 	 Generic Guidelines for the preparation of an 
environmental review document 

Attachment 1 	Example of the invitation to make a submission 

Attachment 2 	Advertising the environmental review 

Attachment 3 	Regional location map 

Attachment 4 	Nammuldi/Silvergrass deposits figure 

These guidelines are provided for the preparation of the proponent's environmental review 
document. The specific environmental factors to be addressed are identified in Part A. The 
generic guidelines for the format of an environmental review document are provided in Part B. 

The environmental review document must address all elements of 
Part 'A' and Part 'B' of these guidelines prior to approval being 
given to commence the public review. 



Part A - Specific Guidelines 

Part A: Specific Guidelines for the preparation of the 
Consultative Environmental Review 

1. The proposal 

Hamersley Iron Pty Limited (the prOponent) intends to develop two iron ore deposits near its 
current Brockman No. 2 iron ore mine, 65 km north-west of Tom Price. The proposed project 
areas are indicated on the attached plan (Attachment 3). 

Hamersley proposes to mine the NammuldilSilvergrass deposits shown in Attachment 4. The 
deposits contain Marra Mamba ore, plus some separate detrital ore that is to be included as a 
secondary resource. The existing Brockman No. 2 loadout facilities and rail spur would be 
utilised where prcticable to transport the ore from the mine. Some modifications to the rail 
loop and/or additional load-out facilities may be required. 

Both deposits will involve mining below the water table, with approximately 80% of the 
mineable Marra Mamba ore being below the watertable. Therefore a substantial dewatering 
operation will be required during mining. 

High stripping ratios will result in significant volumes of waste rock. Hamersley intends to 
backfill much of the waste rock into the mine voids to at least the height of the original water 
table in each pit. 

Ore from the two mines will be hauled by road/rail to a processing plant at either Nammuldi or 
Brockman No. 2. Processing will involve crushing and screening and may include some form 
of beneficiation. Should a wet processing option be selected, tailings would report to either an 
existing Brockman No. 2 void, or alternatively, a constructed tailings storage facility. 

Could you please supply the project officer with an electronic copy of the document for use on 
Macintosh, Microsoft Word Version 6, and any scanned figures. Where possible, figures 
should be reproducible in a black and white format. 

1 



Part A - Specific Guidelines 

2. Environmental factors relevant to this proposal 
At this preliminary stage, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) believes the relevant 
environmental factors, objectives and work required is as detailed in the table below: 

CONTENT SCOPE OF WORK 

Factor Site 	specific EPA objective Work required for the 
factor environmental review 

BIOPHYSICAL 

Terrestrial Flora Vegetation Maintain the abundance and 	- Baseline studies to identify 
communities diversity of species, and existing vegetation 

geographic distribution and communities. 
productivity of vegetation Assessment of potential impacts 
communities. (direct and indirect) on vegetation 

communities as a result of 
mining activities and 
infrastructure. If there exists the 
potential for impacts on Mulga 
communities, then reference 
should be made to the draft 
Central Pilbara Mulga Study. 

Proposed measures to manage 
impacts. 

The following EPA Guidance for 
the Assessment of 
Environmental Factors may also 
be relevant to this proposal in 
regard to this factor: 

No. 5 "Rangelands (State) 
Protection" 

Declared Rare and Protect Declared Rare and Baseline studies to identify any 
Priority Flora Priority Flora, consistent with Declared Rare and/or Priority 

the provisions of the Wildlife Flora. 
Conservation Act 1950. Assessment of potential impacts 

(direct and indirect) on vegetation 
communities as a result of - mining activities and 
infrastructure. 

Proposed measures to manage 
impacts 

2 



Part A - Specific Guidelines 

Terrestrial Fauna Maintain the abundance, species Baseline studies to identify 
diversity and geographical existing terrestrial fauna 
distribution of terrestrial fauna. throughout the areas to be 

affected by the proposal. 

Assessment of potential impacts 
(direct and indirect) on terrestrial 
fauna as a result of mining and 
associated activities. 

Proposed measures to manage 
impacts. 

The following EPA Guidance for 
the Assessment of 
Environmental Factors may also 
be relevant to this proposal in 
regard to this factor: 

No. 5 "Rangelands (State) 
Protection" 

Specially Protected Protect Specially Protected Baseline studies to identify 
(Threatened) Fauna (Threatened) Fauna, consistent Specially Protected (Threatened) 

with the provisions of the Fauna which may be found 
Wildlife Conservation Act 1950. within the areas to be affected by 

the proposal. 

Assessment of potential impacts 
(direct and indirect) on terrestrial 
fauna as a result of mining and 
associated activities. 

Proposed measures to manage 
impacts. 

Subterranean Fauna Ensure that subterranean Baseline studies to determine the 
fauna are adequately protected, likelihood of subterranean fauna 
in accordance with the living within the project area or 
Wildlife Conservation Act areas which could be affected by 
1950; proposed operations. This will 

Maintain the abundance, require identification of potential 

diversity and geographical subterranean fauna habitats in the 

distribution of subterranean areas to be affected by the 

fauna; and proposal. 

(iii)Improve our understanding of Assessment of potential impacts 

subterranean fauna through (direct and indirect) on 

appropriate research including subterranean fauna as a result of 

sampling, identification and mining and associated activities. 

documentation. Proposed measures to manage 
impacts. 



Part A - Specific Guidelines 

Watercourses Maintain the integrity, functions Baseline studies to identify 
and environmental values of watercourses, and types of 
watercourses. surface water flow throughout 

the areas to be affected by the 
proposal. Description of 
proposed dewatering operations. 

Assessment of the potential 
impacts on surface water flow 
rates, drainage patterns, sediment 
transport, riparian vegetation, 
and pools, as a result of mining 
and associated activities. 

Assessment of the potential for 
increased erosion over the 
minesite as a result of 
earthworks and changes to 
surface water patterns. 

Proposed measures to manage 
impacts. 

Groundwater Maintain the quantity of Details of the hydrogeological 
groundwater so that existing and systems of the project area, 
potential uses, including existing beneficial uses of 
ecosystem maintenance, are groundwater (including 
protected. ecosystem maintenance), and the 

proposed dewatering operations. 

Assessment of the potential 
short-term and long-term impacts 
on groundwater systems as a 
result of below-the-watertable 
mining. 

Proposed measures to manage 
impacts. 

The following EPA Guidance for 
the Assessment of 
Environmental Factors may also 
be relevant to this proposal in 
regard to this factor: 

No. 48 "Groundwater 
Environmental Management 
Areas" 

Landform Ensure that, as far as is Assessment of potential impacts 
practicable, the post-mining of the proposal on existing 
landform is stable, and is landforms. 
integrated into the surrounding Evaluation of the landscape 
environment, values of the project area and 

how these will be affected by the 
proposal. 

Details of measures proposed to 
rehabilitate the impacted areas to 
an acceptable standard and which 
will integrate the post mining 
landform with the surrounding 
environment. 



Part A - Specific Guidelines 

POLLUTION MANAGEMENT 

Particulates / Dust Ensure that particulate/dust Identification of sources of 
emissions, both individually particulates/dust and estimates of 
and cumulatively, meet project-wide emissions. 
appropriate criteria and do not Analysis of the significance of 
cause an environmental or these emissions with regard to 
human health problem; and human health and environmental 
Use all reasonable and impacts, in particular, impacts 
practicable measures to on vegetation. 
minimise the discharge of Proposed measures to manage 
particulates/dust. potential impacts. 

Greenhouse gases to minimise greenhouse gas Details of potential sources of 
emissions for the project and greenhouse gases and estimates 
reduce emissions per unit of the quantities of these gases 
product to as low as produced annually. 
reasonably practicable; and Proposed measures to minimise 
to mitigate greenhouse gases greenhouse gas emissions. 
emissions in accordance with (Refer to EPA Interim Guidance 
the Framework Convention for the Assessment of 
on Climate Change 1992, Environmental Factors No. 12, 
and in accordance with Minimising Greenhouse Gases.) 
established Commonwealth 
and State_policies.  

Groundwater quality Maintain or improve the quality Details of the existing water 
of groundwater to ensure that quality of groundwater aquifers. 
existing and potential uses, Identification of potential sources 
including ecosystem maintenance of contamination associated with 
are protected, consistent with the the proposal, details of the 
draft WA Guidelines for Fresh dewatering operation, and a 
and Marine Waters (EPA, 1993) description of the long-term 
and the NHMRC / ARMCANZ closure plans for the final pit 
Australian Drinking Water voids. 
Guidelines - National Water 
Quality Management Strategy. Assessment of the potential 

impacts on groundwater quality, 
including assessment of the 
potential short-term and long- 
term impacts on groundwater 
quality, particularly as a result of 
below-the-watertable mining. 

Proposed measures to manage 
impacts. 

Surface water Maintain or improve the quality Details of Site drainage, 
quality of surface water to ensure that hydrocarbon use, dewatering, and 

existing and potential uses, fate of water used/pumped. 
including ecosystem maintenance Assessment of the implications 
are protected, consistent with the this may have on local surface 
draft WA Guidelines for Fresh water quality. 
and Marine Waters (EPA, 1993) 
and the NHMRC / ARMCANZ Proposed measures to manage 

Australian Drinking Water impacts. 

Guidelines - National Water 
Quality Management Strategy. 
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Solid waste 	 Ensure that wastes are contained 
and isolated from ground and 
surface water surrounds and 
treatment or collection does not 
result in long term impacts on 
the natural environment. 

Noise 
	

Protect the amenity of nearby 
residents from noise impacts 
resulting from activities 
associated with the proposal by 
ensuring that noise levels meet 
statutory requirements and 
acceptable standards. 

Details of the composition and 
storage of all solid wastes, in 
particular, details on the 
proposed disposal of tailings. 

Potential for waste rock to 
generate acid mine drainage. 

Assessment of the implications 
this may have on groundwater 
quality. 

Proposed measures to manage 
impacts. 

Estimate the potential increase in 
noise resulting from the 
construction and operation of the 
project. 

Comparison of estimates with 
relevant standards and limits. 

SOCIAL SURROUNDINGS 

Culture and 	Aboriginal culture 
Heritage 	 I and heritage 

Ensure that the proposal 
complies with the requirements 
of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 
1972; and 

Ensure that changes to the 
biological and physical 
environment resulting from the 
project do not adversely affect 
cultural associations with the 
area 

Identify Aboriginal cultural and 
heritage sites of significance 
through archaeological and 
ethnographic surveys of the 
project area and through 
consultation with local 
Aboriginal groups and the 
Aboriginal Affairs Department. 

Consult with the Aboriginal 
people of the area to determine 
potential impacts of the proposal 
on cultural associations with the 
project area. 

Proposed measures to manage 
impacts. 

These factors should be addressed within the environmental review document for the public to 
consider and make comment to the EPA. The EPA expects to address these factors in its report 
to the Minister for the Environment. 

The EPA expects the proponent to take due care in ensuring any other relevant environmental 
factors which may be of interest to the public are addressed. 



Part A - Specific Guidelines 

3. Availability of the environmental review 
3.1 Copies for distribution free of charge 

Supplied to DEP: 

Library/Information Centre.................................9 
EPA members................................................6 
Officers of the DEP (Perth) ................................6 

Distributed by the proponent to: 

Government departments 	• Department of Conservation and Land 
Management..................................................2 
Department of Minerals and Energy.......................2 
Department of Resources Development...................1 
Pollution Prevention Division, 
Department of Environmental 
Protection.....................................................1 
Pilbara Regional Office, Department of 
Environmental Protection...................................2 
Aboriginal Affairs Department ............................. 1 
Water and Rivers Commission ............................2 
Environment Australia ...................................... 1 
Western Australian Museum ............................... 1 
Water Corporation ........................................... 1 
Pilbara Development Commission ........................1 

Local government authorities 	• Shire of Ashburton..........................................2 

Libraries 	 • 	J S Battye Library...........................................3 

Other 	 • Conservation Council of WA..............................1 
Innawonga Aboriginal Corporation ....................... 1 
Wakathuni Aboriginal Corporation........................1 

3.2 Available for public viewing 

J S Battye Library; 
Department of Environmental Protection Library; and 
Pilbara Regional Office, Department of Environmental Protection 
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Part B - Generic Guidelines 

Part B: Generic Guidelines for the preparation of an 
environmental review document 

1. Overview 
All environmental reviews have the objective of protecting the environment. Environmental 
impact assessment is deliberately a public process in order to obtain broad ranging advice. The 
review requires the proponent to describe: 

the proposal; 

receiving environment; 

potential impacts of the proposal on factors of the environment; and 

proposed management strategies to ensure those environmental factors are appropriately 
protected. 

Throughout the assessment process it is the objective of the Environmental Protection Authority 
(EPA) to help the proponent to improve the proposal so the environment is protected. The DEP 
will co-ordinate, on behalf of the EPA, relevant government agencies and the public in 
providing advice about environmental matters during the assessment of the environmental 
review for this proposal. 

The primary purpose of the environmental review is to provide information on the proposal 
within the local and regional framework to the EPA, with the aim of emphasising how the 
proposal may impact the relevant environmental factors and how those impacts may be 
mitigated and managed. 

The language used in the body of the environmental review should be kept simple and concise, 
considering the audience includes non-technical people, and any extensive, technical detail 
should either be referenced or appended to the environmental review. It should be noted that 
the environmental review will form the legal basis of the Minister for the Environment's 
approval of the proposal and therefore the environmental review should include a description of 
all the main and ancillary components of the proposal, including options where relevant. 

Information used to reach conclusions should be properly referenced, including personal 
communications. Such information should not be misleading or presented in a way that could 
be construed to mislead readers. Assessments of the significance of an impact should be 
soundly based rather than unsubstantiated opinion, and each assessment should lead to a 
discussion of the management of the environmental factor. 

2. Objectives of the environmental review 
The objectives of the environmental review are to: 

place this proposal in the context of the local and regional environment; 

adequately describe all components of the proposal, so that the Minister for the Environment 
can consider approval of a well-defined project; 

provide the basis of the proponent's environmental management program, which shows that 
the environmental impacts resulting from the proposal, including cumulative impact, can be 
acceptably managed; and 

1 



Part B - Generic Guidelines 

communicate clearly with the public (including government agencies), so that the EPA can 
obtain informed public comment to assist in providing advice to government. 

3. Environmental management 
The EPA expects the proponent to have in place an environmental management system 
appropriate to the scale and impacts of the proposal including provisions for performance 
review and a commitment to continuous improvement. The system may be integrated with 
quality and health and safety systems and should include the following elements: 

environmental policy and commitment; 

planning of environmental requirements; 

implementation and operation of environmental requirements; 

measurement and evaluation of environmental performance; 

review and improvement of environmental outcomes. 

A description of the proposed environmental management system should be included in the 
environmental review documentation. If appropriate, the documentation can be incorporated 
into a formal environmental management system (such as AS/NZS Iso 14001). Public 
accountability should be incorporated into the approach on environmental management. 

The environmental management program (EMP) is the key document of an environmental 
management system that should be adequately defined in an environmental review document. 
The EMP should provide plans to manage the relevant environmental factors, define the 
performance objectives, describe the resources to be used, outline the operational procedures 
and outline the monitoring and reporting procedures which would demonstrate the achievement 
of the objectives. 

Format of the environmental review document 
The environmental review should be provided to the DEP officer for comment. At this stage the 
document should have all figures produced in the final format and colours. 

Following approval to release the review for public comment, the final document should also be 
provided to the DEP in an electronic format. 

The proponent is requested to supply the project officer with an electronic copy of the 
environmental review document for use on Macintosh, Microsoft Word Version 6, and any 
scanned figures. Where possible, figures should be reproducible in a black and white format. 

Contents of the environmental review document 
The contents of the environmental review should include an executive summary, introduction 
and at least the following: 
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Part B - Generic Guidelines 

5.1 The proposal 

A comprehensive description of the proposal including its location (address and certificate of 
title details where relevant) is required. 

Justification and alternatives 

justification and objectives for the proposed development; 

the legal framework, including existing zoning and environmental approvals, and decision 
making authorities and involved agencies; and 

consideration of alternative options. 

Key characteristics 

The Minister's statement will bind the proponent to implementing the proposal in accordance 
with any technical specifications and key characteristics' in the environmental review document. 
It is important therefore, that the level of technical detail in the environmental review, while 
sufficient for environmental assessment, does not bind the proponent in areas where the project 
is likely to change in ways that have no environmental significance. 

Include a description of the components of the proposal, including the nature and extent of 
works proposed. This information must be summarised in the form of a table as follows: 

Changes to the key characteristics of the proposal following final approval, would require assessment of the 

change and can be treated as non-substantial and approved by the Minister, if the environmental impacts are not 

significant. If the change is significant, it would require assessment under section 38 or section 46. Changes to 
other aspects of the proposal are generally inconsequential and can be implemented without further assessment. 

It is prudent to consult with the Department of Environmental Protection about changes to the proposal. 
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Part B - Generic Guidelines 

Table 1: Key characteristics (example only) 

Element Description 
Life of project (mine production) <5yrs (continual operation) 

Size of ore body 682 000 tonnes (upper limit) 

Area of disturbance (including access) 100 hectares 

List of major components refer plans, specifications, charts 
nit section immediately below for details of 

waste dump 
map requirements 

infrastructure (water supply, roads, 
etc)  

Ore mining rate 
maximum 200 000 tonnes per year 

Solid waste materials 

maximum 800,000 tonnes per year 

Water supply 
source XYZ borefield, ABC aquifer 
maximum hourly requirement 180 cubic metres 
maximum annual requirement 1 000 000 cubic metres 

Fuel storage capacity and quantity used litres; litres per year 

Heavy mineral concentrate transport 
truck movements (maximum) 75 return truck loads per week 

Plans, Specifications, Charts 

Adequately dimensioned plans showing clearly the location and elements of the proposal which 
are significant from the point of view of environmental protection, should be included. The 
location and dimensions (for progressive stages of development, if relevant) of plant, amenities 
buildings, accessways, stockpile areas, dredge areas, waste product disposal and treatment 
areas, all dams and water storage areas, mining areas, storage areas including fuel storage, 
landscaped areas etc. 

Only those elements of plans, specifications and charts that are significant from the point of 
view of environmental protection are of relevance here. 

Figures that should always be included are: 

a map showing the proposal in the local context - an overlay of the proposal on a base map 
of the main environmental constraints; 

a map showing the proposal in the regional context; and, if appropriate, 

a process chart / mass balance diagram showing inputs, outputs and waste streams. 

The planls should include contours, a north arrow, a scale bar, a legend, grid co-ordinates, the 
source of the data, and a title. If the data is overlaid on an aerial photo then the date of the aerial 
photo should be shown. 

Other logistics 
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Part B - Generic Guidelines 

timing and staging of project; and 

ownership and liability for waste during transport, disposal operations and long-term 
disposal (where appropriate to the proposal). 

5.2 Environmental factors 

The environmental review should focus on the relevant environmental factors for the proposal, 
and these should be agreed in consultation with the EPA and DEP and relevant public and 
government agencies. Prelirninaiy environmental factors identified for the proposal are shown 
in Part A of these guidelines. 

Further environmental factors may be identified during the preparation of the environmental 
review, therefore, on-going consultation with the EPA, DEP and other relevant agencies is 
recommended. The DEP can advise the proponent on the recommended EPA objective for any 
new environmental factors raised. Minor matters which can be readily managed as part of 
normal operations for the existing operations or similar projects may be briefly described. 

Items that should be discussed under each environmental factor are: 

a clear definition of the area of assessment for this factor; 

the EPA objective for this factor; 

a description of what is being affected - why this factor is relevant to the proposal; 

a description of how this factor is being affected by the proposal - the predicted extent of 
impact; 

a description of where this factor fits into the broader environmental I ecological context 
(only if relevant - this may not be applicable to all factors); 

a straightforward description or explanation of any relevant standards / regulations / policy; 

environmental evaluation - does the proposal meet the EPA's objective as defined above; 

if not, environmental management proposed to ensure the EPA's objective is met; 

predicted outcome. 

The proponent should provide a summaiy table of the above information for all environmental 
factors, under the three categories of biophysical, pollution management and social 
surroundings: 
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Table 2: Environmental factors and management (example only) 

Environ- EPA Objective Existing Potential Environ- Predicted 
mental environment impact mental outcome 
Factor management 

BIOPHYSICAL 

vegetation Maintain the Reserve 34587 Proposal avoids Surrounding Community types 
community abundance, species contains 45 ha all areas of area will be 20b and 3b will 
types 3b and diversity, of community community fully remain untouched 
20b geographic type 20b and 34 types 20b and rehabilitated Area surrounding distnbution and ha of 3b following will be revegetated 

productivity of community type ConStrUCtion with seed stock of 
vegetation 3b 20b and 3b 
community types 
3b and 20b 

community types 

POLLUTION MANAGEMENT 

Dust Ensure that the Light industrial Proposal may Dust Control Dust can be 
dust levels area - three other generate dust on Plan will be managed to meet 
generated by the dust producing two days of each implemented EPA's objective 
proposal do not industries in working week. 
adversely impact close vicinity 
upon welfare and Nearest 
amenity or cause residential area 
health problems is 800 metres 
by meeting 
statutory 
requirements and 
acceptable 
standards 

SOCIAL SURROUNDINGS 

Visual Visual amenity of Area already This proposal Main building Proposal will 
amenity the area adjacent built-up will contribute will be in blend well with 

to the project negligibly to 'forest colours' existing visual 
should not be the overall and screening amenity and the 
unduly affected by visual amenity trees will be EPA's objective 
the proposal of the area planted on road can be met 

'5.3 Environmental management commitments 
The implementation of the key characteristics of the proposal and the environmental 
management commitments made by the proponent become legally enforceable under the 
conditions of environmental approval issued in the statement by the Minister for the 
Environment. All the auditable environmental management commitments should be 
consolidated in the public review document in a list (usually in an Appendix). This list is 
attached to the Minister's statement and becomes part of the conditions of approval. 

The proponent's compliance with the consolidated environmental management commitments 
will be audited by the DEP, so they must be expressed in a way which enables them to be 
audited. 

A commitment needs to contain most (if not all) of the following elements to be auditable: 

(eg. the proponent) 
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will do what (eg. prepare a plan, take action) 

Nhy (to meet an environmental objective) 

where/how (detail the action and where it applies) 

when (in which phase, eg. before construction starts) 

to what standard (recognised standard or agency to be satisfied) 

on advice from (agency to be consulted). 

The proponent may make other 'commitments', which address less significant or non-. 
environmental matters, to show an intention to good general management of the project. Such 
'commitments' (or management strategies/policies) would not be included in the consolidated 
list of environmental management commitments appended to the statement. 

Continuous improvement during the implementation of the consolidated commitments may 
necessitate changes whilst ensuring the environmental objective is still achieved; these can be 
made in updates to the environmental management plan. Modified and/or additional proponent 
commitments arising from the fulfilment of environmental conditions will be audited by the 
DEP and should follow the accepted format. 

Once the proposal is approved under a statement of conditions, any proposed modifications or 
additional commitments should be referred to the EPA for consideration of the environmental 
impacts. Such changes to the consolidated list of commitments would normally be dealt with 
through the audit process; however, if significant impacts are involved, the proposed changes 
may constitute a change to the proposal which would require assessment. 

Examples of the preferred format for typical commitments are shown in the following table: 

Table 3: Summary of proponent's commitments (example only) 

Who/What 

Commitment 

When plan 
prepared 

Timing 

Why 

Obi 
.
ective 

How/Where 

Acti on 

Whose 
advice 

expert 
consulted 

Evidence 
Standard 

Compliance 
criteria 

The Proponent before to protect the abundance, by limiting on advice of similarity 
will develop construction species diversity, geographic construction to CALM. rating of 
and implement commences distribution and productivity 10 ha of Reserve rehab'd area 
a of the vegetation community 34587 and consistent with 
rehabilitation types 3b and 20b (fig 3.1, rehabilitating the vegetation 
plan EMP) area community 

types 3b and 
20b. 

The Proponent before the to minimise dust generation by measures preparation 1000mg/m3 
will prepare start of and impact on nearby land such as watering of the plan (EPA Dust 
and implement construction owners roads and on advice of Control 
a dust control monitoring wind DEP. Criteria) 
plan direction 

Commitments should preferably be written in tabular format, preferably with some specification 
of ways in which the commitment can be measured, or how compliance can be demonstrated. 
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Draft commitments, whether in textual or tabular format, which are not in a format that can be 
audited will not be accepted by DEP assessment officers for public review documentation. 
Proponents will be assisted to revise inadequate commitments. 

5.4 Public consultation 

A description should be provided of the public participation and consultation activities 
undertaken by the proponent in preparing the environmental review. It should describe the 
activities undertaken, the dates, the groups/individuals involved and the objectives of the 
activities. Cross reference should be made with the description of environmental management 
of the factors which should clearly indicate how community concerns have been addressed. 
Those concerns which are dealt with outside the EPA process can be noted and referenced. 

5.5 Other information 
Additional detail and description of the proposal, if provided, should go in a separate section. 



Attachment 1 - Invitation to make a submission 

Attachment 1 

The first page of the proponent's environmental review document must be the following 
invitation to make a submission, with the parts in square brackets amended to apply to each 
specific proposal. Its purpose is to explain what submissions are used for and to detail why 
and how to make a submission. 

Invitation to make a submission 
The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) invites people to make a submission on this 
proposal. 

[the proponent] proposes [the rezoning of land and the development of a Marina Complex in the 
City of Bunbury]. In accordance with the Environmental Protection Act, a [PER] has been 
prepared which describes this proposal and its likely effects on the environment. The [PER] is 
available for a public review period of [8] weeks from [date] closing on [date]. 

Comments from government agencies and from the public will help the EPA to prepare an 
assessment report in which it will make recommendations to government. 

Why write a submission? 

A submission is a way to provide information, express your opinion and put forward your 
suggested course of action - including any alternative approach. It is useful if you indicate any 
suggestions you have to improve the proposal. 

All submissions received by the EPA will be acknowledged. Submissions will be treated as 
public documents unless provided and received in confidence subject to the requirements of the 
Freedom of Information Act, and may be quoted in full or in part in the EPA's report. 

Why not join a group? 

If you prefer not to write your own comments, it may be worthwhile joining with a group 
interested in making a submission on similar issues. Joint submissions may help to reduce the 
workload for an individual or group, as well as increase the pool of ideas and information. If 
'you form a small group (up to 10 people) please indicate all the names of the participants. If 
your group is larger, please indicate how many people your submission represents. 

Developing a submission 

You may agree or disagree with, or comment on, the general issues discussed in the [PER] or 
the specific proposals. It helps if you give reasons for your conclusions, supported by relevant 
data. You may make an important contribution by suggesting ways to make the proposal more 
environmentally acceptable. 
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Attachment I - Invitation to make a submission 

When making comments on specific elements of the [PER]: 

clearly state your point of view; 

indicate the source of your information or argument if this is applicable; 

suggest recommendations, safeguards or alternatives. 

Points to keep in mind 

By keeping the following points in mind, you will make it easier for your submission to be 
analysed: 

attempt to list points so that issues raised are clear. A summary of your submission is 
helpful; 

refer each point to the appropriate Section, chapter or recommendation in the [PER]; 

if you discuss different sections of the [PER], keep them distinct and separate, so there 
is no confusion as to which section you are considering; 

attach any factual information you may wish to provide and give details of the source. 
Make sure your information is accurate. 

Remember to include: 

your name; 

address; 

date; and 

whether you want your submission to be confidential. 

The closing date for submissions is: [date] 

Submissions should be addressed to: 

The Environmental Protection Authority 
WesaIia Square 
141 St George's Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 

Attention: 	[Project Officer name] 
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Attachment 2 - Advertising the environmental review 

Attachment 2 

Advertising the environmental review 
The proponent is responsible for advertising the release and arranging the availability of the 
environmental review document in accordance with the following guidelines: 

Format and content 

The format and content of the advertisement should be approved by the DEP before appearing 
in the media. For joint State-Commonwealth assessments, the Commonwealth also has to 
approve the advertisement. The advertisement should be consistent with the attached example. 

Note that the DEP officer's name should appear in the advertisement. 

Size 

The size of the advertisement should be two newspaper columns (about 10 cm) wide by about 
14 cm long. Dimensions less than these would be difficult to read. 

Location 

The approved advertisement should, for CER's, appear in the news section of the main local 
newspaper and, for PER's and ERMP's, appear in the news section of the main daily paper's 
("The West Australian") Saturday edition, and in the news section of the main local paper at the 
commencement of the public review period and again two weeks prior to the closure of the 
public review period. 

Timing 

Within the guidelines already given, it is the proponent's prerogative to set the time of release, 
although the DEP should be informed. The advertisement should not go out before the report is 
actually available, or the review period may need to be extended. 



Attachment 2 - Advertising the environmental review 

Example of the newspaper advertisement 

SCM CHEMICALS LTD 

Consultative Environmental Review 

EXTENSION TO DALYELLUP RESIDUE DISPOSAL PROGRAM 

(Public Review Period: [date] to [date]) 

SCM Chemicals Ltd is planning to extend the company's existing residue disposal program at 
Dalyellup, south àf Bunbury, from March 1992 to March 1993. 

A Consultative Environmental Review (CER) has been prepared by the company to examine the 
environmental effects associated with the proposed development, in accordance with Western 
Australian Government procedures. The CER describes the proposal, examines the likely 
environmental effects and the proposed environmental management procedures. 

SCM has prepared a project summary which is available free of charge from the company's 
office on Old Coast Road, Australind. 

Copies of the CER may be purchased for $5 from: 

SCM Chemicals Ltd 
Old Coast Road 
AUSTRALIND WA 6230 
Telephone: (08) 9467 2356 

Copies of the complete Consultative Environmental Review will be available for examination at: 

Environmental Protection Authority 
Library Information Centre 
8th Floor, Westralia Square 
38 Mounts Bay Road 
PERTH WA 6000 

Environmental Protection Authority 
65 Wittenoom Street 
BUNBURY WA 6230 

City of Bunbury public libraries 

Shire of Cape! libraries 

Shire of Harvey library (Australind) 

Shire of Dardanup (Eaton) 

Submissions on this proposal are invited by [closing date]. Please address your submission 
to: 

Chairman 
Environmental Protection Authority 
8th Floor, Westra!ia Square 
38 Mounts Bay Road 
PERTH WA 6000 
Attention: [Project Officer name] 

If you have any questions on how to make a submission, please ring the project officer, 
[Project Officer name], on (08) 9222 7xxx. 
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Appendix B 
Nammuldi Trial Operation environmental commitments 



Department of Environmental Protection 

Head Qifico: 
Westrdflc Si.icr9 
141 Sr GeorGes Teirace 
Perth. W9,rgrn Austrclto 
Tel (08) 9222 7000 Fo (08)9322 1698  
h1p://ww.n'1ron.wa.gova 

Penal Aødros: 
POBcx K822 
PerTh. Western Austrofle 6842 

S MC Walsh 
Managing Director, Operations 	 Your Ref 

Hamersicy hon Pty Limited 	 Our Rrf: 	CRN 129688 

Box A42 G.P.O. 	 Eisqui'iec: 	M Hoprtb (9222 71391 

PERTH WA 6837 

Dear Mr Walsh 

NAMMULDI TRIAL OPERATION, WITHIN ML4SA, SHIRE OF 
ASUBURTON - INFORMAL REVIEW WITH PUBLIC ADVICE 

The above proposal was referred to the Environmental Protection Authority for assessment 
under Part IV of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 on 10 August 1998. Subsequently 
the level of assessment of this proposal was set at "Informal Review with Public Advice". 
The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) provides the following advice on this 
project. 

The DEP notes that Hamersley hon Pty Limited has, in support of its referral document of 
4 August 1998, given a number of environmental commitments in relation to the above 
proposal. These commitments are contained within Flamersley Iron Pty Limited's letter to 
the DEP of 4 August 1998 (Attachment 1). 

The Department considers that the environmental impact of this proposal can be adequately 
managed, provided it is implemented in accordance with the descriptions given, and the 
environmental commitments are complied with. 
This proposal may also require Works Approvals and Licences under Part V of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986. 

Yours sincerely 

	

J 	or 
ID CTOR 
EVALUATION DIVISION 

21 September 1998 

Enc 

	

cc: 	Department of Resources Development, P0 Box 7606, Cloisters Square, PERTh 
WA 6850. Atternion: Beverley Bwr 
Department of Minerals and Energy, 100 Plain Street, EAST PERTH WA 6004. 
A-ttentiom BillBigg 



Department of Conservation and 'Land Management. 50 Hayman Road, COMO WA 
6152. Apto-tions  

Water and Rivers Commission, P.O. Box 6740, Hay Street East, EAST PERTH 
WA 6892. 	ention: GregiDavis 

Pollution Prevention Division, Department of Environmental Protection, 141 St 
Georges Terrace, PERTH WA 6000. entipn: StephenWatson 
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HAMERSLEY IRON 
PTY. LIMITED 

A.C.N. 004 'e 	2' 

Ref: 	7.20,1 docY93SI 

	

,n'r,I 	.k. 	2.'in 	t. (1;,r 

I':rrh. WI,t'' ALl.r.IiI, 	llI 

Hon 	.1 	(:;j'.o. F''. iI's, 637 

r.:I,n No. AA'J'3'5 

T1q'Ione O$) ':'2' 2327 

DircI I.jflC . ....... ..937,245.8 
N ..........9327 ...1 

4 August 1998 

Director, Evaluation Division 
Department of Environmental Protection 
P0 Box K822 
PERTH WA 6842 

:1...; ...i 
ATTENTION : Mr Kim Taylor 

Dear Mr Taylor, 

NAMM1JLDI TRiA.L OPERATION 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT 

I attach Hamersley iron Pty Limited's (Hamersicy's) referral of the above project to 
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) for assessment. In addition, I 
provide the following information to aid you in determining an appropriate level of 
assessment, 

Hamerslcy and its parent, Rio Tinto, are strongly committed to a path of social and 
environmental accountability. I attach a copy of our environmental policy. In 
compliance with this policy and our standard practice for the environmental 
management of new projects, Hamersley routinely implements a number of 
environmental management actions. These actions are carried out under an 
overarching framework consistent with the environmental management systems 
standard, ISO 14001. 

Hamersley plans to develop a large Marra Mamba ore resource in the Nammuldi 
area (see figures in the referral) to meet a recently identified market opportunity. 
We see two key issues to the success of the project as: 

the acceptance of this new ore source by our customers which requires an assured 
supply of ore; 
development of a suitable overall project design to meet long term environmental 
objectives. 

To allow us to address both issues simultaneously, we are proposing a two stage 

process. 



StagJ would involve development of a trial operation over 3 years which would 
supply up to 7 M.t of product to customers and allow Hamersley to take a 
150,000 t bulk sample of below water table ore to determine how best to process 
such wet material. This is essential for the successful design of the Stage II 
project. A]! processing will use existing Brockman facilities. Dewatering to 
obtain the wet bulk ore sample would be part of Hamersley's intensive 
hydrogeological studies undertaken to support the environmental assessment of 
Stage H. The timing for taking the bulk sample from below water table may be 
determined by market factors governing the rate of uptake of the above water 
table material. 
Stage II would involve the formal assessment of the long-term vision for 
Namerstey's Marra Marnbadeposits in the Brockrnan valley - which may include 
multiple pits at Nammuldi, one or more at Homestead and the Silvergrass deposit, 
dewatering and closure aspects, as well as processing of wet ore and tailings 
structures. 

To provide DEP and EPA a context for assessing the environmental aspects of the 
Stage I project, I provide the following list of commitments Hamersley makes 
toward managing the potential environmental impacts of the trial operation. 

The life of the trial operation will not exceed 3 years from commencement of 
mining, without a subsequent environmental approval. 

Hamersley will develop an environmental management plan to cover all 
environmental aspects of the project, including dust, water, flora and fauna, noise 
and aesthetics, to the satisfaction of the Department of Environmental Protection 
before construction commences. 

Before mining commences. Hamersley will liaise with the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management on biodiversity conservation within the area 
and develop flora or fauna management plans where required on the basis of 
biological surveys to be carried out prior to mining. 

Before commencing mining, Hamersley will develop a rehabilitation plan, that 
covers ongoing rehabilitation, to the satisfaction of the Department of 
Environmental Protection on advice from the Department of Minerals & Energy. 

Before any dewatering occurs, Hamersley will develop a plan to cover 
dewatering, water disposal and decommissioning (see 6.3) to DEP's satisfaction 
on advice from the Waters & Rivers Commission. 

Before mining ceases, Hamersley will develop a site closure plan to the 
satisfaction of the Department of Environmental Protection and the Department 
for Resources Development on advice from the Department of Minerals & 
Energy for implementation at closure. This plan will be built around the following 
commitments: 



6.1 mining will cease after 3 years, unless a subsequent environmental 
approval is in place; 

6.2 if within 12 months of ceasing mining, Hamersley has not 
determined that it wishes to proceed with mining of this pit and does 
not hold an environmental approval to do so, all out-of-pit dumps 
and stockpiles will be backfihled into an existing void or voids and 
disturbed areas will be rehabilitated; 

6.3 the dewatered void will be backfllled to a level at least 1 m above 
the original water table; 

6.4 all backfihling and rehabilitation will be completed within 12 months 
of commencement. 

7. Hamersley will provide details of the site's environmental performance to the 
Department of Resources Development in an Annual Environmental Report in a 
format to be agreed by the Department of Resources Development and the 
Department of Environmental Protection. 

With respect to the last point, preliminary advice from the Department of Resources 
Development is that the trial operation will be handled by them under the amendment 
to the Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Act which covers the Brockman Project. On 
that basis, reporting for the trial operation would be appended to the Brockman 
Annual Environmental Report. 

Hamersley will submit a referral for the lull Stage 11 Narnmuldi Project. My current 
intention is that the referral will be issued to the DEP by the end of September 1998. 
It is anticipated that an operation of that size would undergo a formal environmental 
approval process and that commitments/conditions of that assessment would 
supersede those given above. 

Yours sincerely. 

SMC Walsh 
Managing Director, Operations 

Attach. 

cc. Ms Bev Bower - Department of Resources Development 
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Summary of water quality of groundwater in the PrQject area 

Nammuldi   Silver_grass 
IA)catR)fl  Pit A Pit B Pit C Pit E Pit F( 1) Pit F(2) RangePit Valley Pit 
Dale of sample Unit 5/3/1999 3/2/1999 18/2/1999 14/2/1999 16/2/1999 27/2/ 1 999 1 5/ 1 2/ 1 998 19/12/1998 
p11  7.0 7.6 7.5 6.7 7.8 7.7 7.7 7.4 
Electrical conductivity @25C' mS/cm 900 940 1000 700 730 60() 1100 1400 
lotal Dissolved Solids (gray.) mg/I. 510 530 60() 410 460 340 720 860 
Sodium (Na) nwJL 56 56 63 42 110 31 130 140 
Potassium (K) mgJL 12 12 12 II 8.7 8.8 8.5 8.7 
Calcium (Ca) 60 60 65 47 25 39 62 63 
Magnesium (Mg) mglI. 38 44 49 36 21 35 53 54 

Chloride (Cl) meJL 110 120 140 56 45 45 150 170 
Bicarbonate (1 lCO) mgJL 260 33() 310 260 290 230 380 360 

Sulphate (SO1) mg/L 61 75 55 37 46 42 83 100 

Nitrate (NOd mg/L 0.4 3.1 3.8 4.3 2.4 5.0 13 16 
llardness (equivalent CaCO3) mg/L 310 330 360 270 150 240 450 380 
Copper (('u) mg/L <0A05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 
Iron (Fe) me/I. <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 1.4 <0.05 0.05 <0.05 
Manganese (Mn) m/ <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 0.15 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 

Lead (Pb) mg/L <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.05 <0.005 
Zinc (Zn) mg/L <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 0.05 <0.05 
izru': (PP/C Luvi;onme,,t & /n/,asf,u(t,I;e / 99c)) 
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(OMMI'LINACEAl: 

ASPHOl)ELACEE: 

\IORACEAE: 

PR OlE A C EAE 

Cvperus (hhhh/U/1(IiUhhhii 
Einzhris tv/is .'siiniiliiiis 

linzhristvlis sp. I 

Sc/zoeizop/ectus (/isi(/C/hiihhi/hi1.' 

Co,n,nelin(I eizsijo/ua 

Bzi/hine peiuhila nis. 

Ficzis p/air/a u/u 

Gre if/lea !pvrai ida/is 

(rei i/lea ztiiklzi,nzii 

Gieri/lea sp. I I .'eriostac/lVa) 

(lien//ca sp. 2 

Haket (/u)ic/()phvl/a 
Hakea (area su bsp.suherea 

SANTAI,ACEAE: 
A ,,t/azho/zis /eptonu'rioides 

Evocaipos sp. I 

Santa/ant /un(eolatzwz 

Santa/ant s/)ie Situ/hz 

LORANTHACEAE: 
Amvenzu :'jit:gerah/u 
Ainveinu inique/i 

Diplutia t'ra izdthrw tea 

Lvsiaiza iasuurihzae 

POIY6ONACEAE: 
i'eSuariu.c 

CHFNOPOI)IACEAE: 
(he,u,,,odi,i,iz nU'/ano( a/phi/fl 

L)vsp/zania gli inzu/iJera 

Dvsphaizia Ia/path 

Lvsphania iliadi,zostac/iva 

Euchvlaenu (ohlentosa 

llalovarcua ha/ui nenioules 

itlaieaia, .'eriosphaera 

:vlatieciiui t.eortei 
Mai,eana ,ne/a,uiconza 

Maurei,za p/i/n i/o/ia 

Ilaire,iza (riptera 

Il4aiena :nil/au 

Rita toilia eremaca 

So/so/a ku/i 

Sc/ceo/ama ci ,rnis/ziaizi, 

Sclero/aena deizsif loja 

Sclero/aena eriucaizilia 
Sclero/aena la/ucuspis 

Sclero/aena sp. 

Appendix D 
Vascular flora recorded in the Project area 

FAMILY 	 Species 
	

FAN lILY 
	

Species 

AI)IANTACIAE: 
	

CYPERACEAE 
Cheila,u/,e.s hISUp/IVIIa 

C/u.ih,,,,hes sieheri subsp .'jeherj 

,'vl(Jrsilea hirsuta 

Anzphipugu;i sp. I 

A rz,rtiila contorta 

,4iisti(Il ('.V.Ve!t1 
A FiS1i(I.1 holuiheru 

Aristi/, luti/Olia 

Astrebhi e/vnouJes 

E3othrioch/ou ewaltiulul 

Brachvuchue c)!reie,,s 

/3ruchvuc/iue )?OS1ruta 
*C'e,l( ./,,.,, (ili(J)7V 

(/lh)1i /)e(iiFlat(I 

Chrv.sopoou .tu//uX 
Cvinhopoon unihit,'uus 

( 

1. 

 vnihopoon OhtC(tI 

Du tvIo( teinuni ruduIan. 

L)ichanthiuni seruenni ssp. humilius 

Licha,uhium S('iiCeU?lZ SSj) .Se?.iceunl 
Ligii,ria bio'.i nii 

Enmi,on uvenuceus 

Enuiuun caerule.'.c('ns 
EnFu'u/)oio,l c/c/a/u/u 

Enneapnun polvjilz v//us 

Enierjuni acicu/uris 

Era,'rostis a ft. (/ese/toru,n 

Era t,'ros!is criopoda 
Era,'rostis prruci/is 

Eru,'rostis seth 0/ui 

Lra,'rostis true/lu/a 

Eiai'ro,stis te,uii,/jii 

E,'rostis veii p/iiIa 

Eriachize /ienthumjj 

Eriuchne (i/iota 

Eijachne iiizuioiu,ta 

Eriuc/zne pul( lie//a 

Lu/a/ia aIIIeI 
I.cei/enza (/0/li /zotrichunz 

Iseilena ,?ZiIC ratlzerunz 

I.sei/enza !nienzhrunu(eunz 

Puranezua hin' ,nue/le,i 

Paspa/idium &Ie,ni'ntii 

Paspu/idiunz tuba brain 

Sew,ia i/irish 

Sjoroho/us australasiczis 

ihenuda triwu/ra 

Tragus austruliwzus 

Triodia unguslil 

lriodia h,j:ou/es 

7rjodia /111t1'/I.S 

!iiodu, u'isea/za 

Tripogon lo/ifornus 

\IARSILEACEAE: 

POACEAE: 



FAMILY Species 	 FAMILY Species 

AMARANTHACEAL: MIMOSACEAE: 
A Iternant/u'ra de,itirulata Acacia uncistrocarpa 

A/ternaiulu'ra nana Acacia aneura (form unspeci tied) 
Alternant/zera nodijiora Acacia uneura (flattened form) 
Amw'a at has initchellu Acacia aneura (terete form) 
Anzai'anthu.c pa/lidijiorus Acacia alkoisiana 

Goniphrena cu,i,ziiii,/u.nnii Acacia aversiana 
Ptilotus aerioules Acacia biieno,sa 
Pti/otiis astro/asius Acacia cnrinovirid.v 

Plihaus an'ip/icijolius Acacia (ole! 

Ptilotus calostaclzvus Acacia coriacea 
Piiloius carinatu.'. A curia con 'leana 
Ptilotus I /ementii Acacia thctvop/zleha 

Ptilotus eva/talus A curia exilis 
Pri/olus/usiforinis Acuciaflirnesiana 
Pu/otu.s -utulichaudii Acacia haniers/evaita 
Pti/otus gonzphrenoides Acacia inaequilatera 
Pti/otus heliptero.Jes A curia keinpeana 
Pti/OIJLV i,iv'a nus Acacia muit/andi 
Pü/otus nacrocep/zalus Acacia alan flea /a  
Pti/oni.c oho rains Acacia pruillocarpa 

Pti/otus polvstachvus var. polvstachvus Acacia pvrifolia 
Pti/otus polvstachvus var. ruhriflonts Acacia rhodophhna 
Ptilouls rotu,uhjilius Al aria sclerosjeiiva 

NYC'I'AGINACEAE: Acacia spondvlojhvl/a 
IJoerha cia coczea Acacia ia stowardi 
Boerha via rep/eta Acacia tenuissilna 

GYROSTEMONACEAE: Acacia letra.ono/)hr//a 
Codoiu,carpus coijiujoluis Acacia tuinida 

11OLLUGINACEAE: Acacia rictoriue 
tv/of/u io niol/,igjnis A curia .viphoph v/Ia 

PORTULACACEAE: Neplunia i/iniorphani/za 
Ca/anc/rinia ptvchospernia 	 CAESALPINIACEAE: 
I'ortulu('a Ole)'(lcl'a PetaIo.vt v/is Iahicheoide.s 
l'ortu/acu sp. I Senna urtenusioides suhsp. helnisi 

CARYOPHYLLACEAF: Seni,a art enusio ides subsp. o/igophv/Ia 
Polvcarpaea ho/l:ei Seiina arte,niswides suhsp. o/iioph v/Ia (sericea 

brui) 
Pal vcarpaea ion gijioru Se/il/li artenusiou/es subsp. oligoph v/Ia x 

/ielnixi 
M ENJSPERNIACEAE: Seniju arlenusiou/es suhsp .striclu 

Tinosjara sini/acina Se;iizci glutinoSa suhsp. g/utinosa 
LAURACEAE: Se;iiia glutinosa suhsp. pruinosa 

Cuss vt/lu capi/laris Seiiizii ghuinosa suhsp. x luerssenu 
CAPPARACEAE: Seiiiia Jzanierslevensis 

Capparis lasiant/za .Senn, notahihs 
Cap paris iinibonata Seinia 5i'?liOFili 

Cleoiiie liscosa 

BRASSICACEAE: 
Lepidiuni inuelleri-jerdinanl/i 

Lepidiuin phl('/)Opela/ilni 

Lepilliuni pho/idogvivan 

1 tenopetaIian unjractz oh 

SURIANACEAE: 
Sivlohasi ito spatlni/atu ni 



FAMILY Species FAMILY Species 

I'APILIONACEAE: NIALVACEAL: 
('lianthus firn,o.s,,.s Ahuti/un cuninizghamii 
Crotaiaria .'benthapnianc, Ahutitoji lepicluin 
('rotci/aria ,,zi1icc,c'nie, Ahutilon ,nacru,n 
C;italaria iiaraeiioiiandiac' Al)litit(fll mali'itoiiun 
('u/ten cinereu,n A bunion otocal'pu)n 
Cu/ten gra ceo/ens Aburi/on sp. I 
Cu//cit iachnostaehvs (ross Vpium ansi rate 
('ui/en ieucauttiu,n (loss vptuln tohinsoiti 
(uiic'ii po,'oiio arpuin Hibiscus hrachviaenus 
Gasirolohinin crandzj/orsuu Hibiscus burtonii 
(,Ivcine canescens Hibiscus coatesii 
(;oinp/hthizciii jncIr:v'uin Hibiscus go/c/s ii oiilui 
Indigojera tiflijolici Hibiscus lepioclac/us 
Inch gojera monoph v/Icc Hibiscus sturtii var. I 
inc/i cojera nutosa Hibiscus snurtii var. 2 
Isotropis cit ropurpurea 'A4111'cisiru,ii cJ,)Ieli(aiiUJn 
Lotus 'i'uenius Sic/a aren leo/a 
Mirbetia tjmjna/is Sn/c, eaihopli vita 
Polvgahi isin'ii Sida 	c/tim csnpa 
Rhvnchosia minima Sida vc('cleniif()/ia 
Suainsona inaceulioclneana Sic/a fil,u/ifera 
Snainsona sp. I lamcrslev Station Sida/thjo/ia 
leinpienonia egena Sn/a !p/iaeotricha 
Tephrosia cleitsa Sic/a rohienae 
Tephrosia loseci Sic/a !spoc/ochroma 
Tephrosia a Il.siipu/itteia Sic/a irichopocla 
Tephrosia sp. Cathedral Gorge Sida sp. spiciform panicles 

ZY(;OPHYLLACEAE: Sic/a sp.(' whi(e leaf margins') 
Tribulu.v astrocarpus Sic/a sp. I 
Tribulus hiisuuis Sic/a sp. 2 
Tribulus macrocarpus S'l'ERCULIACEAE: 
Trihulus p/at vp!erns Brac hvc litton ac Ilfluhlatu.s 
Zvgoph v//not ioc/ocarpum Keraudienia nephrospermci 

POLY(;ALACEAE: Rulingia kempeana 
Pa/vga/a ising Wa/iberia virgana 

EUPHORBIACEAE: FRANKI'N1ACKAE: 
Achiana lonzentosa Frankenia /zispiciu/a 
Euplunbia ausirci/is VIOLACEAE: 
Euplunbici hoophihona Hvbant/zus aurantiacus 
Euj1znbici cIiiuuniondii suhsp. 'FHYNIEIAEACEAE: 
cirunziuonc/jj 
Phv//ann/tns /acnne//ns Pitne/eci ammocharis 
Phv//ant/ius incidera.spao'nsis Pime/ea Ilo/ro vc/i 

STACKHOUSIACEAE: \IYRTACEAE: 
Sta khousia inic'rnteclici Calvtiiv cciiincitcx 

SAI'INI)ACEAE: Corrmbia cieserticola 
I)iplope/ni.s stuarnii Corv,nbia hcnuc'is/evana 
Doc/onaeci eoria ca Eucalyptus ca,na/du/ensis 
Doc/otucea lameolata suhsp. Eucalyptus :'fi'i-ritico/ci 
Ianceo/ata 
Doctoncieci pachvnenra Eucalvjnus gainoph v//cl 
Dodonaec, petioiaris Eucalyptus /eucoph/oia 

'fILIACEAE: Eucalyptus socia/is 
Coicluirtis (to:ophorijo/ius Lucalvptus trira/iis 
Core/totus lasiocarpus Eucalyptus vietriv 
Tiiunij'ntci li'ptcicciiithci Eucalyptus .vc'iothermicc, 
Iriumfetta ,flac onoc hh'ana Mela/eucci e/euterostc,c/,vc, 



FAMILY 

HALORA(;ACEAE: 

ARALIACEA E: 

APIACEAE: 

OLEACEAE: 

ASCLEPIADACEAE: 

CON VOL VULACEAF 

BOR AG IN A C EA 

VERBENACEAF: 

Species 

Ha/orajs X' )SM'i 

/Ja/oiagis all. o.ssei 

Astritric/ni Izainpioni 

Daucus /Io( hidiwus 
Tracli vouqu' o/I'racea 

Jasnununi du/vmuin var. lozeare 

(vuan /iiini jfor,/nendu,n 
:'Gvnznanthera (i1nlun/iaini 
Rlivncharrliena Ii ze Iris 
Sarcosteinnni aust ia/c 

Bonainia rosea 
Co,i ia/itt/us etithest C/i) 

Eiollu/u.\ a/sinoide. 
lponioea 'lone/top/i v//a 
Polv,neria 0,0/n tua 
Polvn,eria /on.'l/ (i/ia 
Potaiza ((i/fl FIILV(a 

Ehreiia ca/j,za 
Hi'/iotropiuin chrvsocarfnun 
/Je/iotropiuni conocarpuin 
Hi'liotro,nuin heterani/uon 
Heliotropium oia/iJo/ntm 
Ti-h hodesmna :ev/a/ucu,n 

(/einle,uli:,in to/nentoSu/n var. 
lanceolanon 
(1/erot/enclru,n toinentosuin var. 
IO1?i('litOSIlifl 

FAMILY 	 Species 

NI YOPORACFAE: 
Iremnop/ulte tuneijolia 
Erenioph i/a tniestii 
Eremnopli i/a Jraseri 
Eremoph i/a lance ,lata 
Eremnophila ?latiohei ssp. lahra 
Eremnopl,ila lon:.ijolia 
Ereniophila tnacu Iwo 

I'LAN'I'AGINACEAE: 
Plantao .'t/iiininioiitlii 

RUBIACEAE: 
0/den/ant/ia ciouchiana 
Ps vt/ra.v latijolia 
Psvd,i.v sua teolens 
.yiiaptant/ia tilaeacea 

CUCURBIIACEAE: 
ClIclanis ,iielo 
i,1uIia mnatieraspatana 

CAMPANULACIAI: 
Ua/ilen/n'ria :'tieniidijiucta 
Iia/ilemihi'm:ia sp. I 

LOBELIACEAE: 
Lobelia /wterop/iv/la 

G()ODENIACEAE: 
Danipiera t andh am 
(;ot,de,u, tusackiana 
(,00t/e'nia Iwieroch i/a 
(;odt'n Ia mit roptera 
Goodenia nzuelleriana 
Goot/enit, iascua 
(joot/enia .stellata 
Goitlenia stohhsiana 

Scae ia/a a,nh/vant/w,a 

LAMIACEAE: 
Piostantheta a/hit7o,a 

SOLANACEAE: 
Datura leit Izhardti 
Nicotiana henthanuana 
IVicm,tiana (i((idelitali5 
Nit Otiafla /o.vu/ata 
So/anuni thierszj/oium 
So/anuni /eioci)simuni 
Solanuin /u,rridum 
So/ainun lasioph v//un? 
So/anuin !jihloinoides 
So/a,iu,n sturti0000i 

SCROPHULARIACEAE: 
Mimu/ux (reiciljs 
.Sn'niodia ioc.a 
.Stemnodii kiii 

ACANTHACEAE: 
Duladantiwia finrestii 
Diptertuanthus austia/aswus 
Roste//ularia ad.ccenden) 

ASTERACEAE: 

Scae 1(1/ti paiiifolia 
Scae 1(1/U 5/Ellen ('itS 

el/cia con lititti 

5Bidcns bipinuita 
Calocephalus !knappii 
Calocephalus sp. Pi I bara I)cscri 
Calocepha/us sri. WI (Lenoom 

Ca/otis Ins pu/ida 
('a/otis ,miulticau/i.s 
Ca/otis poeyihvioi'/ossa 
('entipe/a minima 
I/a rena australasjca 
0/em-ia vera p/u/a 
I'terocaulo,i .j/iace/anenz 
R/iodanthe florihunt/a 
Rhodant/w hu,nbo/t/nana 
Ritodanthe ,nartarethae 
iSi t,sheckia  onienrali. 
Sirepto,tt/ossa buhakii 
Strepto,t/ossa t/ecurrens 

trepto,'/ossa /iatroide.s 
tiitadinia alit/a 
I ill dinia ?e,i',iiaeti 
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Appendix E 
Vertebrate fauna species recorded in the Project area 

Family Genus Species Common name 

MAMMALS: 
Dasvuridae Dasvka/uia rosanwnc/ac' Little Red Kaluta 

I)asrurus /,allucaius Northern Ouol I 
Psc'udantc'chinus woo/Ic' vac Woollev 's Pseudantechinus 
PIaiiiaIc' macu/ala Common Planiale 
Nuieaui tonc'alevi Pilbara N ineaui 
.S'mint/iovris ion eicatulata Lone-tailed Duniiart 
.Snunt/iopsis macroura Stripe-liced Dunnart 

Macropod idac Maciopus robusius Common \Val laioo 
IV! acrovus rufus Red kanearoo 
Penoen/e rotlisch,/di Rothschild's Rock-wallaby 

Meadcrmatidac Macroderma ei,'as Ghost Bat 
Emballonuridae Tcwho:ous eeoivciiius Common Shcathtail-hat 

lcwho:ous hi//i Hills Sheathtail-bat 
Mok)SSidae Mormoincius n/aniceps Southern Freetail-bat 
Vespertilionidae Chalino/obus s_'ouidii Gould's Wattled Bat 

Vesvadeliis fin/avsoni Finlavson's Cave Bat 
Muridac Lee eadina /akedonnensis Lakeland Downs Mouse 

Pseudomvs chanmani Pebble Mound Mouse 
Pseudomvs /u'imannsburensis Sandy Inland Mouse 
Zv:omrs areurus Common Rock Rat 

Canidae Canis Lupus dingo I)ineo 

REPTILES 
Aeainidae Ctenovlio,us caudicinctus 

Cteiiov/iorus iso/evis iso/cO is 
Diporiphora ca/ens 
Diporivhoia ,jinneckc'i 
Loohoenathus ion t'irosiris 
Pocona iluh101 minor 
Tvmpanocrvptis ceplia/us 

Boidae Antaresia pert hensis 
An tarc'sia rtunson i 

Elapidae Acanthopis pvii/ius 
Deni3 ontO lasciata 
Fujiiia Urnata 
Pseuc/echis aiisn a/is 
Pseuc/onaia nucha/is 
Rhi,iovioceviia/us monachus 
Sinose/aps approvima us 

Gekkonidae Dip/odactvIus conspicillatus 
Dip/odact v/us e/dc'ri 
Dip/odactv/us sara cci 
Dip/odact v/us stenodact vlus 
Dip/oc/actv/us we//in etonac' 
Gehvra pi/bara 
Ge/:vra punclata 
Gehv;a %aric'? ala 
Heteronotia binoc'i 
Heleronotia soc/ca 
Nephrurus u/lee/en 
Oc'dura inaimo,ala 
R/,vnc/ioc'dura ornala 

Hvl idae Liionia ,ube//a 
Mvobatrachidae Uperoieia russe/li 
Pveopodidae Dc/ma c/c cans 

Dc/ma nasiita 
Dc/ma tijicta 

Pveopodidae Lialis /nhrton iv 
Pvopus niehiceps 

Scincidae Cailia nuiuicia 
(_rvptoh/cp/unus carnabvi 



Family 	 Genus Snecies 	 Common name 
Crrptoblep/iarus p/a eiocephalus 
Cieiiotus off /'/enae 
Cienotus aft. rol)1LSIIIS 
Ctenotus dunce/a 
Cienotus era/u/is 
Cienolus he/enae 
Ctenoius paiitheniiuis ace/lifer 
Ctenotus piankai 
Cietiotits rlibi(.ii/idiIS 
Cteiiotiis ri/ri/ens 
Crenotus saxatilis 
Ctenotu.r .vcliomburcki 
C Vc/OdOflioi7)/lUS iiielciiiovs inc/one vs 
E ernjci toniiosa 
Erenuascincus richardsonii 
Leii.rta mu el/eli 
Menetia erevii 
Iii oret/na ru/icaun/a 
l\'to.viiicis biitlt'ni 
Tiliaua mnultifasciata 

Tvphlopidae 	Rain p/tot vpii lens ditersus aniniodvtes 
Varanidae 	 Vajanus acant/iuru.y 

1/aianus brevicauda 
Varamnis erennus 
i'ai-aiiiiv i/leni 
anaiius nait epics iiibidiis 

i/a,anu.r vi/barensis 
Vaiaiius mist/s Fri stis 

BIRDS 
Casuaridae Dro,naius novac/tollandiac Emu 
Anatidae Amias suvel-ci/iosa Pacitic Black Duck 
Arcleidae A idea pacifica White-necked Heron 
Accipitndae Accipirci cirrhocep/ia/us Collared Sparrowhawk 

Accipiter lasciatus Brown Goshawk 
I-IaIastur splienurus Whistl inc K lie 
Circus assimnilis SDotted 1-larrier 
Elanus evil/uris Black-shouldered Kite 

Falconidac ia/co her, i'ora Brown Falcon 
ía/co Pereniniis Percri ne Falcon 
Fa/co /oneipennis Australian I lobby 
Fe/co cenchro ides Nankeen Kestrel 

Otididae Ardeotis australis Australian Bustard 
Turnicidae Tiiini.v re/ox Little Button Quail 
Columbidae Geopel,a cuneata Diamond Dove 

Cieovhaps pluinitera Sinifex Piceon 
Or-vp/taps lopliotes Crested Piceon 
P/taps chulcontera Common Bronzewinc 

Cacatuidae (acatita saiieuinea Little Corella 
Lo/op/tus roseicapillus Galah 
Nrmnp/iuus /iol/a,ithcus Cockat ie I 

Psittacidac Barnaidius :onarius Australian Rincneck 
Melopsittacj(s iiiidu/atus Budceii car 

Cuculidae C/ia/cites base/is I-Jorsfield s Bronze-Cuckoo 
(ticulus va//u/its Pallid Cuckoo 

Stricidae Ninox boobook Southern Boohook 
Aecothelidae Aeeor/ie/es clistatus Australian Owlet-nichi iar 
Caprimuleidae Euiosropodu.v anc_'u.v Sootted Nichi jar 
Alceclinidae i'odiiam/ius pvnrhopvv'ia Red-backed Kincfisher 

7 edirain/iiis sanctus Sacred K inctisher 
Daelo /eachii Blue-winced Kookahurra 

Meropidac Meioi,s ornatus Rainbow Bee-eater 
Cliniacteridae Climnacienis me/a/nIna Black-tailed Treecreeper 
Maluridae Amvtornis sine/us Striated Grasswren 

Me/uius lamnbe iii Variecated Fairy-wren 
Ma/ui -us leucopterus White-winced Fairy-wren 
Stipitunits ru/jeeps Rufous-crowned Emu-wren 

Pardalotidae Acanthi:a ui-envy' ia/is Chestnut-runiped Thornbi II 
Gerv cone fitsea Western (Jerycone 



Family Genus Species Common name 
Par(Jalotus rubricatus Red -browed Pard alote 
Parda/otus striatus Striated Parcialote 
Smicrornis brevirostris Weebill 

Mcliphaidac Epht/iianura tricolor Crimson ('hat 
Liclienosroinus f7avzco/lis Ycilow-throated Miner 
Licl,enostonws kearilandi Grey-headed l-loncvcater 
Lic/u'nostoiniis penicillatus \Vh ite-pluiiied Honeveater 
Lichcnosto,nus virescens Sincinc 1-loneveater 
Liclunera indistineta Brown Honeveatcr 

Petroicidac Melanodrvas cuculluni Hooded Robin 
Poniatostomidae Pomatostotnus teinpora/is Grey-crowned Babbler 
Pachycephalidae Colluricincla ha,-mon,ca Grey Shrike-Thrush 

Oreoica cutturalis Crested Belibird 
Pachvcepliala rufiventris Rufous Whistler 

Dicruridae Gral/iiu, cvanoleuca Australian Macpie-Lark 
R/ipidum leucop/irvs Willie Wactail 

Canrnephaeidae Coracina tnaxuna Ground Cuckoo shrike 
Coiacina novaehollandiae Black-faced Cuckoo-Shrikc 
La/ace sueurii White-winced Tn lien 

Artamidae Artannis cinereus Black-faced Woodswallow 
A !!(lflhIlS 11111101 Little Woodswaliow 
A;ta,nu.c personatus Masked! \Voodswallow 
Cracticus nierou/aris Pied B utcherhird 
Cracncus io;-auatiis Grey Butcherbird 
G vmnor/iina ribicen Australian Macoie 

Corvidae Corvus !ennetri Little Crow 
Corvus aim Torresian Crow 

Ptilonorhvnchidae Chlamvdeia euttaia "Western Bowerbird 
Chlanivdera maculata Snotted Bowerbird 

Alaudidae IvJiral,-a iavanica Sininc B ushlark 
Motaciilidae Anthus novaesee/and,ae Richard s Pipit 
Passeridae Emhlena pi dun; Painted Firetail 

Taeniop veia vlIttata Zebra Finch 
Dicaeidae I)icaeun; hijundinaceum M istletoebird 
Hirundinidae Ilirundo nierican.s-  Tree Martin 
Svlvi idae Cincloramphus crura/is Brown Sonclark 

Ereiniornis carte;-i Spinifexbird 
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Stygofauna recorded in the Project area 



Appendix F 
Stygofauna recorded in the Project area 

Site 
location 

Site 
name 

AMGE AMGN Capture 
 date 

II) 
number 

Taxa 
name 

Family name Comments 

Brockman BRPB I 536555 7521249 10 May 1999 I3LS 7347 Collembolan Brockman Boretcld, water bore 

Brockman 13RP13 I 536555 7521249 10 May 1999 BES 7346 Collembolan Brockman Borefiekl. water bore 

Brockman BRPB 1 536555 7521249 tO May 1999 BES 7345 Amphipod l3ogidiellidae Brockman Borefield, water bore 

Brockman I3RPR I 536555 7521249 It) May 1999 BES 7344 Copepod Brockman Borefiekl. water bore 

Brockman 13RI'13 I 536555 7521249 10 May 1999 BES 7342 Collembolan Brockman Boretlekl. water bore 

Brockman BRPB I 536555 7521249 10 May 1999 ElliS 7336 Collembolan Brockman Borefiekl, water bore 

Brockman I3RPB I 536555 7521249 10 May 1999 BES 7335 Collembolan Brockman l3orctickl, water bore 

Brockman BRPB I 536555 7521249 10 May 1999 BES 7334 Collembolan Brockman Borefieki, water bore 

Brockman BRPB I 536555 7521249 It) May 1999 BES 7326 Collembolan Brockman t3orefield, water bore 

Brockman BRPB I 536555 7521249 10 May 1999 BES 7325 Collembolan Brockman Borefield, water bore 

Brockman I3RPB I 536555 7521249 10 May 1999 BES 7324 Amphipod Bogidiellidae Brockman Boretield, water bore 

Nammuldi NAR3 531799 7519984 27 October 1999 III 130 ('opepod Round. large. good condition 

Naiiimuldi NB I M I 533840 7519849 31 October 1999 111129 Worm lhin. large. good condition 

Silvergrass SEG I M2 531794 7534314 28 October 1999 111110 ('opepod Round. small, good condition 

Silvergrass SEG I M2 531794 7534314 28 October 1999 HI 109 Amphipod Long antennae, small uropod, good condition 

Silvergrass SEG I M2 531794 7534314 28 October 1999 111108 Amphipod Medium size, poor condition 

Silvergrass SGE I M I 531965 7534194 28 October 1999 HI 105 Amphipod Medium SiZC, poor condition 

Silvererass SGEI Ml 531965 7534194 28 October 1999 111104 Amphipod Long legs. medium good condition 

Silvererass ScJE I Ml 531965 7534194 28 October 1999 111103 Amphipod Long antennae. small uropod, good condition 

Silvergrass SGE I Ml 531965 7534194 28 October 1999 111102 Amphipod Small, very poor condition 

Silvergrass SGIi2M3 531672 7533211 31 October 1991)   1-11107 Worm Ismall, good condition 

Silvergrass SGE2M3 531672 7533211 31 October 1999 111106 Worm Small, good condition 
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